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Chapter 1

THE CHALLENGES OF ORGANIZING WHOLE NETWORKS

1.1    Setting the stage: the delicate issue of knowing how the network

is doing

Some groups of patients need multiple types of health and/or social care due to aspects of
their diseases such as complexity, duration, or impact of disabilities. One can, for example.

think of people with learning disabilities, people with diabetes, children with developmental
disabilities, or people who have suffered a stroke. Because of the complex nature of their

demands, such patients frequently depend on a wide range of highly specialized services.

Different types of health care networks have emerged in order to meet these demands.

Service delivery networks, designed to create a continuum of care, are well known. Moreover,

because professionals, patients, and their relatives face difficulties in knowing about the
broad range of services available in any given institutional field, information networks develop
which disseminate knowledge. It is typical of health care networks that they tend to produce

community level network results (e.g., the creation of a continuum of care, or enhancing the

knowledge of involved actors), or what is referred to in the literature as 'community level

effectiveness' (Provan and Milward  1995, 2001; Provan and Sebastian 1998: Kenis  and

Provan 2006). This implies that they extend the more common perspective in network
literature regarding network effects merely in terms of opportunities or constraints for the

participating organizations, for example, organizational learning, legitimacy, management of
resources and risks, and economic performance (see e.g., Podolny and Page 1998, Brass et

al. 2004).

However, it is exactly because these kinds of health care networks aim at community level

network results and are voluntary in nature that questions about their governance and control

arise, Because clients directly or indirectly 1 depend on the network's performance (Provan

1 Directly, by delivering services to patients as in networks that integrate care. Indirectly, by delivering
services to professionals so they are better able to serve patients.
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and Milward, 1995; Provan and Sebastian, 1998, Provan, Lamb, and Doyle, 2004; Agranoff,
1991, Van Raak, Paulus, and Mur-Veeman, 2005), these kinds of networks are expected to
monitor and adjust their performance, similar to any other goal directed organizational system

(Wondolleck and Yaffee, 2000, Provan and Milward, 1995, 2001; Provan and Kenis,

forthcoming, McGuire, 2006; Kenis, 2002, Aiken et al., 1975, Bardach and Lesser, 1996,

Miles and Snow, 1992, Mitchell and Shortell, 2000). In cases where network members do not

know how the network is performing, how then can they improve the functioning of the
network for which it emerged? This question is not easily answered because of the absence

of principal agent relations (see e.g., O'Toole, 1997). Also, the voluntarily emerging nature of

these networks hampers opportunities to collectively control network performance in terms of

community level network results.

Often the concepts 'control' and 'network' are perceived as contradictory in the literature due

the to specific characteristics ascribed to networks such as the absence of formal authority

(e.g., Powell, 1990), the presence of trust (e g., McEvily, Perrone, and Zaheer, 2003; Bradach

and Eccles, 1989; Ring and Van de Ven, 1994; Mandell and Steelman, 2003), the presence
of shared values and beliefs (Ouchi, 1980, Bradach and Eccles, 1989), and friendship and
altruism (Macneil, 1985). In a similar vein, it is argued that control in networks is

counterproductive and leads to conflict and dissensus among the participating organizations

(Van de Ven and Walker, 1984). Although collectively controlling a network's performance
can be understood as a delicate and challenging issue, this research starts from the
assumption that some kind of network control is necessary in order to be able to accomplish

network results. How networks control the performance of the network as a whole given these

challenging conditions is the central issue in this research. This control problem is
approached by focusing on the practices of network members. In other words: how does a

network know how it is doing? And how does a network attempt to adjust the performance of
the network as a whole?

Before specifying the aim and scope of this study any further, the possible advantages of
networks, the pitfalls they are confronted with, and how scholars have discussed these issues

to date are addressed in broad terms. Then I will return to the issue of network control. It is

outlined how control is understood in contemporary network literature, and it is argued that
the issue of control systems directed at whole networks has been largely neglected until now.

Subsequently, the aim of this study is specified and it is elaborated how it contributes to

network literature.

Following scholars who consider a network to be a distinctive organizational system (e.g.,
Powell 1990; Sydow and Windeler 1998, Provan and Milward 1995; Kenis and Provan 2006;
Koza and Lewin 1999, Miles   and   Snow 1986: Gulati 1998) which purposefully   and

consciously attempts to produce results (i.e., goal-directed), health care networks are defined
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as follows: organizational structures, voluntarily composed by autonomous actors (i.e., health

and social service organizations), that tend to produce community level network results which

could not be realized by one of the organizations individually,

1.2 Networks: their potentials, problems and possible solutions

1.2.1 The potential of networks: quality of care and improved efficiency
Networks have become an important organizational form in the provision of public services

(Mandell, 2001, Kickert, Klijn, and Koppenjan, 1997). Some argue that public services in

general, and health care services in particular, will increasingly be developed and
implemented by networks, for instance, due to the growing numbers of chronically ill and
ageing people (Eijkelberg et al., 2001; Van Raak, Paulus and Mur-Veeman, 2005; Van Raak

et al., 2002), and due to increased governmental deregulation, decentralization and

privatization (Gibelman and Demone, 1990). The potentials ascribed to health care networks

can be categorized within two broad themes: enhanced quality of care, and improved
efficiencyz. With respect to the first theme, it is argued that networks have the ability to deal
with issues such as service complexity (Jones et al., 1998); the lack of appropriate services

(Glisson and James, 1992); the fragmentation of services (Fleury and Mercier, 2002; Yip et
al., 2002; Provan and Milward, 2001; Agranoff, 1991; Dill and Rochefort, 1989), service

accessibility, utilization, and responsiveness (Provan and Milward, 2001), and delays in
intervention (Glisson and James, 1992). Regarding the second theme, networks are
associated with increased efficiency due to their ability to cope with reduced funding (Fleury
and Mercier, 2002; O'Toole, 1997; Bardach and Lesser, 1996, Alter, 1990) and the scarcity of
(public) resources (Lowndes and Skelcher, 1998; Provan and Milward, 1995; Cook, 1977,

Aiken et al., 1975), and due to their potential for cost reduction or maintenance (Provan and
Milward, 2001).

1.2.2 The challenges of networks: coordination governance and outcome problems
Although the potentials of networks are considerable, they seem to have lost some of their
attraction. Indeed, in the literature it is generally acknowledged that they are not by definition
a successful mode of governance (Provan and Milward, 1995, 2001; Podolny and Page,
1998, Smith-Doerr and Powell, 2005), and that it is difficult to accomplish network results

(Huxham and MacDonald, 1992; Gray, 2007, 1989; Kenis, 2002). Huxham and Vangen even
go one step further by stating: "Don't do it unless you have to. Joint working with other

2 Scholars studying 'integrated care' also address these two goals but approach them somewhat
differently. They argue that the goal of integrated care is to enhance quality of care, quality of life,
consumer satisfaction and system efficiency for patients with complex, long term problems cutting across
multiple services, providers and settings (Kodler and Spreeuwenberg, 2002· 3). Kodler and Spreeuwenberg
suggest networks as one of the methods that can be used to accomplish integrated care.
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organizations is inherently difficult and resource consuming" (2005: 37). A broad array of the

challenges confronting networks is addressed. Coordination, governance, and outcome

deficiencies are considered to be particularly challenging when aiming at community level

network results.

First, it is widely acknowledged that networks are confronted with coordination difficulties

(e.g., Alter, 1990, Baker and O'Brien, 1971, Dill and Rochefort, 1989, Aiken et al., 1975;
Glisson and James, 1992). Generally speaking, these problems point at the difficulties of
"fitting the actions of each unit into a whole" (Hage and Clignet, 1982: 383) as necessitated by

the need for task differentiation and specialization, Scholars addressing coordination

problems implicitly or explicitly dispute the idea that networks are beneficial by definition (see

e.g., Glisson and James, 1992).

Second, it is argued that networks are confronted with governance problems (Mitchell and
Shortell, 2000, Provan and Kenis, forthcoming). Governance problems refer to the issue that

there is no formal authority relation between actors who necessarily rely on each other

(0'Toole, 1997). The lack of formal authority and hierarchical relations between network

actors can impede the accomplishment of network results, for instance, in networks where

only organizational goals are strived at (Selsky and Parker, 2005). In a similar vein, Mayntz
argues that networks frequently result  in: "[...] unintended aggregate effects not basically

different from the aggregate effects of market processes" (Mayntz, 1993: 10). Hence, in order

to realize community level network results, actors need to be willing to exceed organizational

benefits, and they need to do so voluntarily. Thus, these networks somewhat depend on

organizational benevolence and the willingness of actors to take a system level perspective

with respect to network governance. Hasnain-Wynia and her associates (2003) go even
further by suggesting that in these voluntary developed networks, the realization of

community level network results does not necessarily imply that participating organizations
benefit directly from them, and that these networks, as a consequence, are challenged by the
need to keep participants involved and to stop them withdrawing. Another challenge faced

with respect to network governance is that it is often unclear who is responsible for governing
the network. In hierarchical organizations, responsibility is ascribed to principals (who often

delegate to managers), whereas in networks, responsibility for governance remains indistinct.

In that vein, Agranoff and Mcguire (2001: 310) argue that in networks: "everyone is somewhat

responsible, Iandl all network participants appear to be accountable, but none is absolutely
accountable". Similarly, Handy (1994: 34) notes, "for network managers there is good news

and bad news. The good news is you are managing a program with thousands of employees.
The bad news is that none of them think they work for you" Additionally, governance

problems addressed in the literature refer to deficiencies in governance structures. As such.

Goes and Park (1997), Park (1996), Bolland and Wilson (1994) and Glisson and James
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(1992), signalized that a network's governance structure infiuences network processes and
network outcomes.

The third challenge mentioned in the literature is the accomplishment of network results. It is

argued that networks face difficulties in fulfilling the function for which they were designed

(Inkpen, 1996, Podolny and Page, 1998) and are confronted with outcome deficiencies

(Weiss, Miller Anderson and Lasker, 2002). In the case of health care networks, these

deficiencies can result in client dissatisfaction, waiting lists, lack of well-trained employees,
financial resource deficiencies, or low social capital (see e.g., Provan and Milward, 2001).
Due to the methodological and ethical difficulties of randomizing patients in network treatment

experiments, studying the health effects of networks on patients is difficult (Rosendal et al.,
2002, Provan and Sydow, forthcoming). At the same time, it is difficult to determine whether

effectiveness results from interaction across all network members, or whether it results from

interaction across a small group of network actors (Provan and Sebastian, 1998). Some

(single case) studies report that the health of patients served by networks is no better - or

even worse - than the health of patients who receive normal care (Rosendal et al., 2000;

Rosendal et al., 2002), and that networks are not more cost-effective (Wan, Ma, and Lin,
2001, Rosendal et al., 2000). Moreover, Kreuter, Lezin and Young (2000 in: Weiss, Miller

Anderson and Lasker, 2002) argue, after reviewing health care literature, that partnerships
have a high early failure rate. Other studies report, however, an increased efficiency due to
lower received volumes of healthcare (Rosendal et al,, 2002). Moreover, Weiner, Alexander

and Zuckerman (2000), focussing on partnerships, argue that community health partnerships
lead to cost savings, ameliorate community based risk factors (e.g., high levels of

cholesterol), and enhance the health status of communities.

1.2.3 Taking advantage of networks: possible solutions
From various disciplines, scholars have addressed the problems that might hamper network

performance. In the field of public management, network management has been suggested

as a way of improving the adequate functioning of networks (e.g., Meier and O'Toole, 2003,

McGuire, 2002; McGuire, 2003, Keast et al., 2004, Kickert, Klijn, and Koppenjan, 1997).
Network management refers to: "interventions in the existing pattern and the restructuring of
the network relations, furthering the conditions for cooperation and consensus building and

joint problem solving" (Kickert, Klijn and Koppejan, 1997: 45). How a network should be

managed has been a central theme in the literature in the last decades (Agranoff and
McGuire, 2001; 2002, 2003; Milward and Provan, 2003: Mandell, 1990, Kickert, Klijn, and

Koppenjan, 1997, Gray, 1989). Based on extensive literature reviews, (Agranoff and McGuire,

2001) categorized four broad sets of network management interventions. The first type of

management intervention is 'activation', referring to the 'identification' and 'selection' of

participants. The second and third types of interventions are denominated as 'framing' and
'mobilization'. Framing involves: "establishing and influencing operating rules of the network,
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its prevailing values and norms, and altering the perceptions of participants" (2001: 299).
Support for the network by the participating organizations is called 'mobilization'. Lastly, they
mention the synthesizing practices of network management "by creating the environment and

enhancing the conditions for favorable, productive interaction among participants"  (2001:
300)

Scholars interested in a wide array of different types of networks (e.g., cooperation,
coordination networks, partnerships, alliances, service implementation networks) have
identified several characteristics of network-like organizations that are related to the issue of
network management, and which are argued to enhance network performance, such as trust

(Gray, 1989; Gulati and Singh, 1998, Huxham and Vangen, 2005, Uzzi, 1996,1997; Weiner,

Alexander, and Zuckerman, 2000, Lowndes and Skelcher, 1998; Das and Teng, 2001; Gulati,

1995); framing (Gray, 2006, 2007), leadership (Hasnain-Wynia et al., 2003, Gray, 2007,
Wondolleck and Yaffee, 2000, Gray, 1989), selecting the right partners (Gray, 2006, 1989,
Bardach and Lesser, 1996; Aiken et al., 1975): the appropriate breadth (i.e., 'the inclusion of

partners from diverse settings and perspectives") and depth (i.e., "the number of members
from individual organizations") of partners (Hasnain-Wynia et al., 2003: 465); resource

allocation (Gray, 1989; Provan and Milward, 1995; Aiken et al., 1975), effective
communication between network actors (Mandell, 1990; Kickert, Klijn, and Koppenjan, 1997;
Perri 6 et al., 2005); role taking and role awareness (Howarth, Holland, and Grant, 2006);
commitment and motivation (Monge et al., 1998; Fulk and DeSanctis, 1995; Ring and Van de
Ven, 1994), network atmosphere (Easton, 1992); negotiating (Gibelman and Demone, 1990),
and a network's internal and external legitimacy (Human and Provan, 2000). The literature
has also directed attention to the importance of the roles fulfilled by network actors when

coordinating networks. Case managers (e.g., Aiken et al., 1975) and the cross-organizational
liaisons functions (Gittell and Weiss, 2004) are argued to be important for coordinating and
integrating service delivery systems. Also, the process skills of network managers (Gray,
2006), and the cooperative skills of health care managers (Weiner, Alexander and

Zuckerman, 2000) are addressed as facilitating network performance.

Lastly, scholars have star'ted to study the relation between networks' structural characteristics
and network level outcomes. Provan and Milward's study on the effectiveness of networks

(1995) remains one of the rare examples that relates the structural characteristics of a
network to community level network outcomes, rather than to organization outcomes. In this

study it is demonstrated that a network's structure effects network performance. They found

that network effectiveness is explained by network integration through a central coordinating

entity. Moreover, they identified system stability, external control, and resource munificence

as influences on network performance. Additionally, Provan and Sebastian (1998) argue that
integration at clique or subnetwork level (strong, multiplex, reciprocal ties) enhances network
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effectiveness, especially if clique integration involves "multiple and overlapping links both

within and across the organizations that compose the core of a network" (1998: 460).

1.3 The prevalence of network control in network literature

As outlined above, network management and the various functional and structural

characteristics of networks have received considerable attention in network literature focused

on improving network performance. Despite being a central aspect of management, the issue

of controlling the network as a whole has, however, merely received scant attention

(Hopwood, 1996; Hakansson and Lind, 2004, Otley, 1994) Yet, without controlling and

monitoring a network as a whole, it is hardly possible to manage a network and consciously

structuring network relations, facilitating the functional characteristics of networks, and solving

joint production problems that are commonly addressed in network management literature, as

previously outlined The issue of control has been addressed in network literature by studies

looking at networks from the perspective of a single organization. The paragraphs below

elaborate on how control has been understood in the literature.

1.3.1 Control and the network as an ideal type of governance
Networks are frequently understood as social structures in which exchanges or transactions

are embedded. Similar to markets and hierarchies, a network is considered to be an ideal

type of 'coordination' or 'governance' structure (Powell, 1990, Bradach and Eccles, 1989) and

as a 'method for structuring exchanges' (Powell, 1990). Hence, 'nelwork control', is the

answer to the question of how exchanges are governed given that these exchanges are
embedded in a social network structure. Typical for such a structure is that the items

exchanged are difficult to measure: the parties involved in the exchange are interdependent,

and the social structure in which the exchanges are embedded contains neither hierarchical

authority nor a legal framework by which the exchanges can be controlled (Powell, 1990). The

characteristics of the network are believed to allow for 'trust' as a mechanism of control,

similar to the characteristics of a market or a hierarchy that allow for the control of exchanges

by 'price' and 'authority' respectively. Moreover, in addition to the idea that networks are

considered as alternative governing structures, networks are also considered as

organizational strategies to manage environmental uncertainties and dependencies (Pfeffer

and Salancik, 1978; Bradach and Eccles, 1989, Jarillo, 1988, Powell, 1990, Staudenmayer,

Tripsas, and Tiucci, 2005, Gulati, 1995; Ring and Van de Ven, 1994, Perks and Jeffery,

2006). Subsequently, studies have demonstrated that a mixture of control mechanisms (i.e.,

trust, price and authority) is used to govern exchanges because networks are typically

leveraged from existing social structures such as hierarchies or markets (e.g., Bradach and

Eccles, 1989: Lowndes and Skelcher, 1998, Davies, 2002, Considine and Lewis, 2003).
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What becomes clear here is that the objects of control (i.e., what is being controlled) in these

studies are 'exchanges' and not the network as a whole. Exchanges are controlled by
mechanisms acquired from the social structure in which they are embedded. Moreover, by
understanding a network as an extension of an organization's strategy, emphasis is placed on

organizational interests. In contrast, what I am interested in is how health care networks as a
whole are controlled, not how their partial exchanges are controlled, or how organizations

attempt to control and safeguard their own interests. Earlier, the fact was highlighted that
health care networks have aims that can exceed organizational interests. Hence, approaching
health care networks as an extension of an organization's strategy seems inappropriate. This
is not to say, however, that health care networks do not emerge from organizational

strategies, or that participating organizations do not aim at enhancing organizational interests.

They probably do. Yet, central here is the issue of network control from a network perspective
and not from an organizational perspective. For illustrative reasons, the following text
provides a selective overview of the dominant perspective, namely studies looking at network

control from an organization's perspective3

1.3.2 Control and performance in strategic alliances
Control has received considerable attention in literature on strategic alliances and joint
ventures (Geringer and Hebert, 1989; Dekker, 2003, Yan and Gray, 1994, Yan and Gray,
2001). Yet, in line with the individual organizational benefits that give rise to joint ventures,

emphasis is placed on control from an individual organizational perspective, although some
scholars include monitoring the performance of joint ventures (Groot and Merchant, 2000;
Dekker, 2003, Geringer and Hebert, 1989; Hakansson and Lind, 2004). Schaan for instance,

exemplarily describes the orientation towards the protection of a firm's interests. He refers to
control as a process through which a parent company ensures that the way a Joint Venture is

managed conforms to its own interests (1983 in: Geringer and Hebert, 1989). Also, Killings'
operationalization of control in terms of the degree of autonomy (in: Geringer and Hebert,

1989) reflects the (parent) firm as the controller and the participating organization(s) as the
object of control. Organizational risks are reflected in possibly opportunistic behavior by
partners, such as the premature exposure of an organization's strategy, or its technological
core, or the leakage of unprotected innovations shared with partners (Geringer and Hebert,

1989; Lui and Ngo, 2004, Park, 1996, Gulati and Singh, 1998). Simultaneously, scholars refer
to the decreased organizational autonomy that limits an organization's opportunities to
individually coordinate activities, utilize resources, or implement strategies (Geringer and
Hebert, 1989; Gulati and Singh, 1998; Lui and Ngo, 2005; Powell, 1990). The control problem
that confronts an organization in a network setting is similar in nature to the control problem

faced by principals in a hierarchy. It results from the fact that the members of an

organizational system have only partially overlapping goals (i,e., goal incongruence) (Ouchi,

1 This short overview is provided to position the research and the perspective on network control it is not
intended to be comprehensive.
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1980. 1979). In this way, control can be understood as being the other side of the autonomy-
control continuum (Hofstede, 1968), that is to say that the object of control can be relatively
controlled or autonomous.

Scholars concentrating on the performance of strategic alliances focus, to a relatively large

degree, on similar control mechanisms as the ones specified in management control literature

(Hakansson and Lind, 2004, Ezzamel, 1992), namely bureaucratic control, hierarchical

control, (Gulati and Singh, 1998), output control and behavioral control (Das and Teng, 2001),

and social and informal control (Das and Teng, 2001, Dekker, 2004). Also, trust is referred to

as an informal and more efficient type of control (e.g., Larson, 1992; Bradach and Eccles,

1989), or as a substitute for control (e.g., Das and Teng, 2001). Additionally, formal

institutional arrangements (Park, 1996), ownership structure arrangements, voting control,

right to veto, and representation in the network's management body are proposed as control

mechanisms for strategic alliances (Geringer and Hebert, 1989; Das and Teng, 2001).

1.3.3 Control and the emergence and stability of inter organizational relations
Scholars focusing on the question of why dyadic partnerships are built and preserved

(Larson, 1992), or why networks emerge and thrive (Jones, Hesterly, and Borgatti, 1997; Park

1996) also take an organizational perspective on control. Similarly, as stipulated above, these

scholars are concerned with the risk of organizations becoming a victim of opportunistic
behavior and transaction hazards. In this way, Larson (1992) studies the role of (social)
control in building and preserving inter-firm alliances. She elucidates the economic and social

dimensions from which dyads emerge and grow, and she describes the importance of social

mechanisms (i.e., reputation, trust, reciprocity and mutual interdependence) in the various

stages of the dyadic formation process. The advantages and disadvantages of inter

organizational exchanges/transactions are conceived from a single organization's point of
view and subsequently the social controls and social mechanisms identified by Larson tend to

safeguard the organizations involved in the transaction from opportunistic behavior. For

instance, due to concerns about their reputations and the focus on benefiting from mutual

advantages, the organizations involved do not behave opportunistically. The president of
HiTech Assembly, when talking about the risks involved in failing to maintain the company's

relationship with HiTech Computer. said: "If we were to have a major breakdown in our

relationship with HiTech Computer, within thirty days that would be well-known throughout the

industry in New England" (Larson, 1992: 85). Hence, due to concerns about its reputation,
this organization will not harm its partner's interests. Moreover, Larson, for instance,

demonstrates that mutual gains create feelings of security and the belief that the partners will
not harm the firm's interests: "These people are extensions of our own organization, they are

part of our family. Unlike more typical supplier relationships, we believe in a win-win

relationship based on trust [...]" (Larson, 1992: 86). Also, Jones, Hesterly and Borgatti (1997)
address the issue of socially oriented control mechanisms for controlling exchanges and
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subsequently protecting an individual organization from opportunistic behavior. They suggest
that the network in which an organization is embedded allows the organization - eventually

collectively with other organizations participating in the same network - to apply informal types

of control (i.e., social mechanisms such as restricted access, macro culture, collective

sanctions, and reputation) to safeguard and coordinate exchanges. This argument is in line
with the notions of Powell (1990), and Bradach and Eccles (1989) that network structures

allow for controlling exchanges. This emphasis on safeguarding an individual organization,

contrary to controlling community level network results, becomes clear when Jones, Hesterly

and Borgatti, for example, argue why restricted access enhances safeguards: "Having fewer

partners decreases the total amount of monitoring a firm must do, which allows the firm to do

a better job of monitoring the relationships it does engage in, thus reducing transaction costs

and the danger of becoming a victim of opportunistic behavior" (1997: 928, italics by the

author). Similar to Jones, Hesterly and Borgatti, Park (1996) also emphasizes the function of

control to protect a single organization from transaction hazards. This perspective is, for

example, prominent in Park's definition of network performance in terms of network stability.
Network stability mirrors the advantage of a network for the participating organizations, and
as a consequence reflects the strategy of the organizations that gave rise to the network.

Network stability does not, however, reflect the performance of a network in terms of network

results: "The stability measured by detachment of collaborative ties refiects business failure or

irresolvable conmcts among partners (Kogut, 1989) or poor financial performance for the

partners" (Porter in Park, 1996:796). From a transaction costs perspective, Park argues that

internally (i.e., bilaterally) managing a network becomes ineffective as soon as organizations
are confronted with levels of complexity, uncertainty, and specificity that are too high. He
suggests that in such circumstances "an external governance body - a third party - composed

of professional agents is more appropriate to monitor the parties' behavior and to administer

the process of collective decision-making" (Park, 1996: 812). His study demonstrates that a

network's stability is a function of the networks' governance mechanisms (i.e., mutual

adjustment, alliance, voluntary-trilateral, mandatory-trilateral), which are in their turn explained

by the nature of the network and the extent of inter organizational interdependence.

Sydow and Windeler (1998) are among the first scholars to go beyond network control as an

organizational strategy, coining the importance of network evaluation for network

development and effectiveness. They distinguish between network effectiveness at

organizational and at network level. With respect to the former, network effectiveness is

believed to contribute to organizational effectiveness. Total inter-firm network effectiveness,

on the other hand, is defined by Sydow and Windeler (1998: 274) "as the viability and the

acceptability of inter organizational practices and outcomes in the light of system

requirements and powerful stakeholders, both of which are, of course, subject to change in
the course of time". They suggest how the rules of signification, domination, and legitimization

are related to evaluation praxis and vice versa. On the basis of the two theorems of Giddens'
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structuration theory (i.e., the duality of structure and the recursiveness of social praxis), they

argue how the structures of signification, domination and legitimization shape network

processes in general - and network evaluation praxis in particular- and how they are
reproduced under the auspices of network effectiveness (Sydow and Windeler, 1998). Yet,

although they go beyond the perspective of the individual network participant in terms of the
outcomes considered, the organizations participating in the network remain the direct object

of control (i.e., it is the organization that is directly controlled). This orientation towards
organizations as the object of control is, for example, demonstrated by the role they ascribe to
the hub firm in assuring "[...] that the other network firms contribute to the augmentation of
network resources and effectiveness" (Sydow and Windeler, 1998: 268). In a subsequent
study, Sydow (2004) also concentrates on the nature of network evaluation by studying the
interplay between network evaluation and network development. Sydow argues that
evaluation is one of the important features of network management ('reflective structuring')
and that network actors, in particular the managers, do participate in the practice of network

evaluation. The members of the InBroNet network seem to concentrate on the network's
effects on individual participating organizations. This is, for example, reflected in the
evaluative questions being posed, such as "who is profiting most?". Also, the question that
gave rise to network evaluation highlights the organization as the object of control: "to formally
check on the active contributions being made by the single network members to the

development of the network and to establish whether one of the members had violated the
norm of reciprocity" (2004: 212). Later, this tendency was reflected in the selection of the

"performer of the year" and "the free rider of the year". According to Sydow, network

evaluation - which at times takes a formal nature and at other times takes an informal one -
contributes to stabilizing a network by providing clarity about the function of a network

towards its members and enhancing trust between network members. Although

organizational and network effects are referred to in both studies, due to the organization as
the object of control it seems that network control reflects the endeavour of organizations to

enhance their performance.

1.3.3.1  Intermezzo: state of the art network control

As outlined above, currently there is a profound emphasis on network control as an

organization's externally oriented control strategy in order to control exchanges. Network

control as a mechanism aiming at the network as a whole is generally neglected (see Table

1 ).
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Table 1: Summary of the state of the art on network control

Dimensions of An organizational perspective on network A network perspective on network
control control control

Subject of control Any organization participating in a network Network

Object of control Organization participating in a network, Network

Exchange

Control mechanisms Similar as in hierarchical structure. Not yet specified in network literature
Social types of control made possible by the
network structure:
Formal governance and ownership structures.

Substitute of control Trust Not yet specified in network literature

Control implication Potential loss of organizational autonomy Not yet specified in network literature

Central to the contemporary perspective on network control is safeguarding exchanges and

ameliorating an organization's position and performance. As has been argued earlier,

considering control from an individual organizational point of departure is insufficient when
one is interested in controlling a network as a whole (i.e., the accomplishment of community
level network results), precisely because the aims of such networks exceed organizational
aims. Of course, it can be argued that health organizations entering health care networks are

stimulated by the same stimuli as their profit-led counterparts, and moreover, that they
conceive comparable risks and, as a consequence, control exchanges. Yet, the point is that
another kind of control question is central in these studies. Indeed, control is intended to
increase organizational performance and to safeguard the organization, not to enhance a
network's ability to accomplish community level network results. Yet, what is central here is

control, which attempts to improve a network's functioning, and performance.

1.4 Research problem

Several scholars have noticed the shift from the 'corporate organization' towards 'organizing'
(Scott 1981; Rousseau 1997, Sinha and Van de Ven 2005). The kind of health care networks
at the centre of this study can be considered as examples of this tendency. Instead of being

characterized  by the presence of vertical characteristics  as in strategic alliances  (e.g.,
ownership structures) and in policy networks (e.g., the participation of governmental
agencies), these networks are horizontally organized, and consequently formal authority

structures are absent. Moreover, because they emerge voluntarily instead of being mandated

by government, there is no legislatively initiated coordination imposed on these network
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(Laumann, Galaskiewicz, and Marsden, 1978; Mandell, 1990). This means that these kinds of
networks can be considered as a type of organizing which is different in nature to concepts
traditionally studied in organizational literature (Ouchi in an interview with Barney, 2004;

Detbridge and Ezzamel, 2005). Scott (1981) points to the changes this will generate for the
appropriateness of 'performance measures', 'information systems', 'incentive systems', and
'reporting relations'. Therefore, it seems reasonable to also assume that processes controlling
the network as a whole will differ from networks which are hierarchically integrated. Indeed.

the nature of the more formal types of control suggested in network literature reflects a loss of

organizational autonomy which is neither necessarily appropriate nor always possible in
voluntarily emerged health care networks in which no organization is in charge (Agranoff and
McGuire, 2001; Mandell, 2006, O'Toole,  1997). As outlined above (see Table  1), the control

of whole networks has hardly been studied. Similarly, network processes in general  have

been under-researched (Doz, Olk, and Ring, 2000, Doz, 1996, Laumann, Galaskiewicz, and
Marsjen, 1978 Jones and Smith, 1997, Mouritsen and Thrane, 2006, Sydow, 2004, Ring and
Van de Ven, 1994, Jones, Hesterly, and Borgatti, 1997), and participants' behavior in network

settings have received only scant attention (Rhodes, 2002: Porter, 1990). Moreover, a great

part of the literature considers network evaluation as an activity conducted by external actors

such as public agencies or researchers (Goldsmith and Eggers in: Milward and Provan,

2006). Boyne, Day and Walker, for instance, observed the tendency to expect that
"organizations cannot be trusted to regulate themselves effectively, but must be monitored,

checked, scrutinized and held accountable by external agencies" (2002: 1198). In this way,
network evaluation is sometimes understood as a practice that shou/d be executed by
researchers and consultants (Mandell and Keast, 2006). Although it is acknowledged that
networks can be evaluated externally, I equally believe that the practice of organizational and
network members participating in network control to be a relevant topic of study (cf. Weick,

1996, Dermer and Lucas, 1986; Dermer, 1988; Sydow, 2004; Sydow and Windeler, 1998). It
is suggested that such an internal perspective on network control is especially important in

non-mandated networks, because they are suggested to be self-regulating organizational

structures (Gray, 2006). Hence, the supposed importance of network control for the

functioning of a network as a whole, and the relative absence of theoretical and empirical
research on the nature of the processes by which network members control a network as a

whole, produce the following explorative research question:

What is the nature of the processes by which network members intend to control networks as
a whole, and what are the conditions under which control processes occur in Dutch health
care networks?
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Following on from this question, the aim of this research is to:

Formulate data-driven propositions about the conditions under which particular types of
control processes occur in Dutch health care networks.

1.5     Specification of the perspective on network control

In the previous section, the distinction between an organization perspective on network

control, and a network perspective on network control has been elaborated on. However,
because the issue of control is so central in organization science, numerous different

perspectives on control exist, and numerous dimensions of control can be studied. In the

following paragraphs, it is specified how control is approached in this study. Subsequently, a

sensitizing concept is defined that allows exploring the nature of network control.

1.5.1 A sensitizing concept for exploring network control
The inductive character of this research demands a sensitizing concept by which the nature of
network control can be explored (Meier, 1982; Czarniawska-Joerges, 1988). A sensitizing

concept suggests "directions along which to look" (Blumer, 1954: 7) and thus allows to

explore network control, or as Czarniawska-Joerges (1988: 18) argues: "It is certain that in all

organizations control processes are present, but it is impossible to say a priori what character
they have. The only way is to study organizational control, and then decide on its character
after the study or during it. This means however, that the traditional choice of study objects is
out of question if one does not want to create self-fulfilling prophecies". A sensitizing concept
is developed on the basis of management control literature. Management control has been
studied since the beginning of the ninetieth century (Giglioni and Bedeian, 1974; Parker,

1986). Initially, control - or contre role/contrarotulus (Merriam Webster Dictionary) - directs

attention towards 'auditing' and 'inspection' (see Table 2). Later on, the meaning of
'restraining' or 'influencing' became a more prominent perspective. These two meanings of

control can also be found in literature on management control. Some scholars emphasize the
'influencing' nature of the control process, while others emphasize the 'monitoring' element of
the control process. Moreover, a substantial number of scholars studying management

control suggest a cybernetic definition of control (cf. Wiener, 1967) by making explicit the
stages of the control process that are considered central in cybernetics (e.g., Anthony, 1988;

Green and Welsh, 1988, Otley and Berry, 1980; Ouchi, 1977).
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Table 2: Definitions of management control

Definitions of management control emphasizing monitoring

"The analysis of present performance, in the light of fixed goals and standards, In order to determine the extent to
which accomplishment measures up to executive orders and expectations" (Dimock. 1945: 217 in Giglioni and
Bedeian, 1974).

"Verifying whether everything occurs in conformity with the plan adopted, the instructions issued and principles
established- (Fayol, 1949 In: Glglion and Bedeian. 1974)

Definitions of management control emphasizing influence

"The methods by which the executive or managing heads of a business carry out their authority to regulate its affairs
in accordance with the laws of the organization" (Diemer. 1915 in: Glglioni and Bedeian, 1974).

"The instruction and guidance of the organization and the direction and regulation of its activities" (Davids. 1929: 82
In Glglioni and Bedeian. 1974)

"Management control is the process by which managers influence other members of the organization 10 implement
the organization's strategies" (Anthony and Govindarajan. 1998: 7).

"The process by which managers assure that resources are obtained and used effectively and efficiently in the
accomplishment of the organization's objectives" (Anthony,  1965·  p17 in: Hofstede,  1981:  193).

'Organizational control  ..Is the process of controlling or influencing the behavior of people as members of a formal
organization to increase the likelihood that they will achieve organizational goals" (Flamholtz, 1996: 2).

"Control is a cybernetic process that directs or constrains an iterative activity to some standards or purpose" (Green
and Welsh. 1988. 291).

"Control may be defined as the process of insuring that plans which are predicated upon organizational objectives
are carried out in the prescribed manner" (Collins. 1982: 107)

Control is 'the power to affect the managing of a corporation" (Kotz, 1978 in: Mizruchi, 1983).

.. The ways in which organizations manage and regulate their affairs so as to remain viable and to achieve their
chosen ends or objectives" (Otley and Berry, 1980: 231).

"Management control can be defined as a general management function concerned with the achievement of overall
organizational aims and objectives" (Otley, Broadbent, and Berry, 1995: 33).

"The task of ensuring that planned activities are producing the desired results" (Woodward, 1970).

Definitions of management control emphasizing the various stages of the control
process

- .. Checking current performance against objectives and targets in terms of predetermined standards contained in
the plans. with a view to ensuring adequate progress and satisfactory performance whether physical or financial: also
contributing to decisions in continuing or changing plans. as well as "recording" the experience gained from the
working of these plans as a guide for possible future operations" (Brech. 1965: 13-14 in: Giglioni and Bedeian, 1974).

- . Seeing that operating results conform as nearly as possible to the plans. This Involves the establishment of
standards. motivation of people to achieve these standards. comparison of actual results against the standard. and
necessary corrective action when performance deviates from the plan" (Newman, 1951.4 and 408 in: Giglioni and
Bedeian. 1974)
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"The process of control [..  ] is basically a process of monitoring something, comparing it with some standard, and
then providing selective rewards and adjustments" (Ouchi. 1977: 97).

"The necessity of producing information in order to know whether planned activities produce the desired results and
the sub-task of 'ensuring' which relates to the concepts of power and influence" (Lawler,  1976:  1248).

The first group of scholars only allude to the monitoring and evaluative properties of control

(Fayol, 1949, Dimock, 1945). The second group of scholars accentuate control as a process
of 'regulating' (Diemer, 1915, Davids, 1925), or 'influencing' the organizational system

(Anthony & Govindarajan. 1998. Flamholtz, 1996) towards goal accomplishment (Otley,
Broadbent, and Berry, Flamholtz, 1996), or ensuring goal accomplishment (Anthony, 1965,
Woodward, 1970; Collins, 1982). A characteristic of several of the definitions of control that
refer to 'influencing' is that they, at the same time, specify the manager as the controller

(Anthony & Govindarajan, 1998, Diemer, 1915; Anthony, 1965; Otley, Broadbent, and Berry,

Otley and Berry, 1980). In this way, these definitions explicitly imply a hierarchical governance
structure and management control based on authority. The third group of scholars describe

the control process in the most specific terms by including the practice of goal setting

(Newman, 1951), monitoring (Dimock, 1945, Brech, 1965; Newman, 1951, Ouchi, 1977;

Lawler, 1976), and evaluating (Dimock, 1945; Brech, 1965, Newman, 1951; Ouchi, 1977) in
order to ensure (Brech, 1965; Lawler, 1976) or in order to attempt to ensure the maintenance

(Brech, 1965), or the change (Brech, 1965), of the organizational system by correction

(Newman, 1951), reward (Ouchi, 1977), or adjustments (Ouchi, 1977).

1.5.1.1 Influence

Most of the definitions of control listed above, more or less explicitly allude to control as
'influence'. In a similar way, Hofstede refers, for example, to control as a concept being

"synonymous or partly synonymous to the concept of power, say, authority and especially

influence" (1968: 9). He argues that control does not collapse with the French meaning of
control: namely 'inspection'. Considering control as being similar to influence fits better with

the management science perspective. Scholars studying control from a management science

perspective are particularly interested in the question of 'how an organization should be

controlled', how a situation Chere: organization) is brought 'under control', and how managers
come to be 'in control' By taking such a perspective, these scholars have advanced our

knowledge about how particular control mechanisms fit contingencies such as environmental

uncertainty, organizational structure, organizational size, unknown means-ends relations and

performance ambiguity (e,g., Ouchi and Maguire, 1975; Ouchi, 1977, Fisher, 1995; Chenhall,

2003, Govindarajan, 1988; Govindarajan and Gupta, 1985). Some scholars have extended

this framework by empirically studying how this enhances organizational performance (see

e.g., Fisher, 1995, for a review). On the other hand, these studies have increased our

knowledge about the side effects of control (e.g., Gilliland and Manning, 2002, Merchant,

1990; Alvesson and Karreman, 2004; Otley, 2003), and consequently they have pointed at
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the pitfalls and limitations of management control (Hofstede, 1978)4. In this study, however,
network control is not approached from a management science perspective. Indeed, by
exploring the nature of network control, I'm not in the first instance interested in how a
network shou/d be controlled. The study starts from the assumption that some kind of control

system - whatever it might look like - will be present in a network, controlling the performance
of the network as a whole (cf. Kenis, 2005). This does not, of course, imply that the control

system present is necessarily effective. By exploring the nature of network control, I'm

specifically interested in the practice of network control, or what is referred to by Czarniawska

(2003) as 'the reality of muddling through', contrary to 'what one hopes for' or a 'rational

myth'. The control processes, that network members actually use in an endeavors to control

their network, are at the centre of this study. These control processes can succeed or fail.

Although it is relevant to know how particular control practices relate to network performance,

it is beyond the scope of this research to deal with this issue. Consequently, the study has not
started from a definition of control that describes control as 'influence'. Instead, a definition of

control is used that highlights several stages of the control process, as will be argued
hereafter.

1.5.1.2  The  subject of control

Given the fact that the definitions of control presented in Table 2 refer to organizational and

management control, several scholars specify control as a process in which the manager is
the controller (e.g., Anthony & Govindarajan, 1998, Diemer, 1915 in Giglioni and Bedeian,

1974, Anthony, 1965 in Hofstede, 1981 and Otley, Broadbent, and Berry, 1995). Earlier it has

been argued that networks can be understood as an example of the tendency towards

horizontal 'organizing'. 'Hierarchy' as a governance structure particularly allows for authority
as a control mechanism, while the networks being central in this study are characterized by a

horizontally oriented nature. Therefore, we start from the assumption that hypothetically every
actor involved in the network can attempt to monitor and control the network's performance.

As a consequence, we will not select a definition of control that argues only managers are
involved in the process of control. Hence, who is engaged in the process of network control is

considered to be an empirical question.

1.5.1.3 Stages of the control  process
Our interest in the practice of network control fits particularly well with the process oriented

definitions of control, because these definitions are rather explicit about what to look at when
exploring the nature of control without at the same time being specific about the substantive

content of how these stages are completed. A caveat is, however, that this study does not
start from the assumptions underlying the cybernetic model of control (see e.g., Anthony,

4 The side effects of control have been studied from various theoretical traditions. Especially scholars
starting from a critical theory perspective have articulated the effects of management control on
subordinates (see e.g., Barker, 1993: Baxter and Chua, 2003: Ezzamel and Willmott, 1998).
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1965 in Hofstede, 1981; Woodward, 1970; Green and Welsh, 1988; Fisher, 1995) because

control is not considered to be effective by definition (cf. Gibbs, 1981). Nor is the perspective
taken in this study in line with Hofstede who argues that control does not entail 'monitoring'.
Rather, Gibbs (1981) is followed who argues that a conceptual definition cannot be wrong or
correct. Although the perspective in this study differs from Ouchi's management science

perspective, his definition of management control (1977) is particularly useful. Ouchi defines

control as "[...] a process of monitoring something, comparing it with some standard, and then

providing selective rewards and adjustments" (1977: 97). Using his definition of control as a
sensitizing concept allows openly exploring the nature of network control. In addition, his
definition does not define control in terms of 'influence', and moreover suggests sufficient

direction along which to look when exploring the nature of network control. This sensitizing

concept of control refers to monitoring and evaluation on the one hand, and to making

adjustments on the other. Ouchi's definition of control is slightly modified by eliminating the
term 'rewards', which may be less appropriate in network settings. Instead, we follow scholars

who are less suggestive and argue that adjustment refers to 'change' on the one hand (Lowe

and Puxty, 1989) and 'maintenance' (Vancouver and Day, 2005) on the other. Regarding the
dimension that refers to 'monitoring and evaluation', Weiss' general notion of evaluation

(1998) is followed. She argues that evaluation refers to the notion of formally or informally

judging merit via examining or weighting a phenomenon (here: a network) against some

explicit or implicit yardstick by one individual or a group - not necessarily all of them -
participating in the network. Hence, evaluation is approached in a rather broad sense, not
restricting the scope to "formal procedures that are informed by scientific methods of
collecting and analyzing information [...]" (Provan and Sydow, forthcoming)5

1.6     Contributions of studying network control

In this chapter, I have positioned this study as one that focuses on the 'governance of a

network'. Moreover, it has been argued that this study deviates from the common prescriptive

perspective in management control literature by taking a descriptive perspective. Table 3

positions this study.

5 As has been argued earlier, such a perspective on evaluation emphasizes control as an effective
instrument and, as a consequence, has to be founded on valid performance indicators and knowledge
about means-ends relations. As already stated, control is not studied here from such a perspective,
although its benefits are clear.
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Table 3: Positioning the research

Prescriptive management perspective Descriptive perspective

Network as a governance structure
e.g., Jones et al., 1997 e.g., Bradach and Eccles, 1989

Governance of a network
e.g., Provan and Kenis, forthcoming                                   X

This study adds to network literature in several ways. First, exploring the nature of network

control increases our knowledge of monitoring and evaluation practices of network members

on the one hand and adjustment practices on the other. Currently, only a few studies have

focused on the practice of network evaluation, often, however, from an organization-focused

perspective (Provan and Sydow, forthcoming). Similarly, the issue of how network members

attempt to adjust the network as a whole has so far not explicitly been addressed in network

literature, nor is it well understood how networks govern themselves (Provan, Fish, and

Sydow, 2007). By increasing our knowledge about how networks attempt to control

themselves, and by elaborating on why networks apply specific control practices, it might be

better understood why some networks succeed and others fail. Hence, studying network

control leverages our knowledge and understanding about network processes and the
behavior of members in network settings. In addition, by contributing to our knowledge and

understanding of the practice of network control, this study contributes to insights about how

networks can best be managed. Second, by enhancing our knowledge about the nature of

network control, inferences can be drawn of the potential of network development and provide
alternative starting points for studying this issue. Currently, scholars have started to explain
network development by mainly pointing to the initial conditions of the network's inception.

Yet, the dynamic and process-like nature of control implies that the development of a network

can change due to the nature of the network control process. Third, central in this study are
the conditions under which network control occurs. Currently a contingency approach seems

to prevail in literature on management control, highlighting the enhancement of performance

by a 'fit' between control mechanisms and contingency factors. By not focusing on network

performance (see also Bradach and Eccles, 1989), we become more sensitive to those

conditions that relate to the nature of control, whether beneficial or not. Fourth, we assume

network control - as previously defined - is a necessary, although not sufficient, functional

characteristic of a network (see also Kenis, 2006). If no network control by the network

par'ticipants themselves occurs, it is likely that external parties will have to monitor the

network. In a similar vein, the results of this study enhance our knowledge about the

circumstances in which networks can be expected to function as self-regulating mechanisms,

and under which circumstances external parties should be involved and which roles these

par·ties should fulfill. As pointed out earlier, public services are increasingly implemented by
network types of coordination in which it is often unclear who is responsible for the network's
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performance. Studying the practice of networks provides insights in the conditions in which

network par'ticipants themselves take on the responsibility of controlling and governing their

network. In this way, the study can identify when network type governance is appropriate for

public service delivery, and when externally imposed governance mechanisms might be more
appropriate. Lastly, by examining control processes in various health care networks, the

question is addressed of whether networks are a single homogeneous class of governance
structure, or whether networks apply different governance mechanisms and why. Recently,
Provan and Kenis (Provan and Kenis, forthcoming), for instance, suggested three types of
network governance structures.

1.7     Overview of the study

The research design will be presented in chapter 2, where it is elaborate on the Grounded

Theory method Glaser and Strauss  (1967)  and in which  it is explained how Glaser and
Strauss' methodological principles have been used. Subsequently, the empirical results of this

study will be presented in three distinct chapters. In chapter 3 - The nature of network control
- the conceptualization of network evaluation and network adjustment will be presented.

Excerpts from interviews and observational data will illustrate the dimensions of these

concepts. Chapter 4 - Towards a typo/ogy of network contro/ - is an intermezzo in which the

identification of three types of network evaluation and three types of network adjustment in
data collected from eight health care networks is presented. In chapter 5, the conditions under

which the various types of control occur are presented. In addition, by making use of
organizational and network literature, it is attempted to explain the propositions drawn from

the data. In the sixth and last chapter, the findings are summarized and discussed.
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Chapter two

THE RESEARCH DESIGN

2.1 Introduction

Since Glaser and Strauss introduced their method Grounded Theory for inductive research,

many variants have found their way into the field of research. This chapter is started by

shortly outlining the developmental background of Grounded Theory, which makes it possible

to declare the way Grounded Theory was used in this study. The general principles of

Grounded Theory (e.g., constant comparisons and theoretical sampling) and how they are

applied here are elaborated on in the section below. One of the consequences of the

emergent and iterative nature of this inductive design is that if the design would be presented

chronologically, another method section after the first round of data analyzing should be

presented. I have chosen not to do so. What I will do in this chapter is demonstrate how the

research process has unfolded over time, and how preliminary results informed me about the

next steps to be taken.

2.2 Grounded Theory: its intentions

By introducing Grounded Theory as a method for inductively developing theories, Glaser and

Strauss (1967) agitated against logic-deductive, and what they called 'speculative' theories. In

general terms, they argued that in Grounded Theory hypotheses are based on what 'could be

or is', contrary to the 'suggested' hypotheses in logic-deductive theories (Glaser, 1978: 41). In
addition to the intention of Glaser and Strauss to contribute to theories reflecting 'what is',
they intended to increase the practical applicability of sociological theories. In that way,

Glaser stated: "The goal of Grounded Theory is to generate theory that accounts for a pattern

of behavior which is relevant and problematic for those involved' (1978: 93, italics by the

author). Hence, by the method of Grounded Theory, Glaser and Strauss intended to increase

the scientific as well as the practical relevance of sociological theories. This intention did not
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imply that they perceived their perspective as the only right action: "The division of labor in

sociology needs all perspectives on styles both theoretical and empirical renderings of
research data. Our perspective is but one theory on where theory may profitably may come
from,  and one method  of how to obtain  it [...]" (Glaser,  1978:  3).  What it did imply was the
appliance of several methods (e.g., constant comparisons, theoretical sampling) and
intentions (e.g,, practical relevance). The right application, however, is subject of discussion.
In general terms, Grounded Theory refers to the process of discovering/exploring theories
that are grounded in data by making constant comparisons between data and concepts that

emerge from the data until these concepts and the relations between concepts are saturated.
'Theoretical sampling' facilitates this process. One of the central themes in the discussion is
how to facilitate the 'emergence' of concepts and theories, contrary to 'forcing'; that is
'building on extant concepts or theories'. 'Forcing' is argued to hamper the 'emergence' of
grounded theories (see e.g., Glaser, 1992).

Several versions of Grounded Theory have found their way into the field of inductive research

(Dey, 1999; Goulding, 1998; Skodol Wilson and Hutchinson, 1996; Charmaz, 1990).
Grounded Theory is referred to as a method suitable in studies that start from different
scientific philosophical perspectives; e.g., an interpretative perspective (Goulding, 1998;
Dougherty, 2002; Orlikowski, 1993) or a social constructionist perspective (see e.g.,
Charmaz, 1990). Moreover, some scholars have explicitly adapted the basic ideas of
Grounded Theory. In that way Wester and Peters (2004) extend the 'explorative' scope of
Grounded Theory. By introducing techniques such as 'qualitative survey', they broaden the

explorative scope of Grounded Theory (Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Glaser, 1978) by adding
the issue of 'verification'6. Orton (1997) too introduced an alternative version; i.e., 'iterative

grounded theory'. He deviates from the idea to start the research openly, by starting from
(ten) extant theoretical models and subsequently go back and for·th between the extant
theories and the (process) data. Yet, most notable is the divergence of principles underlying

Grounded Theory explicated after the publication of Strauss' and Corbin's "Basics of
Qualitative Research: Grounded Theory Procedures and Techniques" in  1990. The launching
of this book diverged its' co-founders and made Glaser contest Strauss of introducing a new
method that had nothing to do with Grounded Theory. According to Glaser, (2002; 1992)
Strauss' and Corbin's version resembled QCA (Qualitative Comparative Analysis) and led to
'preconceived, forced, conceptual description' (1992: 4)7. In line with the intention of
Grounded Theory to have practical relevance, Glaser for example, argued that forcing (and
hence decreasing a theories practical relevance/workability) already occurs as one starts with
a particular research question or problem: "A 'tough up' problem may sound juicy but lead
nowhere. The underlying principle in Grounded Theory which leads to a researchable

6 Verification is explicitly excluded from Grounded Theory by its co-founders (see Glaser and Strauss,
1997, Glaser, 1992).
7 Glaser does not refute the importance of QCA, he, however, is very sound in using the label 'Grounded
Theory'
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problem with high yield and relevance is that the research problem and its delimitation are

discovered or emergent as the open coding begins on the first interviews and observations"

(Glaser,  1992:  21).  Also, the appliance of a 'coding paradigm' for analyzing the data,  as
recommended by Strauss and Corbin (see Strauss and Corbin, 1998: 127), results in 'forcing',

according to Glaser (1992). It suggests a series of questions ('who, when, where, why, how,

and with what consequences') one needs to answer when analyzing the relations between

the categories identified. According to Glaser, such coding paradigm 'forces' the data,

because it allows for one kind of theoretical relation. In "Theoretical Sensitivity" (1978) Glaser,

on the contrary, indicates 18 different theoretical codes (e.g., 'process', 'the dimension family',

'the strategy family', 'models'), and he suggested many more could be indicated.

Besides the introduction of alternative variants of Grounded Theory, the sloppy use of its
name increased as more and more scholars started applying Grounded Theory (see for a

shortlist Dey, 1999). In order to preclude 'name dropping' and misuse of the underlying

principles shortlist with do's and don'ts were published (Suddaby, 2006; Dougherty, 2002,

Patton, 1990). Yet, although such shortlists are instructive, they can also increase the

careless use of Grounded Theory further (e.g., with respect to terminology or theoretical

sampling)8. The presence of different versions of Grounded Theory, its various ambitions and

the sloppy use of its name, make it important to be explicit about how the principles

underlying Grounded Theory are used in this study. The remainder of this chapter discusses

which data collection and data analyzing methods were used, how cases were sampled and

how it was attempted to increase the quality of this research.

8 An example here is the distinction between 'substantive' and 'formal' theories made by Suddaby (2006).

He argues that a common misassumption of Grounded Theory is. that it requires a researcher to enter the

field without knowledge of prior research. He goes on by arguing that also the founding fathers of
Grounded Theory do not deny the importance of prior theories. However, Suddaby misinterprets the term

'substantive theory' when he cites Glaser and Strauss in order to solidly construct his argument on the use
of prior theories· "They distinguish between substantive theory, or theory grounded in extant research in a

particular area (e.g. leadership), and grounded theory. but they observed a direct and necessary link
between the two forms of theory" (Suddaby, 2006: 635).  He goes on by citing some (though not all

relevant) remarks of Glaser and Strauss on the difference between substantive and formal theory:

"Substantive theory is a strategic link in the formulation and generation of grounded formal theory. We

believe that although formal theory can be generated directly from data, it is more desirable, and usually

necessary, to start the formal theory from a substantive one. The latter not only provides a stimulus to a

"good idea" but it also gives an initial direction in developing relevant categories and properties and in
choosing possible modes of integration Indeed it is difficult to find a grounded formal theory that was

not in some way stimulated by substantive theory" (Suddaby, 2006: 635 from Glaser and Strauss, 1967
79). By using only this citation of Glaser and Strauss, Suddaby suggests that 'substantive' theory equals

'grant' / 'prior' theory. and that formal theory equals 'grounded' theory, which is incorrect. For Glaser and

Strauss both substantive theory and formal theory can be grounded theories. Precisely because they

conceive theory development as a process. moving from specific areas toward higher levels of abstraction,
they distinct between 'substantive' and 'formal' grounded theories. Throughout their book they argue that
theory development moves from substantive theories to formal theories and they suggest strategies how

to come to a grounded theory on the one hand and how to move from a substantive 'grounded' theory to

a formal 'grounded' theory on the other hand.
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2.3 Why Grounded Theory?

I have applied the principles of Grounded Theory in this study because I was particularly
interested in the practice of network control, or what is referred to as 'what people actually do
and think' (Dougherty, 2002), contrary to 'what one hopes for' or 'the rational myth'
(Czarniawska, 2003). In a similar way, Grounded Theory is appropriate to highlight practices:
"it [i.e., the theory] tells it like it is" (Glaser, 1978:14). In addition to the suitability of Grounded

Theory to inductively and rather openly explore concepts, relations (Eisenhardt and Graebner,

2007; Dougherty, 2002) and processes (Langley, 1999), the method of constant comparative
coding especially allows for systematically exploring the nature of network control and the
conditions under which network control occurs. This explicates the technique used when
analyzing the data, which is often considered as one of the pitfalls of qualitative studies

(Mintzberg, 1979; Miles, 1979). However, contrary to Glaser, it is not pretended to explore the
main problem network actors face. Hence, the focus is on the practice of network control.

2.4 Data collection, data analyzing and sampling strategies

The method of making constant comparisons implies that the data analyses and the

preliminary results inform the selection of new cases and next rounds of data collection.

Hence, this design has an emergent and iterative nature. Figure 1 illustrates how the research

process unfolded over time. The subsequent section starts by describing the process of data
collection and data analyzing because this informed the sample strategy (i.e., theoretical

sampling). First, the methods of data collection are presented, and subsequently the methods

of analyzing the data. Here, I will focus on the coding techniques inherent in Grounded
Theory. Moreover, I will discuss the process of constructing a typology and how final

propositions were formulated. Second, the sample strategy is elucidated.
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Figure 1: The research process
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2.4.1 Data collection and analysis
According to Dougherty (2002: 6), the main criterion for deciding by which methods data are

collected is that "the data must capture the subject - the actual organizational phenomenon"
Consequently, the main focus was on the stories of network members about how they

endeavored to control their network. Furthermore, by observing network meetings data were
collected. The observations added to the examples of network control, told by the informants

during the interviews, and helped to understand the network setting in which the control

practices took place. Moreover, by combining interview data with observational data (i.e., data
collection triangulation) it was intended to reduce the gap between potential 'impression

management' or 'social desirability' and 'what is actually going on' by collecting 'real-time

data' (Eisenhardt and Graebner, 2007). This was important because I wanted to learn about

what was actually going on in a network: I was not so much interested in the opinions of
informants about how the network should be controlled.

2.4.1.1  Interviews

For the interviews with the network informants a topic list was used (see Appendix 2),

implicating a semi-structured approach. Because the aim was to explore the nature of

network control practices, how questions were posed: i.e., how network members evaluated

and adjusted the network as an individual participant and/or as group. Moreover, informants
were pushed to provide examples of various evaluation and adjustment practices they

applied. In accordance to the research's nature, initial questions deduced from the sensitizing

concept of network control were included in the topic list. In line with the ideas of Glaser (see

e.g., 1978,1992,2002),no information about theoretically 'suggested' relevant variables such

as the informant's age or educational background was collected. Each interview
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approximately took one to one hour and a half. They were all tape-recorded and transcribed
verbatim.

2.4.1.2 Observations

Observations were done during network meetings as it was assumed that this was the place
in which the practice of network control was present. In the network meetings, namely, the
participants of a network met, and sometimes these meetings were the only moment that
network members actually met each other. For example, during meetings advice queries were
discussed and advices for clients or external professionals were formulated. Also, in project

groups and in CEO meetings, plans and policies were formulated. Hence, these meetings
were the concrete manifestations of the networks, whereas a 'concrete organization's

building' was absent.  As was described in chapter 1, control  is not studied  here as being

equal to 'infiuence' or 'power'. Also, it is not explored how network participants control each
other. Therefore, by making tape recordings of the meetings only verbal data were collected,
not such things as 'body language' or 'tone of voice'. In order to prevent researcher bias, the

complete meetings were recorded; not only parts or specific issues that were discussed.

Again, the tape recordings were transcribed verbatim. Because by observing meetings it was
intended to reduce social desirability of responses, it was perceived as important to reduce

the members' awareness of being studied (Webb et al., 1966). Therefore, whenever possible

network meetings were visited more than once, so members would get used to presence of
the researcher. This strategy also allowed for increasing the inclusiveness of events of
network control.

In addition to observing network meetings, it was considered to be important to spend some
time in the field (see also Suddaby, 2006; Doughterty, 2002) for becoming familiar with the
network in general, its structure, its topic and its language. Therefore, some symposia (i.e.,
Conference as a result of Ten Years Attention for Disease X; and a conference "Joint The

Chain") were visited and the coordinator was jointed on some working visits (i.e., preliminary
talks and a working visit to a complex for mentally and physical disabled). No tape recordings
were made during these visits. In a similar way, to learn about the general network

characteristics network documents were studied.

2.4.2 Data analysis
Characteristic of Grounded Theory are the coding procedures that lead to preliminary results

(i.e., concepts and preliminary propositions) in different rounds of data collection. Although by
visualizing the coding procedure a more sequential nature is suggested than was actually the

case, it increases the understanding of the analyzing process (see Figure 2). In the following

section the coding techniques used are clarified. It is also illuminated how dimensions of
network evaluation and network adjustment led to (sub) types of network control.
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Figure 2: Visualization of coding process
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The first stage of the coding process was characterized by open or substantive coding, which

aimed at identifying concepts and dimensions. In Grounded Theory, the construction of

concepts is based on the 'concept-indicator-model' (Glaser, 1978). This implies that concepts

are built by comparing incident with incident, and, when categories are formed, incidents with

categories. In that way, what is actually going on in the data is conceptualized. Therefore,

after the interview and observation transcripts were imported in Atlas/Ti, a software package

for analyzing qualitative data, I started analyzing the data line-by-line. This line-by-line

approach forced to check, correct, and saturate categories (Glaser, 1978). In the first stage of
the data analyzing process, data were analyzed by asking the question: "What category or

property of a category does this incident indicate?" (Glaser, 1992: 39)9. It was intended to

grab these incidents by coding them. Moreover, in the beginning of the coding process,

incidents were compared with incidents. In that way it was checked whether the codes indeed

fitted the underlying incidents or whether differences in the incidents indicated different

'dimensions'. After several transcripts had been coded, and categories arose, incidents were

compared with these emerging categories.

In the second stage, I started comparing the occurrence of concepts under different

conditions, or what is referred to as 'theoretical coding' (see Glaser and Strauss, 1967; Glaser

1978; 1992). This resulted in several preliminary propositions (Van Raaij, 2006). Some of
them were appropriate for theoretically sampling cases (i.e., networks), which is clarified in

the section that discusses the sample strategy. After analyzing the data gathered in the four

networks I assumed the concept of network control was not yet saturated, because the four

networks were selected by a sample strategy that aimed at minimizing differences. Therefore,

also the data collected in the second round was analyzed by the principle of open coding.

9 Contrary to Glaser (1992) who argues that the mandate of open coding is to start with conceptual
noting, next to asking this neutral question I openly coded the data with the sensitizing concept of
evaluation and adjustment in the back of my mind: What property of network evaluation or network
adjustment does this incident indicate?
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After analyzing the data collected in the second round of data collection (i.e., the fourth stage,

see Figure 2), many dimensions of network evaluation and network adjustment were
discovered. Several scholars emphasize the need to come to more abstract concepts (Glaser,

1992; Mintzberg, 1979; Miles, 1979). One of the advantages is that it facilitates the
formulation of propositions. One strategy to do this is by the construction of types of network

control as presented in a typology. This is also what was done in stage five (see Figure 2).
This is elaborated on in the following paragraph.

2.4.3 Constructing types
Some scholars argue that typologies reflect theories, while others argue that typologies are
relatively simplistic classification systems. Doty and Glick (1994), for example, consider

typologies to be a unique form of theory building. They argue that typologies must meet the
criteria of a theory, which implies that the operating causal processes must be specified for
each type. This is similar to what George and Bennett (2005) call a 'typological theory'. They
define a typological theory as "a theory that specifies independent variables, delineates them

into the categories for which the researcher will measure the cases and the outcomes, and

provides not only hypotheses, but also contingent generalizations on how and under what
conditions they behave in specific conjunctions or configurations to produce effects on

specified dependent variables" (2005: 235). In a similar way, Glaser (1978) argues that types
indicate a variation in the whole, based on a combination of categories" (G\aser, 1978: 75,

italics by the author). It is also noted that typologies can be more or less ambitious: the less
ambitious ones merely identify types of a single dependent or independent variable and the

most complex ones include the co-occurrence of independent and dependent variables.

In the literature on Grounded Theory, types are constructed by cross tabulating two
dimensions (Glaser, 1978). The types reflect the 'effect' or the 'consequence'. Because in this

study many more dimensions were discovered, this procedure was not followed. Types were
constructed by combining extreme scores on the emerging dimensions. Hence, the types of
network control refer to a classification system, not to a theory. Moreover, the general design

principles for the distinction of types were followed; i.e., within-type variation was minimized

and between-type variation was maximized (George and Bennett, 2005; Glaser, 1978). In
order to reduce within-type variation, only dimensions referring to same stages of the control

process were combined. That is to say that the types refer to or'evaluation' or to 'adjustment'.

Additionally, it was intended to minimize within-type variation by clustering particular scores

on the dimensions of network control as they occurred in extreme cases. Hence, the
combinations of scores on the dimensions of the general concept of network evaluation and
network adjustment led to the distinction of six types of network control. The pitfalls of this
way of constructing types are acknowledged, but due to the fact that there were far more
variables than cases, it was not possible to apply any other method for formulating a typology.
The small number of cases did not allow coming to conclusions about whether correlations
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found in the data were based on coincidence (e.g., too few degrees of freedom). In order to
answer to the criterion of maximizing between-type variety, subtypes (i.e., similar scores on

sub dimensions) occurring in two or more extreme cases were excludedlo. In chapter 4, the

process by which the typology was constructed is outlined.

2.4.4 Formulating propositions
Whereas Grounded Theory is very precise on the process by which concepts are discovered,
the discovery of propositions remains more implicit. Moreover, by increasing the number of
networks in order to explore the full range of properties of network control (i.e., saturation),
the complexity of formulating propositions increased. By making constant comparisons

between network characteristics and the prevalence of particular types of network control

occurred it was demonstrated that hardly any linear relations could be drawn from the data

(see  Table  12 in chapter 5). Put differently, for example the proposition  that an increase  in a

network's internal legitimacy relates to the appearance of a particular type of network control

did not justify the data; i.e., was not grounded in the data. Additionally, as only eight networks

were included the number of variables exceeded the number of observations. As a
consequence, the data set only allowed for exploring the conditions under which a particular

type of network control occurred. As such, propositions were formulated. A condition refers to

a specific score on a category explored during the process of open coding. A particular score,

for instance, is 'the occurrence of a high degree of a network's external legitimacy'. Moreover,

sometimes the appearance of a specific type of network control could only be explained by a

configuration of scores on categories. Then, a condition for example reflected the combination

of 'a high degree of a network's external legitimacy combined with a low degree of a
network's internal legitimacy'. This is somewhat similar to the configurational approach as

suggested by Ragin (1987) in which he suggests that particular combinations of scores (on
categorical data) explain a phenomenon. However, whereas Raginlt uses the configurational

approach to test or venh/ empirical regularities as an alternative to linear models, here it was

only intended to explore regularities between categories (i.e., axial coding). Hence, the caveat
must be made that further parallels between the aims of Ragin's configurational approach and
this way of drawing propositions cannot be made.

10 For instance, the subtype 'coupled network' is typical for the type 'reflective evaluation' and for the type
'predictive evaluation'. Hence, 'coupling' is not distinctive for these types of evaluation and therefore not
included in these types. The subtypes and types are presented in chapter 4.
1 1 Ragin integrates several features of case-oriented and variable-oriented approaches by which it is in
some degree intended to meet the conditions ofverifying research, as for example is shown in sentences
such as. "In common with the variable-oriented strategy, it allows examination of large numbers of cases.
In common with the case-oriented strategy, it allows assessment of complex patterns of multiple and
conjunctural causation" (1987. 71). By contrast, in this research it is only intented to follow the logic of
discovery.
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2.5 Sample strategy: theoretical sampling

Characteristic of the methodology of Grounded Theory is 'theoretical sampling'. Glaser (1987:
36) refers to this process as "[...] to elicit codes from raw data from the start of data collection

through constant comparative analysis as the data poor in. Then to use the codes to direct
further data collection, from which the codes are further theoretically developed with respect
to their various properties and their connections with other codes until saturated". This implies

units have to earn their way into the research contrary to selecting cases based on «up front"
theoretical relevant characteristics as in selective sampling'2. Due to its progressive nature,
however, theoretical sampling cannot be applied when entering the field Therefore,13

alternative selection strategies were applied in the first round of data collection and theoretical

sampling was used in the second round of data collection.

In the sections below the process by which networks, informants and meetings were selected
in the different rounds of data collection will be described. Because we followed the logic of
theoretical sampling, first the networks will be described by the concepts that guided the

sample process. For understanding the context of the findings presented in chapter 3,4 and 5
this section is finished with a general description of the eight networks studied.

2.5.1 Alternative sample strategies: First round selecting networks
The first four cases were selected by minimizing differences in the networks. Minimization of
differences implies that the units are equal on theoretically (i.e., grounded in the data)
relevant characteristics (Glaser, 1978). Because at that stage in the research I was not aware
of relevant categories grounded in the data, the minimization of difference strategy was based

on "up front" network characteristics such as the network's topic, age, size and structure (see
Table 4). The networks selected addressed the same issue. Also, they were nearly equal in
size (i.e., number of participating organizations)  and with respect to their structure  (i.e.,
network divisions such as a CEO Meeting and a Professional Meeting). The main difference
known when selecting these networks was their age.

12 This sampling strategy is driven by a conceptual question and not a concern for representation (Glaser
and Strauss, 1967; Strauss, 1987: Miles and Huberman, 1994). Contrary to testing studies in which
randomized selection is based on the potential of statistical generalization, here 'analytic' generalizations
were aimed at (see also, Yin, 1994 and Miles and Huberman, 1994).
13 For Glaser this would not be a problem since then the research question still needs to be formulated.
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Table 4: Descriptives  of the networks selected  in the first round  of
data collection

NW 1 NW 2 NW 3 NW 4

Network's age 5 years Less then 1 year 1 year 5 years

Number of                  16                                13                               13                                15
participating
organizations

Type of exchanges 1) Professional 1)     Professional 1) Professional 1)       Professional
between network meeting meeting meetingmeetingmembers 2) Project Group 2) Project GrouP 2) Project Group2) Project Group

3)   CEO meeting       3) CEO meeting                                   3) CEO meeting

4)   Ad hoc
working groups:
e.g.. pilot group

In addition to the selection of networks, it was intended to explore and understand network

control by interviewing network members and observing network meetings. Again, in the first

round of data collection alternative selection strategies were applied. (An overview of the
selected informants and meetings is presented in Appendix 1).

2.5.1.1 Selecting informants
The first selection of network members was based on the logics of dimensional sampling.

Dimension samplings means that "the researcher lays out the dimensions on which variability

is sought, then takes representative, well-informed informants for each contrasting dimension

(Miles and Huberman, 1994: 29). In that way, the selection of informants was primary led by
their assumed knowledge of the dimensions of the sensitizing concept network control.

Because control was assumed to be a process, historical knowledge of the selected network
was chosen as inclusion criteria. By applying this selection criterion it was intended to capture

past as well as current characteristics of network control. Because in the networks chairmen

were selected on the basis of their historical knowledge of the network, I selected various

chairmen to inform me about network control. Moreover, for that reason, the network's

coordinator and some participants that were involved when the networks started were
selected. Next, knowledge of the network as a who/e was considered to be important because

control processes could transcend from one network division to another As such, it was14

intended to learn more about the nature of control as it occurred in different parts of the
network. Moreover, I assumed not only organizational principals (e.g., CEO's or managers)

14 Transcending for example occurs as the CEO division orders a Professional Meeting to monitor the
number of incoming cases.
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engage in a control process but also organizational agents (e.g., subordinates or

professionals). Therefore, by interviewing members with different functions within and outside

the  network  (i.e., CEO's, policy makers and professionals) the process of control  was

explored. By selecting a range of informants based on the criteria explicated above, it was
intended to represent what Gephart (1984) calls the "dominant reality" (Isabella, 1990: 11).
For similar reasons, when informants referred to members with deviant opinions, these were

contacted too. In this first round of data collection 23 informants were interviewed 15.

2.5.1.2 Selecting network meetings

As is presented in Table 4, the networks selected in the first round of data collected were to a

large extent composed by similar types of network divisions (i.e., CEO Meeting, Project

Group, Professional Meeting). Because by observing these meetings it was intended to

provide first insights into network control, a quota selection strategy was applied. The various

types of network meetings were listed, and based on occurrence and variety 19 meetings
were selected. Records were made of 14 of them. In that way, nearly each type of network

meeting was observed in the networks NW 1, NW 2, NW 3, and NW 4. Because NW 2 started

in the autumn of 2004 only one type of network meeting was visited here.

2.5.2 Theoretical sample strategy: Second round of selecting networks

Analyzing the data gathered in the first round of data collection resulted in several preliminary

propositions. These propositions referred to the relation between network characteristics on

the one hand, and the nature or extent of network control on the other, e.g.,the network's

age, it's internal legitimacy, the networks ability to activate itself and the network's climate.

However, for two reasons not each of these categories could be applied for theoretical

sampling. First, it was difficult to gain access to the networks. They were frequently studied

and moreover, each member needed to approve our presence. Second, in order to measure

the presence of some of the categories (e.g., network climate) a preliminary study of a
network would be needed. Again, I could not be that squeamish when selecting networks.

Therefore, networks were selected on the basis of categories that could rather easily be
identified (i.e., the network's origin, the network's external legitimacy and the network's

nature). Hence, from all the propositions formulated in memos during the first round of data
analysis, the following propositions were used to theoretical sample networks.

Proposition   1:   If   professionals   initially   develop   a   network,   the   network's

activating capacity will be higher than if a network is initially developed
because organizations are seduced to enter the network.

The preliminary results indicated that the way a network was developed (i.e., whether the
network was created by professionals or whether a network developed because organizations

15 See Appendix 1 for an overview of both rounds of data collection.
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were seduced) related to the extent to which the network was able to keep itself going (see
Van Raaij, 2006). This ability of self-activation was used as an indicator of the ability of to
control itself. Based on this category, a sample strategy of maximizing differences was

applied by selecting three networks that were developed by seducing organizations: NW 5,
NW 7, and NW 8. Based on this category, also a sample strategy of minimizing differences

was applied by selecting a network that was initiated by professionals: NW 6.

Proposition 2: If a network has a low degree of external legitimacy, then the
networks willingness to control itself will be low.

The preliminary results indicated that a low degree of internal legitimacy related to low levels

of the network's activating capacity (Van Raaij, 2006). Moreover, several informants indicated

the difficulties the first four networks faced for gaining external resources and recognition from

parties such as care insurers and government agencies. Based on these data it was

proposed that if a network's external legitimacy was high, the nature of network control could

change. Based on the category 'legitimacy' a sample strategy of maximizing differences was
used by including four networks that were externally legitimized to a high degree: NW 5, NW
6, NW 7, and NW 8.

Proposition 3: The nature of network control will differ between information
networks and in service implementation networks.

Analyzing the first four networks indicated that the addressed network topic was perceived by
some of its members as 'too vague', which hampered the network's development. Moreover,

by the process of open coding a category / theme indicating the importance of 'concrete'

network results emerged. By the issue of concrete network results, the informants meant for
instance that the network's output should be measurable. Based on these results, it was
proposed that the nature of a network could influence the nature of control. A sample strategy
of maximizing differences was applied by selecting a service implementation network: NW 8.
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Table 5: Description of networks based on variables   used   for
theoretical sampling

NWl NW 2 NW 3 NW 4 NW 5 NW 6 NW 7 NW 8

Old Young Young Old Old Old Young Old

Age 5 years Less then a   1 year 5 years 3 years 4 years 1 year 4 years

year

Type of Information Information Information Information Information Information Information Implementa
network network network network network network network network tion

network

Genesis Self Self Seduced Seduced Seduced Self Seduced Seduced

developed developed developed
by profs by profs by profs

Internal High High Low Low High Medium / Medium / High

legitimacy high low

External Low Low Low Low High High High High

legitimacy

The propositions that were formulated mainly referred to the influence of different network

characteristics on network control. The preliminar'y results did hardly indicate any relation

between type of network member at the individual (person or organization) level and the

nature of network control. What the preliminary results did indicate, however, was that a
network coordinator was perceived as important in each of the four networks. Hence, the
within case sample strategy was continued when selecting informants in the next four

networks, but I was sure to include network coordinators. In the second round of data

collection 22 informants were interviewed. Additionally, 5 network meetings were observed,

yet, these observations served to get to know the networks' and their context.

2.5.3 General network descriptives
Above the process and criteria by which networks were selected   have been elucidated.  To

understand the context of the findings a general description of these networks is given in what
follows.

2.5.3.1 General network descriptives: The non-congenital brain injuries (1\lai) networks

The first four networks that were selected address the issue of non-congenital brain injuries

(NBI) (e.g., caused by cerebrovascular accidents, brain tumors or meningitis). These four

networks were settled in the same Dutch Province 16. About a decade ago it was observed

that many professionals knew relatively little about the nature of NBI, the specific problems

these patients faced and the availability of appropriate services in the Netherlands. As a
consequence, the general goal of these networks is to guarantee adequate service delivery to

16 For reasons of confidentiality the name of this Province is not mentioned.
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patients facing brain injuries by increasing knowledge of professionals working in the
network's sub-region. Professionals can consult the Brain Damage Team (here referred to as

the Professional Meeting). Also relatives of patients can obtain this team's advice, for
instance on suitable services. A representative example of a question being posed to a Brain

Damage Team includes a long history of failed treatment and inappropriate service delivery

(which I refer to as 'casuistic information') and a 'trail-and-error' process in which a patient

is passed on from one organization to the other because no one can properly deal with the

problems the patient is facing. The professionals who join a Professional Meeting (see Figure

3) deal with these questions. In addition to a Professional Meeting, these networks exist of
two more groups (i.e., network divisions). Professionals and managers meet each other in a

Project Group, and managerial directors come together in a CEO Meeting. Occasionally,
temporally working groups are established in order to deal with specific issues. One of the
main discussions by which these networks are confronted is whether NBI indeed exists and/or

whether NBI can be dealt with at all. Some argue that it does not and/or that brain damages
cannot be treated.

In order to stimulate the development of these four NBI networks in 1997 the regional

government, in which these four networks are located, started funding a local organization to
facilitate network development. As I reported elsewhere (Van Raaij, 2006) this local

organization can be referred to as a network broker or a network administrative organization

(Human and Provan, 2000). Although this local organization was funded to stimulate these

networks' development there was no further overarching policy or effort from the regional

government that mandated the four networks to begin operations (Yip et al., 2002).

Each of the four NBI networks is composed of similar types of organizations such as: nursing

homes, rehabilitation centers, welfare organizations, organizations for the physically or

mentally disabled, homecare, housing and activity centers, and associations of patients.

Moreover, in some NBI networks an organization for visually impaired, an organization for

epilepsy patients or an organization concerned about returners participates. Mostly, more
than one organizational representative participates in a NBI network. For instance, a nursing

home's managerial director joins the CEO meeting and a nursing home doctor participates in
the Professional Meeting. Although the four NBI networks I studied focus on distinguishable

sub regions, they are connected by two consultative structures that exist at the regional level

and in which delegates of the four sub regional networks participate (see Figure 3). Moreover,

the same broker's coordinator is involved in the four networks.
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Figure 3: Organizational Chart of the NBI Networks
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2.5.3.2 General network descriptives: The networks Palliative Care
The sub regional networks five, six, and seven address the issue of Palliative Care. These

networks are settled in the same Dutch Province as the NBI networks. The general goal of
these networks is to improve the quality of care for palliative patients by increasing

cooperation between organizations and professionals. Although 'service integration' is
addressed as one of these networks' spearheads, the emphasis is mainly on providing

information. Because none of the network's included in this study actually integrated care, 1

refer to these networks as 'information networks'. This information function is, among others

things, located in the PAT (in Dutch: Palliatief Advies Team or 'Consult Team Palliative

Care'), which can be consulted by professionals. The PAT can, for instance, be consulted for

questions about treatment of symptoms, specific treatments or psychosocial and spiritual

issues. Moreover, the networks included in this study have made a palliative kit available for

general practitioners. A palliative kit contains tools to treat acute symptoms by subcutaneous

medication (from: Protocol en Werkwijze Palliatieve Kit [in Dutch, or 'Operating Procedures

Palliative Kit' in English] networks 6 and 7). Hence, similar as the NBI networks the networks

palliative care included do not directly treat patients.

Contrary to the NBI networks, the networks palliative care receive much attention from the

national government. Since the mid-nineties national government has stimulated the

development and improvement of palliative care in general (Francke and Speet, 200317). and

from 2001 and 2002 onwards national and regional government has stimulated providers of

palliative care to further increase organizational cooperation and network development

(Francke and Speet, 2003). By government order, the IKC's (in Dutch: Integrale Kankercentra

or Integral Centers for Cancer' in English) support the development of the sub regional

networks and coordinate the PAT. Hence, the participating organizations themselves are

responsible for the sub regional networks. Although the Dutch government stimulates these

networks they are not mandated. The PAT can be understood as being closely linked to the

sub regional networks, yet, since 2004 the IKC's are responsible for the PAT's.

Each of the three networks for Palliative Care is composed of similar types of organizations

such as hospitals, nursing homes, hospices, organizations for volunteer aid, a regional

Integral Centre for Cancer, homecare, and associations of patients. Moreover, in some

networks a family doctor or an organization for the mentally disabled participate. Often, more

than one organizational representative joins a network. Contrary to the networks 6 and 7, in

network 5 representatives of sectors participate in the network divisions. Each of the networks

Palliative Care included in this study is embedded in a larger network structure (see Figure 4),

because the providers involved collaborate at a general organizational level too (i.e., Victoria

Group and Euphoria Group). In addition to the networks for Palliative Care, the Victoria Group

17 http   oud.palliatief.nl nationaal index.htm?mid-289 (Oktober 2007).
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and the Euphoria Group support sub regional networks addressing other issues or diseases

(e.g., bedsores, diabetes mellitus type 2).

2.5.3.3 General network descriptives: The Stroke Service
The eighth network included in the study aims at integrating health care services for patients
that have suffered a stroke. Since the mid-nineties, and with the attention for the 'wrong bed
issue', Stroke Services have gained much attention. The Stroke Service included here is a
sub regional network and is located in the same Province as the NBI networks and the
networks for Palliative Care. The general aim of the Stroke Service is to decrease mortality
and increase the quality of life. Characteristic of the Stroke Service is its rather sequential
orientation in which a patient moves on from, for instance, the family doctor to the hospital,

and next to a rehabilitation centre, a nursing home or is served at home by a home care
provider. One hospital, one rehabilitation centre, one regional association for physiotherapist,
and a association of general practitioners is involved in the Stroke Service studied, yet
several nursing homes and home care organizations participate. Finally, insurers and an
association of patients is involved. In total, the network is composed of 17 organizations.

The Stroke Service is composed of three network divisions. Two of them meet regularly: the

Steering Group and the Measure Group. The Board Committee meets once a year. The
Stroke Service is embedded in the Victoria Group (see Figure 4), and is supported by a
coordinator that is appointed by the Steering Group.
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Figure 4: Organizational Chart of the Networks Palliative Care and the Stroke Service
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Figure 4 continued
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2.6     Discussion - quality criteria

2.6.1 Fit, refit, and emergent fit
Logically following from the inductive nature of this research, the categories and dimensions

by which network control is conceptualized need to be accurate (Thorngate, 1976); i.e., fit the
data and thus the incidents they reflect. Therefore, a rather open sensitizing concept of
control was used. I constantly compared excerpts with similar codes with each other, and to
the category they referred to. As such, I kept on merging codes, splitting codes and renaming

codes; constantly intending to capture the category or the property of a category the data
were indicating to. But also to indicate those dimensions of network control that seemed

relevant in each of the cases. The software proved to be ver'y helpful for that, because it
allowed us to compare quotations rather quickly. Additionally, we made matrices. By these

matrices we compared the incidents occurring in the four, respectively eight networks that
were given the same code. In that way, we repeated the process of making constant

comparisons, now focusing on the differences of control in different networks (e.g.,
theoretically coding). Also these comparisons improved the fit of the dimensions and
categories that were distinguished.

The data also referred to concepts known in extant theory. When applying codes reflecting
extant categories, it was made sure the descriptions of the category (e.g., the descriptions of
the dimensions or the category/concept) met what was reflected in the data. Hence,
sometimes a definition of extant concepts was narrowed  down  (e.g., with respect to the
dimension 'framing') and sometimes its boundaries were broadened (e.g., with respect to the

category/concept 'network legitimacy'). In a similar vein, data was collected in a way to
prevent the extant use of categories by asking 'open question' and not including 'pet'

categories.

2.6.2 Work

Although analyzing theoretical relations between the concepts was understood conceived as

a researcher's task (see also Glaser, 2002; 1978), member checks were used for checking
the workability of the concepts identified. Therefore, I organized a workshop with members of
the first four networks to discuss the workability of the concepts 'network climate', 'network

legitimacy' and 'activating capacity' in October 2005. Also, these concepts were presented in
a broader context during a conference for professionals and managers in the health care
sector (the conference Guts and Love in health Care, in Dutch: 'Lef en Liefde in de Zorg") at
March 23 2007. Moreover, a half-day conference was organized (the conference 'Networken

de Baas [in Dutch, or in English 'Controlling Networks']) in which the network members of the
NBI networks had the possibility to reflect on the dimensions of network adjustment that were
identified. This conference was organized at May 15 2006. The informal feedback provided by
the NBI network members indicated that they recognized the results.
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Chapter three

THE NATURE OF NETWORK CONTROL

3.1 Introduction

The first chapter was ended with a sensitizing concept of control that allowed exploring the
nature of network control. The study was started with the idea that control refers to a process
in which different stages can be discerned (Langley, 1999): i.e., control is basically a process

of monitoring something, comparing it with some standard and then providing selective

adjustment. In this third chapter it is presented how network participants deal with these

stages in the control process. How do they know how their network is doing? And how to they

adjust their network's functioning and performance? This resulted in two conceptualizations
that refer to the stages of the process of network control (see Figure 5). First, the nature of

network evaluation will be presented and subsequently we will present the nature of network

adjustment.

Figure 5: abstract illustration of the control process

Conceptualization Conceptualizalion
of network of network

evaluation ad ustment
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3.2 How networks know how they are doing

3.2.1.Conceptualization of the evaluation process in networks
Two stages are central when evaluating a network: Data collection and analyzing these data.
Hence network evaluation  can be referred  to  as a process;  i.e., a sequence of 'events'  [...]
reflecting stories about what happened and who did what when [...]" (Langley, 1999: 692:
italics added). As will be presented hereafter, it shows that the process of data collection

challenges networks. Information on the network's outcomes is often largely lacking, due to
time and efforts it takes to assess a network. Furthermore, the network's audience often is

hardly accessible, for instance, due to the nature of patients' disorders. In what follows, the
concept of network evaluation in general terms is described first. Next, a visualisation of the

concept of network evaluation is presented (see Figure 6). This figure visualizes the five
dimensions that could be discerned (i.e., type of data analyzing, type of data collected; type of
linking pin, the of formal monitoring and the type of object of evaluation). It also shows two
sub dimensions that were specified; i.e., the type of data collected (i.e., input, process or
outcome information) and the object of evaluation (i.e, participating organization). Then, in the
subsequent paragraphs, the results are clarified and illustrated.

3.2.2.Network evaluation: Do they know how they are doing?
'How do you know how the network is doing?' is a challenging question to pose in a network

setting. Especially in terms of network outcomes and effects, difficulties are faced. Still, this is
a central question for network participants given that they often expressed the need to collect
information about the network's 'impact' or 'meaningfulness' (Kirkman and Rosen, 2000;
1999) or what was generally referred to as the enhancement of the 'quality of care' or 'patient
wellbeing'18. When answering this question they are, however, hampered by the lack of
measures in general, or by the absence of measures that were perceived as valid in
particular. Participants also felt hampered by the restricted access to patients. This was
particularly true for information networks serving professionals and/or the patient's relatives,
which consequently merely indirectly contributed to increasing the quality of care. For
example, by enhancing the knowledge of professionals. As will be presented hereafter, it
turned out that in each of the networks casuistic information played an enormous important
role; either because network members felt a lack of causistic information hampered the
networks or as it spurred network development. The next excerpt, taken from one of the
network meetings, demonstrates the need network actors experience with respect to gaining
information about the network's performance:

:8 In somewhat a similar way, Sydow and Windeler (1998: 271) drawing on Giddens Structuration Theory
refer to the rule of signification, which "restricts and enable agents to make sense of the context they act
in and to communicate this meaning and their views of ongoing practices to others"
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"(Johan) Anyone else on the memorandum here? Then I will repeat the request from the last
time, about an appendix and making this as 'smart' as possible because I think that will suit all
of us and of course ultimately you get clarity on whether the client will be better off. Because
groups like these tend to get on together. To get less of an idea whether that client will be
better off. Following on what Toos said, let's try with the brain damage team: How many
clients? How many queries? How satisfied? The Get-Together Club how many customers?
How satisfied? Because then we can get an idea that we are really doing something. That we
really are working on it. And also where we are dropping the ball. Yes? Sufficient for the
moment, this memo?" [CEO Meeting, NW 4].

Or as this informant mentioned when we interviewed him:

"The world must be changed by it.' And, uh, when you are chairman, then 1 have that feeling
even more strongly. So to pose the question, eh, is it important or are we just sitting here
keeping busy? Something does have to happen. People must be helped through it better, or
they should be able to work more pleasantly as a result. Or it needs to become cheaper as a
result, or, um, I don't really know. [...] Yes, the only thing I can come up with, but perhaps that
says more about me than the network, is 'does it matter?' Will the world change because of
us? Yes, and also to do it effectively. [...]. The client must be better off as a result. What easily
tends to happen to such groups is that it is not visible what is actually going on and that you
have to ensure that it, um, is shown" [Johan, Chair CEO Meeting].

As information on the effects of a network for patients is hard to obtain, which is addressed in

literature as one of the pitfalls of networks or network evaluation (e.g., Raak, Paulus and Mur-

Veeman, 2005; Mitchell and Shortell, 2002; Provan and Sydow, 2007), network actors seek

feedback via alternative sources to learn more about the network's meaningfulness and
impact. In this way, what is termed 'casuistic information' here, plays an important role in the

process of network evaluation. Stories about the health status of a patient, about service

accessibility, about the appropriateness of the care received can be understood as reflecting

the network's meaningfulness. As we know from the literature, such evaluative information is

important, because "the path from re-evaluation to readjustment is determined by the partners
willingness to keep committing to the relationship" [...]" (Arino and De la Torre, 1998: 307)

(Arino and De la Torre, 1998: 307). Because in particular professionals have access to this

kind of data, they play an important role in network evaluation. However, as will be presented

in more detail in chapter 5, when a network is barely supported than the lack of impact

information (i.e., acknowledged means-end relations or valid operationalizations of network

performance) is experienced as a burden in the process of maintaining a network and

ensuring its survival. The following informant for example illustrated this:

"1 think the energy is finished. Also because of the high abstraction level. And also because
you don't really, yes you do certainly get figures as I already said, but not really the effect of,
of .   Well, okay, the brain damage team has given advice. But has the problem of these
people really now been resolved? We're all doing fine, but we don't really know exactly what
we are doing" [Coen, Participant Project Group and CEO Meeting NW 4].

This excerpt illustrates the informant's perceived absence of knowledge about means-end

relations; i.e., does discussing many questions of professionals by an information network

imply that the health care status of patients improved? Moreover, the figures that are
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collected in order to evaluate the network's performance are not considered to be valid
indicators of network performance. As knowledge about means-end relations and valid

operationalizations of network performance are lacking in the network's we studied, it could

be argued that network members deal somewhat pragmatically with the issue of network
evaluation. Yet, network evaluation is considered to be important because one wants to know
how the network is doing. However, a balance is sought between interests in knowing how
the network is doing on the one hand and the time and costs it takes to evaluate a network on
the other hand. This is reflected in the efforts put in the design of a measurement instrument.
There seems to be a tendency to collect data that are rather easily accessible. This is for
example illustrated by collecting figures concerning the amount of advice queries/consults
instead of gathering outcome data. As explicated by the excerpt of the meeting we presented
above, sometimes the collection of figures fulfilled this need. However, not always, as the
needs of internal stakeholders such as managerial directors who exempted professionals, can

diverge:

"We are now looking at patient satisfaction; in the chain we are looking, where we can
measure this. Our assessment group doesn't think so. They say we must measure between
the links, and not through the chain. 1 still want to take a good look at this, because 1 think that
we must in fact measure in the chain, how the patient has experienced the chain. Otherwise 1
will shortly end up with a separate story, but not from the patient. [...] I still have to take this
back to the assessment group. Because they have said, we have satisfaction surveys in our
establishments, you can rely on that. While I say you don't know if you have satisfaction
surveys in our establishments, whether you have a CVA patient who is in the stroke service or
not. And then you say nothing about my chain" [Jaap, Participant Steering Group, NW 8]).

But simultaneously, the informant who participated in the Measure group argued:

"Doing a satisfaction survey: just try carrying it out, of course it will take a lot of time, the data,
go on and draw up a questionnaire. Then we deal with very practical things: who is going to
do what and when? It's not so much that we are very negative about this, on the contrary, but
you certainly find it difficult to manage it all" [Anouk, Participant Measurement group, NW 8].

Yet, even when network actors deal with the issue of network evaluation in a pragmatic way,
it does take efforts. This is dealt with by shifting the scope of network evaluation. Instead of

assessing network performance in terms of increased quality of care measured by the
perceptions of the network's clients, actors participate in the endeavour the collect and
analyze data about the functioning of the network as an organizational system; i.e., they focus
on process indicators. Does this imply network evaluation fails? It may, particularly in terms of
evaluation researchers that adhere a positivistic paradigm (Provan and Sydow, forthcoming).
But at the same time it might function perfectly well, or as Owen-Smith argues (2001: 432):
'satisfying is often accomplished  [...] and instantiate the 'logic of appropriateness'  of
information flows of decision-makers".
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Figure 6: A general conceptualization of network evaluation
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3.2.2.1 Type of information

The dimension 'type of information' refers to the kind of data that is being collected when
monitoring the network's functioning. The data indicate that the networks vary in the kind of
information they collect when evaluating their network's functioning. Information about the
network's input (i.e., what enters the network as a system), the network's processes (how the
networks processes this input) and the network's outcomes (network results) are collected

when evaluating a network. Moreover, by making constant comparisons between the control

processes that occurred in the networks, it was shown that the networks varied in the kind of

input information collected and that they varied in the kind of process information that they
collected. Because collecting outcome information was rare in the networks' studied, no
different subtypes of output information could be specified. That is to say, only one kind of
outcome information was used when evaluation the network functioning, viz qualitative
outcome information (i.e., 'stories').

First, we turn to input information as an information source for evaluating a network. The main

(official) purpose of information networks in the Dutch health care is to inform its audiences

(e.g., professionals, clients, or their relatives) on such issues as 'What is the array of services
that are provided?' 'Are specialized services provided?', 'Are appropriate services available
for patients facing very specific disorders and having specific needs?' Input information,
hence, refers to subjects entering the network  as an organizational system '9.  When

participants in information networks assess their network by collecting input information, this
implies that they collect information about the advice queries being posed to the network. On
the one hand information about the amount of questions entering the network is used (i.e.,
figures) and on the other hand information about the nature of the advice queries entering the
network is used for assessing how the network is doing. Reduction in the amount of input (in
terms of incoming questions) is, for example, by some perceived as a sign that the network is

doing fine, which was expressed by the following excerpt:

"If you consider that gradually we are getting less casuistry. So that's not as good, yes not as
good? In any case it's probable that the attention this matter has attracted, non-congenital
brain  damage, that a lot of people are able to find their own way. And that very quickly causes
the brain damage team to seem superfluous. This is not entirely certain of course. I mean,
yes, if it now just becomes a little less but over time you may have a whole lot of questions,
and then the conclusion may be different. But apparently, via the brain damage team [...],
there are a whole lot of people are occupied with this, who deal with this, who are now well
aware of where they have to go.   [...]  So the unfamiliarity with the matter, and the unfamiliarity
with those providing help in that field, yes I think this certainly has reduced considerably"
[Willem, Participant Professional Meeting NW 2].

Information about the nature of the questions being posed to an information network is also
used for monitoring the network's functioning; i.e., 'did the network accomplished its' task to

19 Also patients entering a network can be understood as input information, however, I did not came
across networks that collected this kind of input information.
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reduce knowledge gaps?' 'Do new issues emerge in the field in which the network operates?'
This kind of information allows participants to detect lacunas in the health care domain and as

such offers the potential to fine-tune the network's scope. The following excerpt from a
Professional Meeting can illustrate the former:

"(Monique) It could be a stubbornness amongst my colleagues, we have told them about it
extensively and have tried to clarify it in detail using a number of examples, but yes, these
cases still disappoint, don't they?" [Participant Professional meeting, NW 1 ].

Second, process information is used for monitoring the network's functioning, e.g., the
number of network participants present, the behavior of network participants during meetings,

progressions made by the network as an organizational structure, information about the

adequacy  of  the network's primary process (i.e., progressions  made by professionals  when

giving advice) and quantitative process information (e.g., speed of client intake and the speed

by which the patients flows from one organization to the other organization). Again, we came
across casuistical oriented information (i.e., information about the adequacy of the network's
primary process) on the one hand and non-casuistical information on the other (e.g., the
number of network participants present, the behavior of network participants during meetings,

progressions made by the network).

As mentioned earlier, monitoring the network's performance by measuring its effects and

outcomes for end-users (e.g., how clients or professionals of the network perceive the
network's performance) is time-consuming, and challenging due to the nature of the patients'
disorders. As a consequence, the third kind of information we identified, outcome information,

is hardly ever used in the networks we studied. Sporadically, output information was available

about the network's performance in the form of 'stories'. Network participants gained access

to such stories when conferences were organized at which patients or associations of patients
did attend. Hence, conferences not only informed professionals about the state of the art.

They also provided the opportunity to have access to outcome information. Stories

concerning experiences of patients when being served were perceived as important and
fulfilled a role in confirming the network's meaningfulness. This seemed especially important
for information networks which mainly in an indirect way attempt to contribute to the quality of
care, In the next passage an informant elucidated how the network's relationship with an

association of patients learned the network how it was doing:

"Inez: So uh, so we took part in the symposium anyhow. Also as a brain damage team. We
gave thought to topics, about poster subjects. Furthermore, we spoke with RPCP, that was
also giving a presentation there. In any case a lot of networking was done at that symposium.
And so that was one of the things we had also been looking for. You can do a whole lot in
writing. You can give a lot of individual advice, but these are all just specks. And uh if you get
to meet each other. And you would also prefer it that people who are not really in that circuit
but who  work  around  it..   Anyway,  the  symposium  succeeded  really  well  in  that respect.  And
that means that there are now contacts with workers. In addition, we talked to the RPCPs
(regional patients' platform). And what I did myself with that 'Kopzorgen' report I have
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presented here. Because in that context you can make a good comparison between a
hospital and a nursing home. And also our people, and I think that 90 per cent here have non-
congenital brain damage problems, in that nursing home. it was also an eye-opener for that.
Not everything, but certainly a number of things. And so I indicated to the RPCP that we had
used it that way, which I also told the brain damage team. And they would do that themselves
in their contacts too, simply 'try using it as a mirror in your organization,' 'do you work with it
this way?', 'are these things familiar to you?' And in that way it works like an oil-slick. So yes,
they thought it was very nice of the RPCP, that it was actually used in a category they didn't
intend it for" [Inez, chair Project Group and Professional Meeting, NW 11

3.2.2.2 Type of linking pin

The dimension 'type of linking pin' refers to the persons who transfer information from one

part of the network to the other. Linking pins are used by network members to collect

information about how the network is doing. Some of the networks studied are rather complex
structures consisting of several separate network groups  (i.e.,  at sub regional level  a

Professional Meeting, a Project Group, a CEO Meeting and eventually temporary Working

Groups, and at regional level a Steering Committee and a Feedback Group). In these

networks linking pins provide access to data by which participants in other parts evaluate the

functioning of the network as a whole or of one of its' sub parts. The data show four types of
linking pins20 The first type of linking pin is a network member (which we referred to as a
'internal linking pin') who attends meetings of several network divisions. They fulfill the role of

transferring information about the network's (or the network's divisions') functioning from one
division to the other, as is illustrated by the following quotation:

"So what we have done is that the chairman of the project group, which was Inez, that she
was structurally involved in a management discussion. And the manner of giving account or
offering an insight into progress is more structured than previously. For example a lot more is
provided in writing. [...] this was all verbal in the early years. And I noticed that at least with
myself as chairman, this was inadequate. [...] So that as a manager you have the impression
that '1 have now listened for ten minutes, but have I really heard what I wanted to hear?'
Answer: 'No'. [...] So that the information we were given was more structured. That's why we
asked the chairman of the project group, and you can see, it is now beginning to do its own
things. So they are beginning to give us more on paper. So more plans are being submitted in
advance.  So  things  are  more  structured"  [Harrie  Chair  CEO  Meeting  NWl ].

Second, the data show that organizational members participating in meetings also function as

a linking pin, by communicating about the networks' functioning within the boundaries of their

own organization. Many organizations delegate professionals as well as managers and
CEO's to a network, each of them participating in different parts of the network; i.e.,

professional meeting, CEO meeting and so forth. CEO's and professionals learn about the

functioning of the network by chatting to each other, often rather informally:

20 From the organizational and network literature the concept of 'liaisons' or 'cross-functional boundary
spanners' is known. These terms have some connotations with what I call 'linking pins'. However, the
particular function of liaisons is to "integrate work that crosses functional boundaries" (Gittell, 2000· 518).
Liaisons fulfill this function by means of transferring and sharing information. Linking pins, by contrast,
aim at transferring information by which the network can be evaluated. As used in this research, they do

not (directly) aim at 'integrating'.
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"Yes... uh...The way it is now, we make an agreement in that Management Discussion, off the
top of my head, two or three times a year... Uh... in that discussion the project leader Piet fills
us in. That's the only thing we arranged. And if I hear anything else it is a coincidence.  You
see, Peter Brouwers works in my organization, so I have a slightly shorter line. But in the first
place I have to think of asking. And, that doesnt always occur to me. Or he might just think
'Hey, I want to ask Stijn that.' He hasn't done that recently. So, either he forgets, or I forget.
Or there is nothing worth reporting. And at the end of the day we see each other again in four
months. Something like that. That's about as good as it gets" [Stijn Chair CEO Meeting, NW
21.

"One of our managers, who works here near me, let's see, who else is there: Louis, Guus,
Yvonne.. So, those are the most important ones of us, I think. And I talk to them. Both
formally and informally. 1 never talk formally to Yvonne, but then I go to lunch and sit next to
Yvonne and say 'Gosh Yvonne, how's it going with the Brain Damage Team?' Or she might
send  me  an  e-mail  where  she  says,  'Hi  Jan,  such  and  such...'  And  I  use  that  to  build  up  a
picture. So that's on the basis of extremely fragmented sources, but I do certainly get an idea.
And, yes, that's the way I work, but I think a whole lot of directors, that you do differentiate
between what's right and what isn't. Hey, is it running well enough, or isn't it running well
enough? If it is running well enough then you do nothing, and if it isn't running well, then you
have an inclination to go into action" [Johan, Chair CEO Meeting, NW 4].

Third, professionals participating in a network learn about its' performance by college

professionals working in the same health care domain. Fourth, network coordinators tranfer

information about the network's functioning and performance. Similarly as 'internal linking

pins' they attend meetings of several network divisions. In that way, they provide the network

members with information about what is going on in other parts of the network. As will be
demonstrated in chapter 5, in some networks mainly (external) coordinators fulfill this task,
which can make these networks' evaluative activities to depend very much on the coordinator.

In fact, transferring information (information about a network's performance being one type of

information here) is understood as one of the main tasks of a network coordinator.

3.2.2.3 Type of formal monitoring

The dimension 'type of formal monitoring' refers to manifest - that is explicit types - of data
collection about the network's functioning. Each members of a network acknowledges such

explicit types of data collection as an 'official' moment of evaluation. By contrast, some of the
characteristics of network evaluation reflected in other dimensions of network evaluation have

a more latent or idiosyncratic nature. Such an idiosyncratic nature is for example prevalent
when the observations about participant behavior during a network meeting are used for
evaluating the network:

"Yes, it's simply about, which people are present at the meeting? Which people are active in
the meeting? Uh, which people have ideas? Which people can you see have read the
materials, and which can you see have not, but simply join the meeting? And yes, the whole
non-verbal attitude. Hey, who is present just because it's a moment of rest in the week and
who is there because he wants to do something?"  [Niels, Chair Regional Focus group,
District levell.
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With respect to the formal types of monitoring, the data show four types of formal monitoring.
In each network annual reports are used as a formal type of collecting information about the

network's accomplishments of goals. Structurally feeding back information about the

progressions made in working groups, projects and network divisions occurs to some degree
in each network. This also is understood as a 'formal' mechanism as was told by the following
informant:

"Then 1 would prefer that a formal assessment is given of such matter. Though formal is of
course... during the meetings it is a permanent agenda item that a report is done on all the
developments. The agenda contains Hospice, the Palliative advice team, it cer·tainly contains
mental care  and  something  must  be  said  by  the  representative  of...  who  is  on  the  board  and
who is busy with this."  [Bas, Chair Project group, NW 5]

That assessing the network verbally in the setting of a network meeting was considered as a
formal assessment, was also indicated by the following informant:

"So  that's forthcoming,  December  12.  Then  we  will  evaluate  the  coordinator and  our network,
So that is... [.] l have introduced that, but I think it is shared considerably by a lot of people.
We have now managed to achieve a lot of things and what's next?" [Jeroen, Chair Project
Group and member work group, NW 6].

Next, occasionally formal evaluations are used to collect information about the network

functioning. As noted else were, in general network participants are heard. Only sporadically

non-participating users were questioned about their perceptions of the network's

performance. It turned out that some networks developed their own assessment forms, which

is illustrated in the next quotation:

"Ellen and I drew up an evaluation form at a particular time. When we had been working
abouta year. And then you have to think about issues like 'the role of the chairman', 'the role

of the individual members', 'what are we still lacking?' because we also need to have an
insight into.  " [Inez, chair Project Group and Professional Meeting, NW 1].

Furthermore, we came across networks that applied assessment forms developed in another

context. Networks in the Dutch health care system sometimes are supported by

organizations, which are particularly initiated (often on the basis of governmental support) to
fulfill this task. Moreover, also quality assessment institutions in general have discovered
health care networks:

"And then they invited someone from the INK institute, to talk about chain orientation. 'When
are you a chain?' Then the participants in the hall, from the various projects that VICTOR had
to indicate in advance if in their opinion they are a chain. The outcome was that everyone
thought  they  were  in  phase  4.  And  I  was  in  phase  1.  But  it  was  extremely  encouraging,
because we are a chain. Then Hans van de Houwekamp explained, what exactly INK
(Institute Dutch Quality) is, what a chain is, what the characteristic is of a chain. Praised the
hall to the utmost:, 'Wonderful that you are all in phase 4,  I've never experienced that before'.
That was nice. And then it was said that: 'Well, because there was so much diversity', the
professionals really were in phase 4, almost in phase 4, and the managers who said it, only
just  through  phase  1.  And  the  discrepancy was actually  huge.  Then  the  management of  the
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managing group of the VICTOR group: 'lt would be nice if we simply measured objectively.'"
[Jaap, Participant Steering Group, NW 8].

3.2.2.4 Type of object of evaluation

The dimension 'type of object of evaluation' refers to who or what is being evaluated when

judging the network's functioning. Of course, in this study we have concentrated on 'whole'

networks' as the object of control. Yet, the data indicate that whole networks are evaluated by

focusing on 'organizations' or on 'network divisions' as the object of control via which the
network as a whole is (indirectly) evaluated. A network division is the object of evaluation

when linking pins report about progressions made by the division. A network as a whole is the

object of evaluation when network actors judge about the performance of a network by
collecting input information (e.g., numbers of questions entering the network). With respect to
organizations as the object of valuation, some networks focus on the quality of services

provided by participating organizations. Moreover, participating organizations are the object of
evaluation when the organization's compliance with the networks norms and values is

assessed. The following excerpt illustrates the evaluation of an individual organization:

"Well, indirectly. Yes. Because for example even within the coordination group, there is a
participant who has developed things in his organization himself. Where we would actually
have preferred that he had cast the net wider. Across the whole region.  So not only that on its

own, and we did discuss that within the last meeting, that whatever was developed there
would also be used for the rest of the region" [Roel, Chair Contact Group, NW 4].

3.2.2.5 Type of data analyzing
This dimensions of network evaluation relegates to it's second stage; i.e., data analysis. This
dimension refers to the way that data is studied and indicates whether collected data are

'consumed' (i.e., conclusions are drawn from raw data) or whether collected data are being

'questioned' (i.e., conclusions are drawn after reflectively analyzing the data). Using raw data

for coming to conclusions about the network's functioning is for instance demonstrated when

informants refer to the use of quantitative input information as a source for assessing the
network:

7 get updated through the monthly figures, the quarterly figures. I simply have these supplied
via a database from the hospital. But then there are the nursing homes, the rehabilitation
centre, they send it here, and it is converted into tables. Chain figures. So that is a way of..."
[Kim, Chair Measurement Group, NW 8].

More rare is the process of questioning the data collected. By questioning collected data, it is
intended to gain insight 'in the question behind the question'. It implies that the collected raw

data is not taken for granted, and the network members scrutinize the data and reflect on why
certain results show. This way of analyzing was for example mentioned by the following
informant:

'From the, the feedback from the advice given with the advice queries. So a couple of days
later asking for feedback, how did it go? And generally that was appreciated. Sure, that
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doesn't obviously mean by definition that that would have been the only good solution, but the
consulting questioner was satisfied and could continue. But that is again obviously also a
subjective element. Did he really ask the right question? Did we give the right answer to his
question. And then we took a look ahead. So in this way we attempted to get clarity on the
stand-alone. Where are we? What do we want? Are we occupied well? Does everyone want
to change?" [Michiel, Participant Project Group and Professional Meeting, NW 8].

3.3 How network participants maintain and redirect their network

3.3.1 Conceptualization of network adjustment
In case no formal hierarchical relations exist between network participants, and network

results can only be accomplished by concerted cooperation how then do network participants
endeavour to adjust (or maintain) the network? This second stage of network control, i.e.,
network adjustment, is conceptualized in the next section. By constantly comparing the

processes by which network members attempted to adjust their network's functioning it turned
out that the control processes vary on eight dimensions of network adjustment (see Figure 7).

On the one hand the data demonstrated variation in the actors involved in the adjustment

process. The involvement of different types of actors in adjusting the network's functioning is
reflected   in the dimensions   1) the proportion between internal and external network

governance and 2) the type of internal governance. The practice of network adjustment is
reflected in the following six dimensions: 3) adjustment through resource allocation; 4)
constituent adjustment; 5) adjustment through framing, 6) coordinative adjustment, 7)
developmental adjustment and 8) corrective adjustment. These dimensions of network

adjustment are rather different from classical management control that emphasizes correction

by rewards and punishments. The general nature of network adjustment will be discussed
below. Subsequently, its dimensions are elucidated.

3.3.2 Network adjustment: Arranging with a light touch
The data show that network adjustment is characterized by its emphasis on 'cooperation'
rather than on 'coercing' organizations to comply. Imperative adjustment mechanisms, such
as dropping non-performing partners (Bardach and Lesser, 1996), are more rare, especially in
the information networks. Although informants spoke about inviting the right participants, it
was never told that an organization was removed or excluded due to the lack of complaint
behavior. Actually, the opposite was mentioned:

'Yes, well, there is this aura here of that it should be cherished that people are at all prepared
to   consult  each   other  about  a   certain   subject,   or  something   to  that  extent."   [Marleen,   Chair
Professional Meeting, NW 4].

A great deal of the mechanisms by which network members endavour to adjust the network's

performance resonate what scholars prescribe in the field of network management. Yet, while
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scholars in the field of network management elaborate on how a network should be managed,

the dimensions of network adjustment that emerged in this study are two-sided. That is to say

that they refer to adjustments that are perceived as effective as well as to adjustment

pathologies. This two-sided nature of network adjustment is for instance evident in the

dimension constituent adjustment (see Figure 7). Constituent adjustment, that is, composing,

resonates 'selection' (e.g., McGuire. 2006; Sydow, 2002; Jones, Hesterly, and Borgatti, 1997)

and the prescription to build a network that is comprehensive; i.e., that includes all, and only

those organizations that are needed to deliver the network service (see e.g., Aiken et al.,

1975, Gray, 1989). Although by constituent adjustment network members try to select all

organizations needed, they do not by definition succeed in this endavour. Organizations

withdraw, participate irregularly or refuse to join at all, and in that way networks are

confronted with limitations in applying this adjustment strategy. The network's voluntary

nature (e.g., Aiken et al., 1975) highlights the network's dependency on organizations, as well

as to the organizations dependency on the network.

Networks rule benignly by 'temptation' (e.g., adjustment through framing) and 'activation'

(e.g., coordinative adjustment, developmental adjustment). The non-coercive nature of

network adjustment is, again, demonstrated by the possibility of participants to only partly

execute an adjustment strategy. Hence, an adjustment strategy can be applied more or less

intensively. This can be illustrated by the dimension coordinative adjustment that focuses on

adjustment by differentiation and/or adjustment by integration. Differentiating the tasks

accomplished by each network participant is a mechanism by which network members

attempt to enhance the network's performance. Yet, combining differentiation as well as

integration suggests an adjustment strategy that has more consequences for the

organization's autonomy. That not all organizations are prepared to let go of that will be

elucidated in chapter 5. It can be suggested that these softer types of network adjustment can

prevent participants to withdraw.

Health care networks have insufficient appeal to apply stronger control regimes. As a

consequence, frequently, the object of control is the network as an organizational system, or

a network division. Networks have to cherish the willingness of organizations to participate,

which implies that the 'individual organization' as the object of control (analogous the

subordinate as the object of control in a hierarchy) is less appropriate. Hence, the health care

networks studied do not have the potential to coerce organizations in a similar way as
hierarchies can coerce subordinates on the basis of a contract. The only option left is then to

apply soft - not similar to informal - adjustments that emphasize feedforeward adjustment

mechanisms (e.g., ameliorate network coordination, network development) that are directed

at the network and its divisions as the object of control.
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Figure 7: A general conceptualization of network adjustment
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3.3.2.1  Proportion between internal and external network governance
This dimension refers to the proportion in which a network is endogenously and exogenously
adjusted, i.e., by network members, by external actors (e.g., care insurers) or by
(independent) network coordinators. Because the networks emerged voluntarily instead of

being mandated by government there was no legislatively initiated coordination imposed on
these network (Laumann et al., 1978, Mandell, 1990). However, the data show that external

actors - also governmental agencies - at times influenced the networks. Frequently, these
adjustments have an indirect nature: i.e., by stimulating an organization contrary to directly

attempting to adjust the network. Care insurers, for example, can judge institutions on their

participation in some networks (i.e., categorical funding):

"Well, in any case you can learn from the discussion with the care insurer. And the care
insurer who explicitly asks what we are doing there. This contributes to the assessment of the
centre and then indicates how difficult or how easy it is to reach agreement with a care

insurer" [Louis Participant CEO Meeting, NW 4].

Moreover, external adjustment takes place by health care oriented quality institutions that
attempt to facilitate network development. As is shown by the following quotation, some

network became considerable dependent on the agenda setting activities executed by these

facilitators, and subsequently lacked feelings of ownership. They lacked own ideas about

what (only) a network could bring to the institutional field and how it could contribute to the

enhancement of the quality of care:

"So a couple of times I asked, 'shouldn't we just stop because what exactly is this about?'.
Then emphatically the response was 'No, because it really is important.' But the moment 1
then ask: 'What are we going to talk about?', 'What are the points for attention?' then I realize
that people can't easily come up with it. [...]. There you have a variety of reports from the
various departments and that fills it up reasonably. And yes, generally that provides material
or changes in regulations or suchlike from the IKC with which you have filled the agenda, that
sounds  very  negative,  the  time  full  of  messing  around...  that  you  have  in  fact  got  sensible
things to discuss" [Thomas, Chair Working Group, NW 5].

Striking was the presence of a network coordinator in each of the networks we studied, and
the remarks made in each network, that they highly rely on this coordinator. Even in networks

that were widely supported by professionals and managerial directors, the withdrawn of the

independent coordinator was understood as a treat to the network's survival. Recently,
Provan and Kenis (forthcoming) discussed three forms of network governance: i.e., self-
governance, governance by a lead organization and governance by a Network Administrative

Organization (NAO). Leaving operational decisions to the NAO or coordinator is one of the

characteristics of NAO network governance, according to Provan and Kenis. They suggest
that in this type of network governance strategic-level decisions are left to the network's

board. Self-governance is among others things characterized by the fact that all network

actors participate in the decision making process. It seems that the networks studied take a

position somewhere in the middle of these two types of network governance. On the one
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hand are participating actors involved in strategic as well as operational decisions (i.e.,
depending on the issue professionals, managers or managerial directors are involved).

Operational decisions are not delegated to the NAO and/or this coordinator. On the other

hand, in none of these networks the coordinator was affiliated to an individual participating

organization. Some networks that were studied appointed a coordinator themselves. In this

case, the par'ticipating organizations collectively financed the coordinator. In the other
networks the coordinator was affiliated to a NAO. However, as pointed at earlier, these

coordinators did not have the authority to make operational decisions by themselves and
network participants were always involved in strategic as well as operational decision-making
processes.

In line with the discussion of the role of coordinators by Provan and Kenis (forthcoming),
coordinators are appointed in order to reduce the complexity of shared governance. The data

show that they play an important role in facilitating network development; e.g., taking minutes

of network meetings, performing administrative work and fostering network development (i.e.,
network adjustment through framing). Also, it was argued that corrections made by an
external coordinator are more easily accepted (i.e., corrective network adjustment). An
informant spoke about this issue in the following way:

"1'm a rehabilitation doctor. If 1 suggest something to another rehabilitation doctor, I don't want
to be considered stupid. So then I want to have, yes, I have thought it through and then I
suggest something and somebody responds with '1 think that's great.' Uh, this is such a vague
branch of sport, this network forming, that I think professionals or bodies are restrained from
saying something to each other because you don't really know whether you are saying it
properly. And look, if such a BOT says it, well that could be a good idea, and if a body says
'not really such a good idea' then BOT can also say 'Yes well I don't really understand it that
well myself.' So, he can easily retract. But if I say something to a fellow rehabilitation doctor,
'well, I don't really think that's a good idea at all', I can't easily backtrack without losing face.
So, uh, .... yes, knowing a lot but staying silent, uh, uh, can often mean that you can really
have a great deal of influence. Huh.. that you can always make retracting gestures when you
suggest something [...] And in this way BOT has its own independent position, through the
fact that the key figures in the network know an enormous amount. But because of the fact
that they are not a player, BOT facilitates the network but is not a player itself, the bodies, the
directors,  the  professionals,  those  are  the  players  and ...  yes  they  (i.e.  BOT)  can  easily  say
things,  easily  make  retracting  gestures,  easily  make  enveloping  gestures...  And  in  this  way
extremely important" [Niels, Chair Regional Focus group, District level].

3.3.2.2 Type of ownership
This dimension refers to the degree in which managerial directors and professionals feel
responsible for the network's functioning. It turns out that both have a role in governing
networks and that both have specific possibilities to adjust network's performance. Only
CEO's are, for instance, in a position to provide resources to a network; i.e., giving

professionals permission to join the network or providing financial resources. In a similar vein,

especially professionals are able to develop a network because due to their daily work they
are confronted with the gaps in the health care field in general and the functioning of the
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network in particular. This sheds a different light on the argument that in networks top-

management fiats are absent and that networks adapt themselves by 'the interactions of

problems, people and resources [...]" (cf. Baker, 1992: 398). The possibilities each of them
have to adjust the network are reflected in the dimensions 'adjustment through resource

allocation', 'coordinative adjustment', 'developmental adjustment', 'adjustment through

framing', 'constituent adjustment' and 'corrective adjustment'. As will be discussed in more

detail in chapter 5, it turns out that in case either one of these do not feel responsible for
governing the network, this severely hampers network development. This is reflected in the

absence of feelings of network ownership. When managerial directors did not collectively

agreed on the network's existence, such hindrance was experienced, as is illustrated by what

was raised by an informant and in a network meeting:

"It's not working', these are exactly the moments when we thought: 'We've now made a good
plan, and there is funding for it, and so now we can get going'. So then nothing happens. And
that specifically frustrates the people who want to do something under their own individual
motivation. And then you have reached an extremely dangerous point. And I think that's
generally one of the largest problems in Dutch care at the moment. But for our network I see
this very clearly. This is a very clear reverse side of the it-mustn't-take-too-long approach
because then the positive attitude of all the individual care providers switches" [Cas, Chair
Project Group, NW 3].

"(Niels) It's practical that all sorts of people want to get going, but that a sort of permission has
to  be  given...  that's  what  it  ultimately  comes  down  to.  (Julia)  So,  it's just a  case  of waiting  for
the managers, isn't it. For years now. Because there are naturally... (Niels) Naturally there are
so many initiatives already, have been a huge number of initiatives. (Julia) There have been
an enormous number of initiatives. Also for this... (Niels) Yes, yes.(Julia) There were already
initiatives,    but..      it   constantly    broke    down    on    the    fact   that    you    simply    didn't    have    any
administrative support. (Ellen) Administrative support. Yes. (Niels) Yes. (Julia) So no money.
Very simple. No-one wanted to put anything up. (Ellen) No" [Provincial Meeting].

3.3.2.3 Adjustment through resource allocation
This dimension refers to network adjustment by means of resources provision (e.g., direct

financial resources, exempting professionals, rooms made available) to the network. The data

demonstrate three ways in which networks are funded: 1) collective resource allocation, 2)

organizational resource allocation and 3) external resource allocation.

The first strategy implies that the network is funded by the participating organizations

collectively by putting money in a kitty. This strategy particularly prevails when a network is

embedded in a larger umbrella foundation in which several different networks are embedded.

For joining the foundation an organization needs to pay an annual fee, which is used to raise

the stakes and by which the networks are financed.

"[...]Then  we  said,  okay,  you  can  have  your say,  if  you  pay.  Pay  up.  If you  don't  pay  up,  you
leave the table. This network really was purely financed by the money, which came in via the
VICTOR group?  Van de V.: By the associated organizations. Pro rata they paid X amount,
and 1 was paid from this and a couple of expenses. But that was the initiative. At least the
entire project organization is therefore from project money, the pot which was filled, a project
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leader was appointed for two years. Working groups were set up. And then they set up the
stroke service .    " [Kim, Chair Measurement group, NM 8]

Also, on a more ad hoc basis, members collectively fund a network.

'[...]  And  what  we  also  did  at  a  certain  time,  that was  with  the,  uh,  the  Get-Together  Club,  1
still think that was a very nice initiative and I hope that it's working, I don't know but 1 really
hope  so,   at  a  certain  point  we  even   put  money  into  that  ourselves.   [...]  That's  all   beside  the
point. We were left with a couple of hundred thousand a year. So for us it wasn't a problem to
pay the 6 5,000.  But sure... we also  kept a meeting's options open. But then in any case my
annoyance  was  so  great  that  I  thought,  okay,  come  on  now..  "  [Johan,  Chair  CEO  Meeting,
NW 41.

The second strategy that occurred in the data is that one organization individually takes the

responsibility to fund the network. This occurs when a single project is funded or when a

single organization puts facilities at disposal (e.g., secretarial work, rooms and buildings)  In a
similar vein, collective decision-making processes and negotiation result in agreements of
individual organizations to fund projects (e.g., implementation of a network plan). Third,

networks can seek external sources for network funding. As will be demonstrated more

deeply in chapter 5, especially highly externally legitimized networks were able to successfully
apply this strategy, while networks facing low levels of external legitimacy often failed to do

SO.

"[...]  with   regard  to  training  employees,  huh,  then  there  was  a  subsidy  for  that.      that's  great,
isn't it, then there was money for that again ha ha... and then there was money for
communication, then there was money for a member something, a member initiative, then
there was money for employee training... ha ha ha, and so it was something different each
time. And we also dealt with the Kits, the PZ kits, yes they were paid by a health insurances.
This did take some time, but eventually we managed to get it together. And eventually we
managed to get everything organized in every network. And Laura, yes, ha ha ha, she
coordinated   that,   so   that   was   actually   great.   [...].   Partly   through   Teun   all   sorts   of   new
initiatives kept coming up. So that at a certain point it was possible to actually achieve
something. But, you know, at a certain point there was money for a network for 'client and
quality'. Well, so we weren't a nuisance about it, saying 'You know what, the network which is
the furthest, that's where we must put the money into.' So that was City X, so in City X we
have it that 'Client and Quality' has its work done. Because I told you that either from the
insurer or from the AWBZ or the provinces, money was made available and then the same
applies to the CVTM money. This was naturally used for the networks. And at a certain time
that also regulates the agenda. Partly also through the input of Teun. So Teun says then
'there's this type of intrinsic development, it would be good to take it up.' There is also a
subsidy for it. Let's apply for this.' And now there was some money available to promote
communication. So okay, then we will undertake a communications promotion route. That's
how these things work" [Bob, Chair CEO Meeting NW 6 and 7].

3.3.2.4 Constituent adjustment

By composing network members endeavour to adjust the network by recruiting the
organizations needed for the realization of network results. This dimension of network

adjustment reflects the relative dependence of health care networks on organizations contrary
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or in addition to the organizations dependence on the network, which was expressed by the

following informant:

"You can keep on repeating each time because there is never a meeting attended by
everyone who was also there the last time. So you constantly have to keep nominating. And
then  you can't say 'You weren't there  the  last time  but if you  had  been.    '  It doesn't work that
way. Because you're just happy enough that an organization sends people" [Bart, Former
Chair Project Group, NW 7].

Moreover, most of the networks were confronted with a withdrawal of organizations. Also

professionals quitted the network, when their organizations stopped exempting them to

participate in network meetings:

"[...]  because at first the Honey Board was also represented in it.  I  haven't seen them for a
long time now. And perhaps they expected, though 1 have never really been clear on this,
because Bart often asked these people 'Why don't you come?' So I don't know this first-hand,
but second-hand. But what I also understood from him is, yes that the people also wanted to
get a lot more yield from that network. While it's really always a question of give and take. [...]
then you get a bit of an idea that 'they find it too vague.' Or again you see that some of the
bodies really have to make do with very little, so they have to be very selective about what
they can and cannot participate in" [Sanne, Participant Project Group NW 7].

3.3.2.5 Adjustment by framing
This dimensions refers to the ways by which network actors inform participants and external

actors' about the aims of the network. By informing participants about the network's 'raison

d'6tre' members' intent to ameliorate its' functioning by stimulating compliant behavior. As

principal agent relations between network actors are missing, framing is one of the few

options for stimulating compliant behavior. One of the problems by which network's are

confronted is that often not all participants intent to contribute to network results. In same vein

as mentioned in the for-profit network literature they use networks as a vehicle to enhance

organizational performance. By again and again informing participants about the network's

'raison d'6tre' it is attempted to adjust the network's functioning. How coordinators attampted

to adjust the network by framing individual organizations is illustrated by the following two

quotations.

"[...] so 1 was interviewed. And that's a training institute .... And the woman, while we were
just chatting, then she said, because she's the director of [that institute], she said 'Yes I
delegated someone from my organization in that network, and they had the assignment to get
more acquisition, more orders.' And then I said 'Okay, but that's not really the idea at all.'
Then you're actually working entirely demand-focused. While.... that's very honest of your
organization to say it, but I think you should also take a good look at the issues which arise
now in palliative care. What gaps in knowledge. And that you conversely take that back with
you 'Gosh, in such and such an area'" [Laura, Coordinator, NW 6 and NW 7].

"By confronting them with it. By also letting them see it. Putting the interest of the client
ahead. It makes no difference to the client whether the ORG X says that it will withdraw the
Social Card from the family doctor, or that they have now produced a booklet for social
workers, which in principle they copied from the booklet of the national Centre for Brain
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Damage.  [...]  And  now  it  says  ORG  X.  As  though    ORG  X  is  the  only  one  which  deals  with
brain damage. Of course that's nuts" [Ellen Coordinator].

Another problem by which networks are confronted is that the audience misinterprets the
function of a network (e.g., posing inappropriate requests) or do not use the network at all. An

example of the audience's misinterpretation of the network's function was for example
discussed in the following fragment of a network meeting.

"(Malt) I think you have to communicate back that this is not what we're actually here for. Also
to make it a little bit clear to the region what the function of the brain damage team actually is.
[...] (Jos) I don't really know how I could react to that. But that it really is our role now the way
it actually should be, namely that someone with brain damage belongs where they get the
best care. (Inez) Can be treated the best... (Jos) Yes, and it could be in the VG or it could be
in psychiatry and it could be in any sector. But that is determined individually. So, it could
quite possibly be that these two ladies have both a psychiatric disorder and brain damage,
and yet the VG is right for them. (Inez) Precisely. (Jos) I think we need to give feedback like
this... (Inez) Precisely. (Jos) And I think that this is our intrinsic point of departure towards
NBI. (An) No, exactly. (Jos) NBI networks. (Inez) I think you specifically need to express that it
is never, that it is never necessarily one or the other, but that in its complexity it could have a
little in a variety of fields, and that you then need to make the best choice in that casuistry.
(An) And that's the second advice I think. (Inez) Because I think that in this way you help to
point people in the right direction in, uh, everything known about NBI, hm. It's not the case
that things always belong here or there. Or always absolutely purely in psychiatry. (Inge
doctor) No, because what they are doing is actually a type of interchange. They are actually.
They are a target group as a collection of diagnoses. (Jan) Yes, exactly.(Ingrid doctor) And I
think you must proceed from problems and, based on the problems, should see what fits.
(Jos)  Yes.  (lnez)  So in  that sense we  are  linking again  to  what  Mart just said.  About this  is the
way people learn to see what you can actually use a brain damage team for. (Monique) That's
perhaps stubbomness on the part of my colleagues, we have told them about it extensively
and we have also attempted to clarify in detail using a number of examples, but yes, these
cases are again a disappointment, aren't they. (lnez). But okay, if we provide the first answer,
then it's up to them to make use of it. (X). Exactly, yes. (Inez) Then they know what they can
indeed  approach  us  for"  [Professional  Meeting,  NW  1 ].

3.3.2.6 Coordinative adjustment

Adjustment by coordination refers to attempts to redirect the network's functioning by
differentiating the tasks fulfilled by network actors on the one hand and integrating the
network actors working processes on the other hand. Task differentiation reflects the process
of specifying the tasks and functions that need to be fulfilled by the participating organizations
(e.g., which organization is allowed to deliver certain services), The results demonstrate that

discussing who is allowed to deliver what, or listing the services produced by each participant
can be conceived as very threatening. At the same time, task differentiation is understood as
a strategy to improve the quality of care as it clarifies who delivers which service.

"(Peter) We still need to have a comprehensive investigation, at the ver'y least to learn what
you   are   talking  about   in  the   main...   (Hans)   I   don't  exclude  that,   but  to   immediately   start
discussing all these products and to adapt and..  (Peter)  I think that before we start settling on
things together, it's good to know what you are talking about. I think that a fairly
comprehensive investigation is a necessity to be able to do it. (Hans) Oh no, but I'm not
speaking against that. I only mean, to therefore immediately want to do everything together,
that,  that  [...]  (Cas),  Uh,  in  this  project  group  agreement  takes  place  on  the  basis  of  issues
you have to coordinate in terms of content and, uh, perhaps you may indeed get back to an
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item of policy, and shortly you will have it that the brain damage team which is very concretely
occupied with the intake and referral. Because ultimately that's what it will soon come down
to. And you do that on the basis of the models and programms which the separate suppliers
of products - to put it in such gross terms - deliver. Those suppliers can also very easily be
differentiated, hm, by their specific expertise. Uh, and in such a project group coordination
eventually also occurs between the parties about whether, uh, 'Is it all actually working, are
the agreements actually clear, and are the principles on which we are now collaborating still
all clear right now?' 'How strong is the one-counter idea?' To mention that again. 'How
strongly is it organized?' 'If the client then approaches the outside world, will he then find a
line, uh, from which he will then be referred?' Because this is a complaint we heard a lot on
October  16.  We  have  umpteen  counters,  we  can't  get  through  them,  and  so  on  and  so forth.
And that is actually a very practical route you then follow" [Project Group, NW 3].

Integration, on the contrary, refers to the process by which distinctive technologies and

services are integrated. Processes aiming at changing the integration of services are
mentioned as a strategy to adjust the network's performance in service implementation
networks. Often, informants referred to the lack of integration and the endeavor to improve
service integration:

"So that together we  have a solid and well-coordinated care chain.  And we still don't have that
f...1 that both the referrals from the hospital and follow-up care are well organized. Things are
starting to come together here in City X, but also at the moment that particularly from the
follow-up care institutions to home care to the physiotherapists, particularly after the first line
good contacts have been established and run. And I think this latter doesn't yet work, or not
well. [...] And so a start has been made with it. But I don't think that has yet been fully worked
out" [Louis, Participant CEO Meeting, NW 4].

The lack of integration was also mentioned with respect to organizational product

development. In some of the networks it was highly appreciated if organizations took the aim
of the network into consideration when developing organizational products or services. It was

perceived as a hindrance for the integration process, when an organization did not reckon

with the network's aims. By internal framing it was intended to increase the integration of
services:

'(Ellen) Because the agenda point which was raised last time was on the agenda for a
reason, because in the coordination group this point has never been on the agenda. And
that's actually a shame because it's a project you actually hitch up to a network, more or less.
And which actually follows its very own course. And the discussion in the coordination group
has naturally covered this a number of times. About: 'What is there actually in this project for
ORG X, which has taken the initiative and has got really excellent things on the rails, but there
has been only a limited involvement from the partners who participate.' And that is, I think,
also the search for how do you do that because everyone is doing several things their own
way, how do you bring them all together so that it becomes a chain for the client, which will
eventually be better off as a result" [Project Group,  NW 4].

3.3.2.7 Developmental adjustment
The dimension developmental adjustment refers to network adjustment by specifying the
networks' topic, by broadening the networks boundaries and by intensifying the relationships
between network actors. Particularly professionals engage in the process of adjusting a
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network by the strategy of network development because they have direct access to the
institutional field and as such have the possibility to discover which contributions a network

form of organization can bring. They have access to 'casuistic information', which alerts them

to topics that can be addressed by the network to meet external demands. Thus, they adjust
the network's functioning by further specifying it's (sub) goals, or as was told by an informant:

"So that's how we discovered it later, well whether it occurs a great deal we don't know but we
found it very disturbing, uh, young mothers with NBI who have relatively, or who should have
relatively   more  child  care.      Because   the  children   provide   a   great  deal   of  incentive   and   little
children are of course extremely active. But if you have NBI it's even more difficult, and
there's no compensation for this. That's not a way of getting extra provisions there or in
another way , or to be able to make more use of it than usual. Or at a reduced tariff or, it
doesn't matter, in a health expenses insurance which pays something towards it. And so we
also kept an eye on this. Whether it occurs more often. Because you could make an action
item out of it" [Inez, Chairman Professional Meeting and Project Meeting, NW 11.

Moreover, it is intended to ameliorate the network's functioning by intensifying internal

relationships and by connecting the network's activities with external projects and networks.

In that way, these networks attempt to improve their functioning by integration with other

health care networks or projects.

"[...]  (Inez)  A  discussion  with  Truus.  So  you  decided  to  bring  Truus  in  live.  Hahahaha.  (Ellen)
Well, the approach was mainly the link with the CVA route. A number of proposals which were
made in, uh, the working plan, to be worked out further. And, uh, the second was to get, well,
how can we then have the hospitals representation? (Background: Yes). (Ellen) In the
elaboration we actually were discussing that, well, it actually fits perfectly in the care
development. This also has to match seamlessly. Which is why Truus was invited here as
CVA project manager. (Truus) Yes, yes. (Ellen) In this region. (Eva) Yes, well now you need
to speak, Truus (Laughter in the background) (Truus) Yes, yes, when I'm listening to this
again here I think, yes, the overlap is of course great. (Eva) Yeeess [...] (Monique) I have
always said, that simply makes sense. Because we continue to lack the links with the
hospitals the whole time. (lnez) Yes, yes, yes. (Eva) But for us CVA is simply a part of NBI.
(Inez) Yes. (Eva) For example, in that employment integration process" [Meeting Project
Group, NW 1].

3.3.2.8 Corrective adjustment
This dimension refers to the object of network adjustment: who is being corrected in order to
improve the network's functioning? The data indicate two kinds of objects of control: network

divisions on the one hand and participating organizations on the other hand. The data show
that network divisions correct each other. Hence, meetings in which CEO came together

charged divisions in which professionals or manager met (e.g., Professional Meetings  or

Working Groups). Also the reverse occurred as these groups at lower levels in the 'network
hierarchy' attempted to correct or influence decisions made in CEO

meetings:                                             I

"Yes, [Kim has] received the assignment from the steering group to take on chairing the
assessment group. Because that wasn't there previously. To [...] at the very least get to an
analysis of the figures, so that there was a description with them. And that recommendations
would also be formulated in them. Assignment given, so satisfaction was measured and that
type  of  thing.   [...]  We  now  have  had  the  story  back  about  the  chain  satisfaction,  shall  we  say,
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the patient satisfaction in the chain, that they have returned the assignment of 'we just don't
see it, because we are already doing it within the various links'. The steering group still has to
formulate an answer to this" [Participant Steering Committee, NW 8].

In addition to the correction of network divisions, it turns out that organizations are corrected.

This is a rather delicate matter and mainly is done by framing: i.e., by again and again

informing single organizational participants about desirable behavior in line with the network's

goals, norms and values.

3.4 Summary

By presenting the dimensions of network evaluation and network adjustment the nature of

network control has been elucidated. By making constant comparisons it was found that the

process of evaluation varies on the dimensions 'type of information used', 'type of linking pin',

'type of formal monitoring', 'type of object of evaluation' and 'type of data analyzing'. With
respect to the strategies by which it is attempted to adjust the network the data demonstrated

diversity on the dimensions 'proportion between internal and external network governance',

'type of ownership', 'adjustment through resource allocation', 'constituent adjustment',

'adjustment by framing', 'coordinative adjustment', 'developmental adjustment' and 'corrective

adjustment'

This conceptualization of two stages of the network control process does indicate how

networks vary by the nature of the control process they apply. Yet, because the data are so

rich and as a consequence many dimensions could be distinguished, it is very complex to
formulate propositions about the occurrence of control practices by referring to each
dimension separately. Therefore, in chapter 4 a typology is constructed in which three types
of network evaluation and three types of network adjustment are distinguished. These six

types of network control are referred to in the propositions that are presented in chapter 5.
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Chapter 4

TOWARDS THE CONSTRUCTION OF A TYPOLOGY OF

NETWORK CONTROL

4.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, the characteristics of network control have been presented. In this

way, the first part of the research question 'What are the processes by which network

members control their network?' has been answered. The second part of the research

question reads: 'What are the conditions under which certain control processes take place?".

The large amount of dimensions of network evaluation and network adjustment hampers

answering this question. Therefore, it was explored whether different types of network

evaluation and network adjustment could be distinguished in the data, and that is what is
central in this chapter: the formulation of a typology on network control. This chapter can be

read as an intermezzo. In chapter 5, the six types of network control are discussed at length

and the different faces of network control are illustrated. This chapter will guide the reader

through the steps by which it was explored whether different types of network evaluation and

network adjustment could be distinguished. The general principle in this discovery process

was making constant comparisons between the control processes as they occurred in the

networks, and contrasting their content.

The subsequent section is started by presenting the occurrence or absence of evaluation

mechanisms at the lowest level of abstraction (i.e., the indicators) in the eight networks. Next,

it is demonstrate that three types of evaluation can be distinguished; i.e., reflective evaluation,

predictive evaluation and ignorant evaluation. Subsequently, it is shown to what degree these

types of network evaluation occurred in the eight networks. By following a similar procedure,

also three types of network adjustment could be distinguished; i.e., adjustment through

concerted coping, adjustment through organizational stimuli and adjustment by drift out of
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control. Also, the degree in which these different types of control are present in the networks

is shown.

4.2      Towards the construction of types of network evaluation

In chapter 2 it has been shortly outlined which principles guided the process of formulating a

typology on network control. Here, the steps by which a typology on network control was

constructed are described:

1.     I  started by indicating  if and in  what way an indicator referring  to a dimension of network

evaluation occurred in a network. This allowed me to assign a score to a network (see
Table 6).

2.  The networks were compared on their specific compilations of scores on indicators per
dimension. For example, with respect to the dimension 'type of information', it was
studied how the networks differed regarding the particular kinds of information used. By

asking 'What is actually happening in the data?' (Glaser, 1992), it was possible to name
the specific nature of the type of information used in the evaluation process in extreme

cases (i.e., networks) (see Table 7). In that way, three different kinds of information

sources were indicated; i.e., the subtype 'predicting' (i.e., the information source being

quantitative process information), the subtype 'detailled [i.e., drawn in detail] narrating'

(i.e., a wide array of information sources with a qualitative nature), and the subtype

'ignorance' (i.e., a small array of information sources).
3. After naming various subtypes for each dimension, the subtypes were collapsed into

three distinct types of network evaluation (see Table 7). Again, we collapsed the different

subtypes on the basis of their occurrence in extreme cases.

4.2.1 The occurrence of evaluation practices in the networks at the lowest level of
abstraction

Following Eisenhardt and Graebner (2007) who suggested to make use of summary tables for

representing qualitative data, in Table 6 the occurrence of the indicators of the five
dimensions of network evaluation (i.e., type of information, type of linking pin, type of formal

monitoring, type of object of evaluation and the type of data analyzing) are represented. The
plus and minus signs refer to the degree in which the indicators of the dimensions of network

evaluation occur21 in the eight networks. A plus sign indicates that a particular evaluation

practice appeared in a network. A plus minus sign indicates that an evaluation practice

21 After coding the data in the software package Atlas/Ti I made tables in which quotations that referred
to particular indicators were imported. In that way, I could compare the eight networks on each indicator
distinguished in the process of open coding. This analyzing document is for perusal by the author.
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appeared in a network, but that simultaneously network participants were not satisfied with

how this was done, and a minus sign indicates that a particular evaluation practice is absent.

Table 6: The occurrence of indicators of network evaluation

NWl NW 2 NW 3 NW 4 NWS NW 6 NW 7 NWB

Type of information
Input information
Kind of questions +           4-          4-          4-           +            +           4-          4-

Number of questions             +               +               +               +               +               +               +              ./.
Process information
Number of network                +               +               +               +               +               +               +              ./.
members present
Network member              +            +            +            +            +            +            +            +
behavior
Network development          +             +             +             +             +             +             +             +
Treatment and primary         +            ./.            ./.            ./.            +            ./-           4-            +
process
Quantitative process           ./.            4-            4-            4-            4-            4-           4-            +
information
Output information
Qualitative output                +            4-            4-            4-            +             +            4-            4-
information
Type of linking pin
Network member + +il -1- +1- + +/- +1- +1-

Internal organization + H. +l- +/- +1- -1- +/-        +

Circuit of professionals + + +/- +/- +            +A           +6            +

Coordinator                       +             +             +             +             + +/- +1-        +

Type of formal
monitoring
Annual report                   +            +            +            +            +            +            +            +
Formal evaluation by           +            4-            4-            4-            +             +            4-            4-
internal format
Formal evaluation by          4-          4-          4-          4-           +           4-          4-           +
external format
Feedback during + +1- +'- 4- + +1- +1-        +
meeting
Object of evaluation
Participating
organization
Acceptance                       4.            4.            +             +             +            4-            +            4-
Service delivery quality        ./.            4-            4-            4-            4-            4-            4-            +
Network division
Network division                 +             +             +             +             +             + 4- +1-

Type of data analysis
Collection based              +           + +/. +6            +             +            +6            +
analyzing
Questioning based +            +1-           4-            4-            +             +             4-            4-
analyzing

Notes
+ = Present in network

+/- = Present in network but not functioning well
-/- = Absent in network

Source: own data collected between 2003 and 2006

While Table 6 presents the networks scores at indicators level, in Table 7 I have formulated

subtypes of network control by clustering these scores at dimension level. I clustered the

scores that occurred in extreme cases. Hence, the subtype 'reflective analyzing' is based on

an extreme combination of scores occurring in the data, i.e., a plus on the sub dimension
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'gathering' and simultaneously a plus on the sub dimension 'questioning'. Similarly, the

subtype 'collecting' is based on another extreme combination of scores occurring in the data,
i.e., a plus on the sub dimension 'gathering' and simultaneously the absence of 'questioning

the data', and lastly the subtype 'quick and dirty analyzing' is based on yet another extreme

score in the data, i.e., a plus minus sign on 'gathering' and simultaneously a minus sign on

'questioning'.

In a similar way, types are constructed by combining several subtypes. Again, this
combination of subtypes is a representation of the occurrence of subtypes in extreme cases.

Thus, the combination of the subtypes 'reflective analyzing', 'detailed narrating', 'own
framework' and 'network orientation' refers to 'reflective evaluation' as a type of network
evaluation which occurred in this combination in an extreme case.

Table 7: The construction of types of network evaluation

Dimensions Deviating Subtype Deviating Subtype Deviating Subtype
and sub scores scores scores
dimensions
Type of
informatjon
Kind of                       +                                            4-                                           4-
questions
Number of                       +                                                         .6                                                         +
questions
Number of                        +                                                        4-                                                        +
network Detailed Predicting Ignorance
members narrating
present

Treatment and             +                                            +                                            ./.
primary
process
Quantitative                4-                                            +                                            4-
process
information
Qualitative                  +                                            4-                                           4-
output
information
Type of
linking pin
Network + or +/- + or +/- 4- or +1-
member Coupled Coupled Neady
Internal + or +/- network + or +/- network 4-orN- uncoupled
organization network
Circuit of                       +                                                  +                                                 +A
professionals
Coordinator                   +                                                  +                                             +O r +/-
Type of formal
monitoring Own Externally Shallow
Formal + framework + or 4- oriented + impressions
evaluation by framework
internal format
Formal                      -A                                            +                                            4.
evaluation by
external format
Feedback + or +/-                                             +                                                 +/.

during meeting
Object of
evaluation Network Combined Actor
Participating 4- orientation 4- network and + acceptance
organization - actor quality orientation
acceptance orientation
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Participating              4-                                       +                                        0
organization -
service delivery
quality
Network                     +                                        + or +/- + or 4-
division
Type of data

Collecting-analysis Reflective Quick & dirty
Sub dimension + analyzing + based +/- analyzing

Gathering analyzing
Sub dimension + or +/-                                            4-                                                 4-
Questioning

Types of Detailed qualitative self Prediction and actor-based Actor based evaluation based
network executed reflection evaluation on a lack of information
evaluation

Type of evaluation 1 Type of evaluation 2 Type of evaluation 3
REFLECTIVE EVALUATION PREDICTIVE EVALUATION IGNORANT EVALUATION

Source: own data collected between 2003 and 2006

The characteristics of the types of network evaluation that are identified in Table 7 are

visualized in Figure 8, and will be discussed and illustrated in chapter 5. Hence, we used the

subtypes identified in the previous Table as an operationalization of the three types of
network evaluation.

Figure 8: Operationalization of the three types of network evaluation
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Source: own data collected between 2003 and 2006
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The procedure followed to distinguish several subtypes of network evaluation, simultaneously

provided an operationalization of these types. This operationalization is used to measure in
what degree a particular type of network control takes place in a network22. By comparing the
control practices used in the networks, we learned that the networks not only differed content-
wise in their usage of certain types of network evaluation. The data demonstrated that they
also differed in the extent to which a certain type of control is used. Scores to networks were

assigned by first checking whether an indicator of a particular type of network control
occurred in a network. When a subtype occurred in a network, a 100% score was attributed to

a network, when a subtype did not occur a 0% score was attributed to a network. Next, total

scores per type were calculated, by calculating the percentage of a type of control in a
network. Table 8 presents the occurrence of types of network evaluation in the eight
networks. Although it is acknowledge that Table 8 suggest the usage of a data analyzing
procedure that is more quantitative in nature that was actually the case, it is conceived this
presentation is the most reliable summarizing method of the data; viz it demonstrates that the
networks can differ content-wise and it shows the extent to which control practices are used.

22 Following from the procedure by which I constructed the types of network evaluation and network
adjustment is the 100% occurrence of pure types of network evaluation or network adjustment in some of
the networks. Because this research has an explorative nature this is not considered to be a problem. Of
course, testing the typology and testing the propositions following from this study does require a new
data set collected in different networks.
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Table 8: The occurrence of types of network evaluation

NWl NW 2 NW 3 NW 4 NWS NW 6 NW 7 NW 8

Evaluation by
Reflection

Reflective analyzing + 100% + 100% -/- 0% -/- 0% + 100% + 100% -/- 0% -/- 0%

Detailed narrating + 100% -/- 0% -/- 0% -/- 0% + 100% + 100% -/- 0% -/- 0%

Own framework + 100% 4-0% 4-0% -/- 0% +0% + 100% -/- 0% -/- 0%

Network orientation + 100% + 100% -/- 0% -/- 0% 4-0% + 100% -1- 0% -/- 0%

Total score evaluation 200%/4 = 200%/4 =
by reflection 100% 50%             0% 0% 50% 100% 0% 0%

Evaluation by
Ignorance
Quick and dirty -/- 0% -/- 0% + 100% + 100% -/- 0% -/- 0% + 100% -/- 0%

analyzing
Ignorance -/- 0% + 100% + 100% + 100% -/- 0% -/- 0% + 100% -/- 0%

Shallow impressions -/- 0% +100% +100% +100% -/- 0% -/- 0% + 100% 4-0%
Actor acceptance 4-0% -/- 0% + 100% + 100% + 100% -/- 0% + 100% -/-0%
orientation
Nearly uncoupled -/- 0% -/- 0% + 100% + 100% -/- 0% + 100% + 100% -/- 0%

Total score evaluation
by ignorance 200%/5 =  500%/5 -   500%/5 - 100%/5 = 100%/5 =  500%/5 =

0% 40% 100% 100% 20% 20% 100%            0%

Evaluation by
Prediction
Collection based -/- 0% 40% -/- 0% -/- 0% -/- 0% -/- 0% -/- 0% +  100%

analyzing
Predicting -/- 0% -/- 0% -/- 0% -/- 0% 4-096 -/- 0% -/- 0% +  100%

Externally oriented -/- 0% -/- 0% -/- 0% -/- 0% + 100% -/- 0% -/- 0% + 100%
framework
Combined network -/- 0% -1- 0% -/- 0% -/- 0% -/- 0% -/- 0% -/- 0% +  100%

and organization's
quality orientation

Total score evaluation 100%/4= 400%/4=
by prediction 0% 0% 0% 0% 25% 0% 0%     100%

Notes:
100% = The indicator of a type occurred in a network.

0% = The indicator of a type did not occur in a network.
Fat = The proportion in which a type of network evaluation occurred in a network

Source: own data collected between 2003 and 2006

4.3      Towards the construction of types of network adjustment

Table 9 represents the occurrence of indicators of the eight dimensions of network

adjustment; i.e., 'proportion internal and external governance', 'type of ownership',

'adjustment through resource allocation', 'constituent adjustment', 'adjustment through

framing', 'coordinative adjustment', 'adjustment through development', 'corrective adjustment'.

A plus sign indicates that an adjustment mechanism is applied successful according to the
informants.  A plus minus sign indicates that an adjustment mechanism is used,  but with
difficulty or sporadically. A minus sign indicates that an adjustment mechanism is not used at

all.
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Table 9: The occurrence of indicators of network adjustment

NWl NW 2 NW 3 NW 4 NW 5 NW 6 NW 7 NW 8

Proportion internal
and external
governance
Internal governance             +             +             4-            4-            +            +/-           4-            +
External governance 4- 4-            4-            4-            +             +             +             +
Governance by                 +            +            +            +            + +/. +/-       +
coordinator
Type of ownership
Hierarchical ownership +            +1- 4- +/- + +/- +6     +
Professional ownership + + +11- +6            +             +            +6            +

Adjustment through
resource a//ocation
Collective resource           +           +          4-         +/-         +          +          +           +
allocation
Organizational                    +             + +1. +/- -1- +1- +1-        .1-
resource allocation
External resource +1-           4-            4-            4-            +             +             +             +
allocation
Consmutive
adjustment
Composing                        +             + +/. til            +             +            +1-            +
Adjustment by
framing
Internally framing                  +               + +/. +/-            +             +            +6            +
Externally framing +1-           -1.            +1-           -1.            4-            4.           +1-           -1-
Coordinative
adjustment
Organizational task             +             + +1. +1-           4- -1- 4-           +1-
differentiation
Integration of working + + +/- +/- +1- 4- -1-           +1-

processes
Adjustment through
developing
Specifying the                    +            4-            4-            +            +             +            4-            4-
network's topic
Deepening inter org +            +1- 4- -1-           +1- -1- -1-           +1-
relations
Broadening the +            +1- 4- +1-           .1-            -1-            4-            -1-
network's external
relations
Corrective
adjustment
Quality of                             4-             4-             4-             4-             4-             4-             4-              +
organizational services
Network acceptance             ./-             4- +/- +1-           4-            4-           +1-           4-
Corrective network             +            +            +            +            + 4- +/- +1-
division

Source: own data collected between 2003 and 2006
+ = Successfully applied in network

+/- = Sporadically applied in network and/or with difficulty
-/- = Absent in network

In a similar way as the types of network evaluation have been constructed, types of network

adjustment were distinguished (see Table 10). Hence, first, the extreme scores  on  the

dimensions generated the subtypes. And second, specific compilations of subtypes resulted

in three types of network adjustment. Again, the most extreme compilations of scores were

used as the basis for the construction of the subtypes and types.
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Table 10: The construction of types of network adjustment

Dimensions Deviating Subtype Deviating Subtype Deviating Subtype
and sub scores scores scores
dimensions
Proportion
internal and Dependence ExternalSuppo#ed
external autonomy directed

governance governance
Internal                         +                                            4- or +/- + or +/-
governance
External                               4-                                                                 4-                                                                  +
governance
Governance by            +                                            +                                        +o r +/-
coordinator
Type of
ownership Shared Absence of Shared
Hierarchical + or +/- ownership -1-OT+1- ownership + or +/- ownership
ownership
Professional                  +                                             4- or +/-                                             +
Ownership
Adjustment by
resource Internal Ad hoc The well-lined

allocation funding funding purse
Collective                      +                                             + or +/-                                             +
resource all.
Organizational             + +/- 4-or +1-
resource all
External 4- or +/-                                       4-                                            +
resource all
Constitutive
adjustment Completed Unfulfilled Completed
Composing                 + +/- vacancy          +
Adjustment by
framing A voice in the Communication Internal

Internally + wilderness +1- fatigue & no + orientation
framing reply
Externally +1- -/- or +/-                                            -/-

framing
Coordinative
adjustment Differentiate & Absence of Marking the
Organizational             +                integrate               ./. implications +1- territory
task

differentiation
Integration of                 +                                             4- or +/- +1-

working
processes
Adjustment
through Development Stagnation Development
development by topic by relational
Specifying + specification            4- 4- intensifying
network topic
Deepening + or +/- or 4-                                        4-                                             + or +/-

inter org.

relations
Broadening + or 4- 4- or +1- 4- or +/-
network's
external
relations
Corrective
adjustment Network Organization's Organization's
Quality of 4- correction ./. network + quality of
services acceptance services

Network                           4-                                                       +6                                                       -/-
acceptance

Correcting + or +/-                                             +                                                 +/-
network div's

1.1
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Types of
network
adjustment Type of adjustment 1 Type of adjustment 2 Type of adjustment 3

CONCERTED COPING DRIFT OUT OF CONTROL ORGANIZATIONAL STIMULI

Source: own data col,ected between 2003 and 2006

The three types of network adjustment that are distinguished in Table 10 are visualized in

Figure 9.

Figure 9: Operationalization of three types of network adjustment
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In order to come to conclusions about the conditions under which certain types of network

adjustment occur, the three types of adjustment are being used in chapter 5. In Figure 9 the
operationalization of the three types of network adjustments are visualized. In a similar way
as we determined the degree in which particular types of network evaluation appear in the
networks, we determined the extent to which a particular type of network adjustment
occurred. These scores are presented in Table  11.
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Table 11: The occurrence of types of network adjustment

NWl NW 2 NW 3 NW 4 NW 5 NW 6 NW 7 NW 8

Adjustment by
concerted coping
Supported autonomy + 100% + 100% -/- 0% -/- 0% -/- 0% -/- 0% -10% -/-  0 %

Internal funding + 100% + 100 -/- 0% -/- 0% -/- 0% -/- 0% 4-0% -/- 0%

A voice in wilderness + 100% -/- 0% -/- 0% -/- 0% -/- 0% -/- 0% -/- 0% -/- 0%
Differentiation and + 100% + 100 -/- 0% 4 0% -/- 0% -/ 0%- -/- 0% 4-0%
integration
Development by topic + 100% -/- 0% -/- 0% -/- 0% +100% +100% -/- 0% -/- 0%

specification
Network correction + 100% + 100% -/-0% -/-0% + 100% + 100% -/-0% -/-0%

Total score 600%/6 400%/6 = 200%/6 200%/6 =
adjustment by 66,66% =         33,33%
concerted coping = 100% 0% 0% 33,33% 0% 0%

Adjustment by
drifting out of control
Dependence -/- 0% -/-096 + 100% + 100% 4-0%        4- 0%        4- 0% -/- 0%

Absence of ownership -/- 0% -/- 0% + 100% +100% -/- 0% -/- 0% + 100% -/- 0%
Ad hoc funding -/- 0% -/- 0% + 100% + 100% -/- 0% -/- 0% -/- 0% -/- 0%
Unfulfilled vacancy -/- 0% -/- 0% +100% + 100% -/- 0% 4-0% + 100% -/- 0%
Communication fatigue -/- 0% -/- 0% + 100% + 100% -/- 0% +0% +100% -/- 0%

and no reply
Absence of -/- 0% -/- 0% -/- 0% -/- 0% + 100% + 100% + 100% -/- 0%

implications
Stagnation -/- 0% -/- 0% + 100% + 100% -/- 0% -/- 0% + 100% -/- 0%

Organization's network -/- 0% -/- 0% + 100% + 100% -/- 0% -/- 0% + 100% -/- 0%
acceptance
Total score drift out 700% / 8 700% / 8 100% / 8 100% / 8 600%/8
of control 0% 0%        = 87,5% = 87,5% = 12,5% = 12,5% =75%            0%

Adjustment by
organizational stimuti
External directed -/- 0% -/- 0% -/- 0% -/- 0% + 100% + 100% + 100% + 100%

governance
Well-lined purse -/- 0% -/- 0% 4-0% -/- 0% + 100% + 100% + 100% + 100%
Internal orientation -/- 0% + 100% -/- 0% -/- 0% +100% +100% -/- 0% + 100%

Marking the territory -/- 0% -/- 0% + 100% + 100% -/- 0% ./- 0% -/- 0% + 100%
Development by -/- 0% + 100% -/- 0% -/- 0% -/-0% 4-0% -/- 0% + 100%
relational intensifying
Organizations' quality -/- 0% -/- 0% -/- 0% -/- 0% -/- 0% -/- 0% -/- 0% + 100%
of services
Total score 200%/5 = 100%/5 = 100%/5 = 300%/5= 300%/5 =  200%/5 =
adjustment by 0% 40% 20% 20% 60% 60% 40% 100%
organizational stimuli

Notes:
100%  = The indicator of a type occurred  in a network.

0% = The indicator of a type did not occur in a network.
Fat = The proportion in which a type of network evaluation occurred in a network

Source: own data collected between 2003 and 2006

4.4 Summary

Central in this chapter has been the development of a typology of network control, Three

types of network evaluation emerged: reflective evaluation, predictive evaluation and ignorant
evaluation. Moreover, three types of network adjustment emerged: adjustment through

concerted coping, adjustment through organizational stimuli and adjustment by drift out of

control. In the next chapter, we will discuss the nature of each of these types at length.

Moreover, we will demonstrate under which conditions particular types of network control take

place.
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Chapter 5

THE OCCURRENCE OF TYPES OF NETWORK CONTROL

5.1 Introduction

When do particular types of network control occur? And why do they occur under specific
conditions? These two questions are central in the fifth chapter. In this chapter it is
demonstrated how several structural characteristics of networks provide the organizational
context within which network control takes place: the network's internal and external

legitimacy, the nature of the network's inception, its age and its function. Based on the data

presented in Table 12 it is demonstrated how these single characteristics (e.g., a high level of

internal legitimacy) or combinations of characteristics (e.g., high levels of internal legitimacy
combined with low levels of external legitimacy) relate to the occurrence of network control:

i.e., the type of network control and the extent to which a particular type of network control is

used23. The conditions that relate to the types of network control are presented in Appendix 3.

These relations are grounded in the data and will be presented in the form of propositions.
Cross-site displays of evidence for a networks' internal and external legitimacy, its origin and

the type of network evaluation and network adjustment used, are presented in Appendices 4,

5,6 and, 7. Why these relations occur or how they can be explained does sometimes goes

beyond the data and will be elaborated on in this chapter by making use of existing literature.

23 With the term 'condition' I refer to a single characteristic (e.g., a high level of internal legitimacy) or
combinations of characteristics (e.g., high levels of internal legitimacy combined with low levels of
external legitimacy) that are needed for a type of network control to occur in a certain degree.
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Table 12: Types of network evaluation & network adjustment and
their conditions

Age Young YoungOld Old Old Old Young Old

Type of Information Information Information Information Information Information Information Implementatio
network network network networknetwod network network network n network

Genesis Self - Self - Organizations Organizations Organizations SeN- Organizations Organizations
developed by developed by seduced seduced seduced developed by seduced seduced

professionals professionals professionals

Level of High High Low Low High Moderate Moderate High
internal

high Lowlegitimacy

Level of Low Low Low Low High High High High
external

legitimacy

Reflective EV 100% 50% 0% 0% 50% 100% 0% 0%

Predictive EV 0% 0% 0% O% 25% O% O% 100%

Ignorant EV 0% 40% 100% 100% 20% 20% 100% 0%

Concened 100% 66.6% 0% 0% 33,3% 33,3% 0% 0%
coping

Organizational 0% 40% 20% 20% 60% 60% 40% 100%
stimuli

Drift out of 0% 0% 87,5% 87.5% 12,5% 12,5% 75% 0%
Control

Notes with respect to the occurrence of types of evaluation and adjustment:
0 = absent

0,1% - 33.3% = low
33,4% - 66,6% = medium

66,7% - 100% = high
Source: own data collection between 2003 and 2006

5.2    Internal and external network legitimacy

The data show that a network needs to be internally legitimized to a high degree for reflective

evaluation  to take place (see Table 12) . Internal legitimacy refers to the degree in which24 25

network members (i.e., professionals and directors) accept the network as an organizational
form and accept the topic that is addressed by the network (see also Van Raaij, 2006). Earlier

studies have identified the multidimensional nature of network legitimacy also, explicating the

24 Each proposition is based on the results presented in Table 12. For reasons of readability I will,
however, not refer to Table 12 anymore in this chapter.
25 The cross-case display of evidence for the networks' levels of internal legitimacy is presented in
Appendix 4.
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importance of legitimizing the network as form, the network as entity and the network as
interaction (Human and Provan, 2000). The results of this study indicate, though, that
legitimacy also relegates to the topic that is addressed by the network. For instance, in the
networks studied the topic's comprehensiveness26 was understood as problematic, or as an

informant commented:

"Yes for CVA. But it's not like that with NBI. And 1 think that there too, certainly when it comes
to specific sectors, that it, uh, uh, the scope of the disorders is far too broad, hm [...] all the
other things that go with it. It's simply a mixture." [...] "The care program which was developed
for Young Adults. Yes, we should translate that to provide an insight into it to see how far we
have come in the development of facilities etc. And there's also a chapter on 'Transportation'
in there. And I say 'Okay, but sorry, I really can't take any responsibility for prompt
transportation'. Hahahaha. Sure I understand that it's very important for NBI patients. 1
certainly understand that. But yes, sure, must we then also invite the BBA into negotiations?
Yes... where does it stop? Hm, where does it stop? Because the NBI problem simply involves
the, uh. total functioning of people, with everything" [Marleen, Chair Professional Meeting NW
4].

By contrast, topics appealing to one's imagination, for example due to the common nature of

a disease, spurred legitimacy:

"(Eva) For everyone to be able to get that money at all. And, uh, what I do know, what really
appealed to them, and these were of course city council members. These are simply
representatives of the people, literally. What appealed to them was, people who are sitting at
home after a stroke and with whom something is wrong. In one way or another everyone
could imagine that." [Professional Meeting NW 1].

In a similar vein, care for people who are dying is also highly appreciated27:

"[...] By those issues you command some ones respect. That's a normative matter for people.
You have to take care for people who are dying" [Bart Former Chair Project Group, NW 7].

5.2.1 Reflective evaluation

It is proposed that internal network legitimacy reflects involvement, commitment (Human and

Provan, 2000) and motivation to contribute to the network (e.g., Monge et al, 1998; Fulk et al,

2001), and encourages participants to continue network participation (Provan and Sydow,
forthcoming). In this way, it warrants the efforts reflective evaluation requires28. The properties

of reflective evaluation (i.e., 'detailed narrating', 'having an own evaluation framework',

'network orientation' and, 'reflective analyzing', see Figure 8 in chapter 4) indicate that this

26 In a similar vein the term 'scope of service' coined by Alter (1990: 484) refers to the comprehensiveness
of a network's topic. Alter uses this term to refer to the degree that professionals comprehensively view
their clients. Yet. Alter studies service delivery systems, while this research includes a broader range of
networks: i.e., information networks and service implementation networks.
27 The governmental tendency to appreciate appealing issues is in line with Bardach's and Lesser's
argument that governmental agencies: "[...] overattend to the visible and underattend the not-very-visible
aspects of bureaucratic performance" (1996: 200).
28 Also predictive evaluation requires efforts. Hence, amoung others, for predictive evaluation to occur
internal legitimacy is needed, as will be elaborated upon hereafter.
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type of evaluation requires commitment Characteristic of 'detailled narrating' is that29

quantitative (i.e., number of participants present and the amount of questions being posed to

the network) as well as qualitative data (the nature and the scope of the questions being

posed to the network, information about the current position of patients and stories about

good network results) are collected. 'Detailled narrating' also implies that data are collected

on a wide array of issues. Due to the qualitative nature of a substantial part of these data,

face-to-face interactions are needed. In the networks studied, face-to-face interactions mostly

took place during network meetings. In this way, these network meetings provided

participants with fine-grained information about how the network was doing on a wide range

of issues and consequently, they enhanced the processing of information (see also Uzzi,

1996,  Kreiner and Schultz,  1993). The labor intensiveness of reflective analyzing  is  also

shown by the presence of self-developed assessment frameworks (i.e., 'own framework').

This is not to say that these self-developed assessment frameworks are highly sophisticated

and validated assessment tools, as was described in chapter 3. Yet, their development does
reflect the time and effort spent on the network and its further development, Moreover,

'questioning' collected data (i.e., 'reflective analyzing') requires commitment, because it

assumes a pro-active attitude of actors. The fact that collected data were not taken for

granted is illustrated in the following statement:

"[...] a regional investigation from the Project Group here into a number of case histories, from
the Provincial Brain Damage Team, with the underlying thought, and we also came up with
the  stepping  stone  for that on  which  an  article  once  appeared,  uh.    'How  is  it then  that  this
case ended up with a brain damage team? Can you see any consistently recurring issues in
this, hm? It was always about this, or this or that was always missing? So we began full
screening of the social workers who were present there, what the social workers there did
with each other? And then specifically the phases in the casuistry to the other phase. So for
example in a nursing home, or in a hospital, or in a rehabilitation centre, you can assume that
they communicate and   pass on to each other [...]" [Inez, Chair Professional Meeting and
Project Group, NW 1].

The method of reflective analyzing not only occurred when actors examined more formally

collected data. During meetings, the scope of the network, how to discuss cases and requests

as a network, and which procedures to follow in the network was questioned when the

functioning of a network was evaluated:

'And what we noticed in the past, certainly if it happened so close by, [is] that you can very
easily end up assuming the professional position. And so actually you were considering it with
the wrong hat on. And certainly when it involved clients with whom you were personally
involved.   [...]   To   start  thinking   from   a   treatment  aspect.   While   that  wasn't   your  duty   at   that
moment. [...] Because certainly at the start, when we had just begun, sure we certainly had
quite a lot of feedback from our psychiatrist. And, uh, that got us all thinking. [...] Take a look
right now at what you are doing! Are you here as a practitioner or are you here as a member
of the Brain Damage Team? And yes, I think that was really good." [Monique, Participant
Professional  Meeting  NW  1 ].

2. The cross-case display of evidence for the occurrence of Reflective Evaluation is presented in Appendix
6.
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Summarizing, reflective evaluation requires efforts due to the nature of the data collecting and
data analyzing processes. Yet, still reflective evaluation has a rather pragmatic nature, which
was also discussed in chapter 3. High levels of internal legitimacy are proposed to be
necessary for network members to be sufficiently committed to engage in reflective

evaluation. Based on the data, the following proposition is formulated:

Proposition  1:  If  an  (information)  network  has  a  high  or  moderately  high  degree  of
internal legitimacy, then it is highly likely that there will be some extent of reflective
evaluation.

More specifically, the data show that reflective evaluation is the only type of evaluation used,
when a network is old and simultaneously faces low levels of external legitimacy. In the
subsquent section it is suggested why low levels of external legitimacy, combined with the

maturity of a network are a condition for reflective evaluation to be the sole type of evaluation

used. First, various sources for the external legitimacy of Dutch health care networks are
described and it is shown how some networks are confronted with a lack of external

legitimacy. Subsequently, it is argued why low levels of external legitimacy relate to reflective

evaluation, and lastly it is proposed why, simultaneously, the data indicate that maturity is
needed for this type of evaluation to take place.

A network's external legitimacy refers to the extent to which the network's constituencies
appreciate its existence (see also, Human and Provan, 2000)30. In the field of Dutch health

care, a network's external legitimacy is mainly demonstrated by (financial) resource-granting

organizations such as care insurers (e.g., Eijkelberg et al., 2001) and regional or national

governmental agencies. Also health care quality institutions or, 'symbol-creating

organizations' in terms of Zeitz (1980), seem to play a role in externally legitimating networks.

Lastly, by the degree in which (needed) health care organizations are willing to participate
reflects a network's external legitimacy. A network's low degree of external appreciation, and

as a consequence, the problem of non-participation, was regularly discussed in networks that

were facing low levels of external legitimacy, which was for example expressed in the
following quotation taken from a network meeting:

"(Wil) But I think it's quite notable that certainly in the GGZ [...] a concept like NBI is still
absolutely  new,  something  unfamiliar,  uh...  (Ellen)   Yes  but  it  varies,  remember...   (Wit)   But
precisely still that these organizations, this sector... (Marleen) But I don't believe there is a
DSM four qualification...  (Ellen) No. The problem  is that the NBI group is also not visible and
yes, they are everywhere and, uh, they are included among other, uh, target groups for
example dementia, or among personality disorders or, uh, yes included among CVA or uh,
uh, a whole lot of other things. But not, yes, say for instance the specific NBI issues which are
occurring after a concrete diagnosis phase. Because, uh, I mean someone with a contusion
or someone with a CVA... is in the hospital in the first phase. That's of course an entirely

30 The cross-case display of evidence for the networks' levels of external legitimacy is presented in
Appendix 4.
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different route, but as soon as rehabilitation is raised, for example, in fact there is no
difference in terms of the brain damage issue. Only that it is a little difficult to put that under
the spotlight. Plus that you often see that, uh, these are often double issues. Look at your
traumas, then it is often isn't it, an arm and a leg and uh, other things which are damaged,
hm, they often take the foreground. With CVA it is primarily, uh, yes, the view of preventing
that  there  would  be,  uh,  new  infarctions  and  new,  uh,  bleeding...  Then  NBI  deals  with  details
of the brain damage and that is sometimes physical but in, uh, most instances when it is
precisely  less   physically  visible,   it  is  more  difficult  to  put  it  under  the  spotlight...   (Concurring
sounds heard in the background)  (Wil) Yes, I think that what Marleen says, that because you
can't  reach   a   particular  diagnosis...   (Marleen)   Yes  you   also   see  that  with   us  in  the   hospital,
really.  There  we  are  also  working  diagnosis-oriented...   (Wil)   Exactly  when  a  strong  diagnosis
has been given, that you run the risk that you don't put general concepts under the
spotlight..."  [Professional  Meeting,  NW  41.

Another source of external legitimacy is resource-granting organizations and their

acknowledgment of the network's relevance, which was sometimes perceived as impeding
the network's development:

"At the end of 2003 of course we had the huge switch in cabinet policy, imposing enormous
cutbacks in the care sector, and particularly in old-age care. [...]  And in the whole route, and
in the distribution of increasingly scarce resources, the care office apparently makes different
choices. And the thing is that I find it completely unclear, on what grounds they actually make
which   choices?   [...]  Which   motivations   applied   to  them?   Which   arguments  did   they   use  for
them? And what backgrounds actually play a role? [...1 Well, I asked that myself, but I have
never received a really clear answer. And I have the personal impression that the executives
themselves in the care office, because there of course you are also referring to a variety of
levels, that they don't know it themselves,  I believe" Ras, Chair Project Group NW 3].

The governmental agencies' lack of interest in a network was also expressed by an informant

who argued that their network not so much aimed at increasing efficiency, but rather focused
on improving the quality of care for brain injured people. As such, the informant argued, that

the network deviated from the main governmental priorities:

"The government's greatest point for attention at the moment is 'how do we keep healthcare
affordable?' So their approach is via the front door, mainly. Which criteria must you fulfill if you
want to be considered for insured care.  [...]  That really disturbs me greatly. And that l think
the government is absolutely not interested in the quality of service in care. [...]. Add to that
the reactive response of authorities [...]. Very strongly problem-oriented. [...] In the sense that
if certain issues are manifested to such an extent, and are brought to the fore and given
publicity or whatever. Not on the basis of a specific idea or philosophy or vision of how care
should be. But far more of 'Gosh, we have a problem.' This is also partly the opportunism of
politics, though.  This is now the lack of vision on how healthcare... In my opinion... So they
react to problems. [...land now NBI has been manifested in the first phase. In the sense of
'Gosh, just look how many people there are who have that.' That has its own issues. So then
the response of the government is always 'Well, a specific issue doesn't mean that specific
facilities should also always be provided.' [...] And then you see that they make resources
available  in  dribs  and  drabs,  hm.  [...]  Each  year  you  have  to  battle  once  more  for  the
subsidy..." [Karel, Participant CEO Meeting, NW 2].

In the Dutch context, external legitimacy is also reflected by institutions who are concerned

about the quality of health care in general and the quality of health care networks in particular
such as The Dutch Institute for Health Care Improvement (CBO) or umbrella organizations

specifically concerned with particular diseases. It seems that on the one hand such
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trendsetting, reputable institutions tend to be mainly concerned with specific kinds of

networks, i.e., service implementation networks (see www.cbo.nl/thema). As a consequence,
the quality improvement models they suggest are largely developed for service

implementation networks 31, and far less for information networks. On the other hand, not all
health care networks are supported by umbrella organizations. A consequence of the
absence of external assessment forms for networks that are externally legitimized to a low

degree is that they need to develop their own assessment forms.

Similar, as scholars starting from an open systems perspective argue that organizations are
influenced by their environment (e.g., Emery and Trist, 1965; Laumann, Galaskiewicz, and

Marsden, 1978), it is proposed that a network's external legitimacy increases the chance that

external actors will push and pull networks to apply specific control regimes or assessment

forms32 Following Warren (1967) it can be argued that a lack of interest of governmental

agencies, quality institutions and umbrella organizations, indicates the relative absence of

"[,..] means through which the community attempts to concert decisions and activities" (1967:

400). Hence, the absence of external legitimacy suggests the relative unstructuredness of a

network's environment (e.g., little consensus about the legitimacy of a network between

internal actors who do appreciate the network and external stakeholders who do not

legitimate the network). This is among other things reflected by the absence of a "prescribed

collectivity orientation" in a network's institutional field (see Warren, 1967: 404; Laumann et

al., 1978), which is to say that external stakeholders do not urge organizations to develop a
network. In somewhat a similar manner, Mitchell and Shortell (2000) coin the concept

'centrality': "the extent to which the CHP becomes institutionalized and pivotal to the life of the

community" (2000: 253). Moreover, they explicitly relate a network's centrality, and hence it's

external legitimacy, to the pitfall of over-reliance on external support and increased outside

control. Also, literature on social learning suggests that the unstructuredness of an object's

environmental context increases self-regulation (Saks and Ashforth, 1996). Reflective

evaluation is especially characterized by its self-regulative nature, for example demonstrated

by the development of own assessment forms and by reflective analyzing that requires actors

to developed own questions relevant to be posed to the data collected. The relative

unstructuredness of the network's environment, demonstrated by the disagreement between

internal and external stakeholders about the network's relevance, make that networks depend

on their own. This is reflected in the self-regulated nature of network evaluation.

31 Moreover. the insurance companies and the Dutch Ministry (see www.cbo.nl/alaemeen/Links/samenw)
have jointed one of the partnerships of the CBO.
32 Moreover, when networks are mandated by governmental agencies this would imply the rise of external

assessments, e.g., by legislative instruments (Mandell, 1990 Laumann et al, 1978). Yet, in this study only
voluntary networks were included, and it are these voluntary networks that differ with respect to their
external levels of legitimacy.
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Hence, if governmental agencies do not legitimate a network and barely provide resources to
the network, they are hardly interested in evaluating its performance. Moreover, as institutions
that attempt to support networks do not acknowledge a specific kinds of network (e.g., the
absence of legitimacy for a specific kind of network such as an 'information network') or topics
(e.g., the topic that is addressed by the network is conceived as too comprehensive, or too

unfamiliar, or too less perceived as a problem for which the government feels responsible)
they consequently do not provide appropriate assessment tools. Likewise, this provides us

with an explanation why own developed forms are used in networks that are internally
legitimized to a high degree and externally legitimized to a low degree. Internal legitimacy is
needed because reflective evaluation requires considerable efforts. Low levels of external

legitimacy are needed because this spurs networks to develop their own frameworks. Yet, a
low degree of external legitimacy is insufficient for reflective evaluation to be the sole type of
evaluation. The condition for reflective evaluation to be the sole type of network evaluation is
the occurrences is a low degree of external legitimacy and simultaneously a network's
relatively old age (i.e., maturity)33. This is in line with an earlier study of Sydow (2004), in
which he found that in the initial stages of network development no evaluation occurred. It is
also in line with the argument of scholars who state that it takes several years for changes in
network performance to be detected (Provan, Fish and Sydow, 2007). The need for network

maturity can be explained by the time it takes to develop own assessment forms. Also, the
type of data gathering, earlier termed as 'detailed narrating', which is mirrored in stories about
network effects suggests time is needed for reflective evaluation to reach its' full growth. A
chairman of a CEO meeting who several times prevented a symposium to take place for
example illustrated this:

"[...] But my question was also 'What do I have to offer as chairman?'  I mean, I'm not going to
stand there like an idiot saying 'Ladies and gentlemen, thank you for coming. Will you join us
for coffee?' Applause, and I sit down again. [...] That conference has been postponed twice.
Because I was not sufficiently convinced that Ellen could tell me I had something to report. I'm
not turning up with an empty agenda... Eventually it was postponed for at least eight months.
[...]   That  was   postponed   a   few   times.   'Ellen,   it's  not  going   to   happen,   I   still   have   too   little
material to go out there with dry eyes. I won't do it. I don't want to have my name associated
with that.' 'Ellen, still not good.' Yes [...] Yes people go there for a whole day. And the worst
which could happen to you is them going home with an empty-handed feeling.' Then you
have lost the  rest of your network"  [Harrie,  Chair CEO  Meeting,  NW  1 ].

Hence, based on the data the following proposition could be proposed:

Proposition 2: If a network has a high degree of internal legitimacy, a low degree of
external legitimacy and is old, then it is highly likely that only reflective evaluation will
be used.

33 Hence. the necessary condition for only reflective evaluation to take place is a low level of external
legitimacy and simultaneously being an old network.
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5.3 Intermezzo: combined occurrence of reflective and ignorant
evaluation

So far it has been described how the issue of internal legitimacy, sometimes additionally

combined with external legitimacy, serves as a condition for refiective evaluation. Also, the

need of a network's maturity for reflective evaluation to be the sole type of evaluation has

been discussed. The data demonstrate that under some conditions multiple types of network

evaluation are used simultaneously. In the following sections, we will elaborate on the

conditions that relate to the combined us of reflective evaluation and ignorant evaluation. In

that way, the tendency that a decrease of internal legitimacy relates to an increase of ignorant

evaluation is demonstrated. After the general nature of ignorant evaluation has been

described, a concept is introduced that seems particularly important for explaining the

occurrence of combinations of reflective and ignorant evaluation, viz, the nature of the

network's inception (i.e., the network's origin)34. The data indicate that a distinction should be

made between networks that are self-developed by professionals and networks that came

into being because organizations were seduced. After this concept is elucidated, the following

relations that were found in the data are elaborated on:

If a network is old and has a self-developed nature then a high degree of reflective
evaluation occurs;

- If a self-developed and old network has a moderately high degree of internal legitimacy
then a high degree of reflective evaluation and a low degree of ignorant evaluation occurs;

- If a (self developed) young network has a high degree of internal legitimacy and a low

degree of external legitimacy, then a moderate degree of both reflective and ignorant
evaluation occurs. Or, if a network is young and self developed then a moderate degree of

both reflective and ignorant evaluation occurs.

This section is ended by elaborating on the prevalence of high degrees of ignorant evaluation

under the condition of a low or moderately low degree of internal legitimacy.

5.3.1 Ignorant evaluation

Ignorant evaluation is characterized by the incompleteness of the evaluation process it refers

to. This incompleteness is mirrored in each property of ignorant evaluation (see Figure 8 in

chapter 4). Analyzing the data by what we have termed 'quick and dirty analyzing' implies

hardly any analyzing practices take place. Additionally, data are only being collected on a

small array of indicators (i.e., 'ignorance'), and formal monitoring is based on 'shallow

impressions'. That is to say, figures that are easy to collect. Moreover, the evaluation

practices are orientated towards 'network acceptance'. This implies that the evaluation

34 The cross-case display of evidence for the occurrence of Ignorant Evaluation is presented in Appendix

6.
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process is internally oriented and focused on the degree in which participating organizations
acknowlegde the network. Lastly, inherent in ignorant evaluation is that linking pins between
the network divisions are rather lacking, which results in a 'nearly uncoupled'35 nature of the
information flows by which network members learn about the network's functioning. Because
this type of evaluation emphasizes weaknesses in the evaluation practices, in (management

scientific) literature no control mechanisms or tools are suggested that resemble ignorant
evaluation.

5.3.2 The nature of the network's development: self-developed versus seduced
By making constant comparisons on control processes and the structures in which they
emerged, 1 came across two different origins of networks; i.e., a self-developed origin and a
seduced origin36. Self-developed networks (sometimes referred to as 'emergent' networks;
see e.g, Milward and Provan, 2006; Fulk, 1995) arose due to the recognized need of
professionals that starting a network - directly or indirectly37 - would prove very helpful for a

group of patients. The initiators of such networks were concerned with a group of patients for
a long time and knew very precisely how a network form of organization could contribute to
the needs these patients faced. Or, as a professional told us:

"1  think  it was  in  1981   that  I  received  a  message  of  Miss  X  in  which  she  noted:  '1'm  in  such  an
isolated position that I'm calling in my national colleagues so we can start an expert group'
[...].  We  (the  organization)  were  often  confronted  with  CVA  patients,  because  they  always  had
psychical problems. And we thought 'something more is wrong with those patients'" [Monique,
Participant  Professional  Meeting  NW  1 ].

These professionals convinced managerial directors to authorize and facilitate regional
network development. A manager noted this in the following way:

"Often, managers were approached by professionals who said: 'Do something!' This group of
patients is threatened by a lack of recognition. We must try to create coherence in service
delivery between organizations" [Thijs, Chair Project Group, NW 2].

Also, in network meetings it was mentioned that professionals themselves urged for the
network's inception:

"(Karel) In October last year we received a pressing letter, a cry from the heart from the
people who were already active in the residential field. Well, I think that's testimony, so I took

35 The property 'uncoupled' of ignorant evaluation, and 'coupled' of reflective and predictive evaluation do
not refer to 'loose coupling' as termed by Weick (1976). By coupling we refer to the extent to which parts
of a network are linked and whether these links are accomplishd by network actors or by non-network
members. Loose coupling as coined by Weick (1976) refers to the simultaneous occurrence of
'responsiveness' on the one hand and 'independence' on the other (Orton and Weick, 1990). Hence, we do
not claim to grasp a very complex organizational pfemonema by using these labels, and as such we
acknowledge that the conceptual power of Weick's loose coupling is forfeited (Czarniawska, 2005).
36 The cross-case display of evidence for the nature of the networks' inception is presented in Appendix
5

37 Directly when patients were the network's primary audience and indirectly when the network produced
services for professionals who served these patients.
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it up for this initiative because guys, hey, where are you now, show some initiative in Sub
Region R too in, uh, this field. [Background: Kasper's telephone rings. Not answered] (Karel)
Uh... and yes I also sincerely hope that what was actually in the, uh, letter, was an appeal of
now I'm going to get going, ensure that there will also be, uh, concrete initiatives in Sub
Region R which will also, uh, find a foundation" [Project Group, NW 2].

Hence, it can be concluded that these networks emerged because professionals convinced

managers that these structures were needed for increasing the quality of care for a specific

group of patients. On the other hand, we came across networks that were based on what I

have termed 'organizational seduction'. Here, organizational benefits related to network

formation and participation was paramount, although in a formal sense these networks also

aimed at realizing collective purposes directed towards the enhancement of the quality of
care. These organizational stimuli are well described in literature and in theories that explain

network formation such as 'organizational legitimacy' and 'resource dependencies'. The

preponderance of organizational interests as a network's starting point often collapsed with

network formation by managers or managerial directors, contrar'y to network development by

professionals. This became paramount in many interviews:

"Look, the finest and the best would be if you focus on the patient. And we always say that,
too. But this doesn't always find expression in the work order or in the working method.
Because of course you also have an institutional interest. And of course you also have to
ensure that your beds are occupied or that your staff, or your nurses, can get to work, or that
they can provide care. Yes sure, that... You don't always hear that, that the patient, uh, is the
focus of attention. So it's also still, more because it hasn't existed all that long yet, in the
exploratory, investigating phase, let's say. Than that you really, let's say perhaps in another
network NW 6, perhaps that 1 should quickly cite that. It has existed for a very long time. And
it really came together on the basis of ideal intentions. And there you see that the focus is on
the patient far more" [Laura Coordinator, NW 6 en 7].

Also, the following excerpt refers to the dominance of organizational interests:

"Because do you know what the root is? A hospital. Yes, because in the care chain they really
want to play first violin in a number of themes in their area. Okay, well at least that's how I see
it. This is somewhat in line with the way they speak. In a number of items in the first instance,
yes directors who are next door, they are also in the palliative coordination group. Yes and
these are all directors of organizations. So okay, at a certain time the palliative networks were
on their way. And suddenly everything was mutually linked. And then there had to be a
steering group, and then suddenly there was money and then a project coordinator had to be
appointed. So everything really happened in a different sequence than in the other networks.
[...]  That  was  more  linked  to  each  other  by  the  professionals  themselves"  [Anne,  Participant
Project Group, NW 6 en 71.

While the self-developed networks were primarily established to meet patient interests, in

seduced networks organizational interests seemed to be the main reason for network

development. The informants explicitly referred to access to resources (e.g., to assure

resources such as patients and money [e.g., Alter, 1990; Laumann, Galaskiewics and

Marsden, 1978]) as a reason for organizations to join a network, as is shown in the following

excerpt:
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"If you don't pay up,  you wonl get any more patients from us.  We linked that up straight away.
We are going to set up the stroke service, you have to contribute in building it. Then you will
also get patients. If you don't take part, then we won't sign any more contracts. So then they
had no choice.  That was just the time that the CVA policy measure had  been promulgated,  so
the hospitals envisaged a real money spinner. [...]. So the patients had to go to a
rehabilitation department in the rehabilitation centre or in a nursing home. The nursing home
received  money,  the  rehabilitation  centre  didn't.  [...]  It's their core  business,  hm,  rehabilitating
patients. If they don't do it, they no longer have any reason for existence. If a rehabilitation
centre no longer rehabilitates, or if they don't participate, then they will be overtaken left right
and centre. A huge number of nursing homes are in fact expanding their rehabilitation
departments. The hospital transfers the care, so if, A, it doesn't reflect your objective, 8, from
your marketing instrument, then what you then happens is that the right to exist of your
establishment falls away. Then you have empty beds in your rehabilitation centre. Now they
have 50 or 60 patients on an annual basis, say that we provide no more, the patients, then
they have a whole lot of empty beds" Waap Participant Steering Group,  NW 81

The network literature refers to the importance of exceeding organizational interests by
referring to terms such as 'collective modality' (Laumann, Galaskiewicz, and Marsden, 1978),
'collective strategy' (Astley, 1984; Jones and George, 1998), 'finding common grounds' (Gray,
1989) or 'collaborative advantage' (Huxham and Vangen,  2005). Yet, although  both  self-

developed networks and seduced networks can endeavour to adequately manage a
community problem (see also Alter, 1990; Aiken et al, 1975), the data suggest that the origin

of networks has an imprint on the nature of the network's control process. It seems that the
orientation at the negotiation processes when the network is formed influences network

development (see e.g., Mitchell and Shortell, 2000; Arino and De la Torre, 1998).

The dual orientation of the health care networks that were studied (i.e., efficiency and quality

of health care) is also referred to by Van Raak, Paulus and Mur-Veeman (2005) and is
reflected by a definition of service delivery systems by Fleury and Mercier: "The main

objective in pursuing integration is to enhance the performance of the health system to
improve the health and well-being of the overall population, particular clients with chronical
health problems This requires more extensive rather than intensive services and improvement
in coordination of organizations to upgrade the quality, efficiency, relevance and coherence of

a healthcare system. Also the purpose of integration is to avoid service duplication, to
enhance accountabi/ity and to allow clients to move among agencies without having to repeat
their history, to be unrestricted by inter organizational barriers" (2002: 57 italics by the author):
It goes beyond the scope of this study to suggest that different intentions of network inception
result in the accomplishment of different network goals in terms of efficiency versus quality of

health care. However, the data do demonstrate that different origins are related to the

appearance of particular types of network evaluation.

Now that the different origins of the health care networks are elaborated on, the condition for

the occurrence of a high degree of reflective evaluation will be discussed. The data
demonstrate that a network's old age and its self-developed nature is the condition for the
occurrence of high degree of reflective evaluation. It turns out that if a network is self-
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developed the internal legitimacy of a network is high or moderately high. This suggests, as is

argued earlier, that network members are willing to put time and efforts in a network.

Reflective evaluation requires such efforts. However, striking is the fact that one network that

extensively made use of reflective evaluation faced low levels of external legitimacy, while the

other network that extensively made use of reflective evaluation faced high levels of external

legitimacy. Earlier it was suggested that the relative absence of a network's external

legitimacy decreases the chance that external actors push and pull a network, and, as a

consequence, decreases the chance that network members apply external evaluation modes,

mirrored in predictive evaluation. It turns out, though, that the suggested influence of a

network's external legitimacy is counterbalanced by the self-developed nature of such
network. The data demonstrate that professionals, especially those who initiated the network,

apply reflective evaluation in networks that are externally legitimized to a high degree. That is

to say that they analyzed data in a reflective manner, collected data by making us of a wide

range of sources, that they developed their own evaluation forms and that they focused on

the network as the object of control. The following quote illustrates among others things, that

own developed evaluation forms are used, and that the network is the object of evaluation:

"[...] About the palliative pump. That is uh...We  put everything together now because we have
used it so often now. We evaluated it, too. So that basically, the district nurse involved was
called by a nurse with a number of evaluative questions and a doctor would be called by me
or Margot to answer a few evaluative questions. For instance, 'How did you like using the
pump?' 'Was it easy to work?' That is how we really evaluated them, to see if the pump meets
our targets [...] And then you find really stupid things. For instance, that there was the wrong
tube  [...]  and  that  the  tube  was  too  long.   Causing  too  much  of  the  liquid  and  medication  to
end up in the tube and too little of it in the patient. Stupid, but it's really unthinkable the
number of things that can go wrong" [Jeroen,  Chair Project group,  NW 6].

It is suggested that the self-developed nature of this network make the network members who

initiated the network very much aware of what they want to accomplish with the network.

Because they know themselves what they are looking for when evaluating the network, they

do not rely of evaluation mechanisms that resonate a more external network orientation such

as predictive evaluation.

In summary, the following proposition could be drawn from the data:

Proposition 3: If a network is old and has a self-developed nature, then it is highly
likely that a high degree of reflective evaluation occurs.

The data show that reflective evaluation is sometimes used in addition to ignorant evaluation.

In what follows the several combinations of these two types of network evaluation and the

conditions under which they occurred are pointed at.
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The data demonstrate that a network's self-developed nature, its old age and a moderately
high degree of internal legitimacy is the condition for the occurrence of a high degree of
reflective evaluation and a low degree of ignorant evaluation 38  In the previous paragraph it
has been argued why a network's self-developed nature, and as a consequence high or
moderately high levels of internal legitimacy are a condition for the prevalence of high levels
of reflective evaluation. This line of reasoning is followed here because the nature of the
evaluation applied by the professionals who initiated the network is characterized by reflective
evaluation. Else were we also argued that the occurrence of high levels of reflective
evaluation requires that the network has matured (i.e., old age). Here we add to this line of

reasoning that because the internal legitimacy is moderately high, contrary to high, next to
high levels of reflective evaluation, ignorant evaluation under this condition occurs. As was
discussed in the beginning of this chapter, internal network legitimacy requires that both
professionals as well as managerial directors legitimize the network. The data show that
active managerial support for this network is rather small. Mainly one organization supports
the network. That active managerial involvement and commitment is lacking is also illustrated

by the absence of managerial directors during network meetings. As a consequence, this
network has an uncoupled nature. This implies that the transfer of evaluative information from
one network division (i.e., the division in which managerial directors participate) does not
easily or uninterruptedly flows to another network division (i.e., the division in which the
professionals participate):

«What I noticed myself, in the steering group, is that the role of the chairman is a very
significant one. That Bob, project manager, he is chairman. And he also hasn't been here a
great number of times. I think that if you have a really powerful chairman, he can also provide
more leadership in the sense of: '1 want to hear from you what's happening in your network.'
And then determine what the topics are that you have to communicate back to your network,
because next time I'd like feedback on them.', that also steers the steering group members. I
sometimes also have the feeling that a lot of warning goes on in the steering group" Fine,
Participant Project Group, Professional Meeting and CEO Meeting, NW 6].

Hence, it could be argued that due to the lower levels of managerial internal legitimacy
ignorant evaluation occurs in this network. The following proposition can be drawn from the
data:

Proposition 4: If a (self developed and old) network has a moderate high degree of
internal legitimacy then it is highly likely that a high degree of reflective evaluation
occurs and a low degree of ignorant evaluation.

38 Based on Table 12 one could argue that a moderately high degree of internal legitimacy is a sufficient
condition for a high degree of reflective evaluation and a low degree of ignorant evaluation to occur.
However, the occurrence of this mixture of evaluation types can only be explained by including the
network's old age and the network's self-developed nature.
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Now I will turn to the conditions under which moderate degrees of reflective and ignorant
evaluation prevail. It is proposed why a network's young age and simultaneously its self-
developed nature is a condition for the occurrence of moderate levels of reflective and

ignorant evaluation. Moreover, because the data suggest two different conditions relate to the

occurrence of these forms of network evaluation, I will also elaborate on the network's young

age combined with a high level of internal legitimacy and a low level of external legitimacy as
a condition for the presence of moderate levels of both reflective and ignorant evaluation.

Similar as stated earlier, it is proposed that reflective evaluation requires time to reach its full

growth, and that as a consequence a network's young age impedes the possibility to

completely make use of this kind of evaluation. Therefore, some characteristics of ignorant
evaluation occur in young networks (that are simultaneously characterized by or, a high

degree of internal legitimacy and a low degree of external legitimacy, and/or that have a self-

developed nature). That it is the network's young age, contrary to the lack of involvement,

which causes the moderate occurrence of ignorant evaluation, is demonstrated by the
absence of some characteristics of ignorant evaluation. The object of evaluation is the

network and its divisions. Not the participating organizations and the extent to which they

accept the network, which is an indicator of ignorant evaluation, is central when evaluating the
network's performance (see Figure 8 chapter 4). This suggests that network members are

interested in the performance of the network as a unique organization. Also, it indicates that

network members accept and endorse the network because network acceptance is not a
central issue in these evaluation practices. Moreover, these networks are characterized by

their 'coupled' nature. The relative absence of linking   pins (i.e., 'uncoupledness')

characterizes ignorant evaluation (see Figure 8 chapter 4). In contrast, network members are

willing to participate in various divisions and willing to transfer information from one network

division to another.

Two indicators of ignorant evaluation, though, did show up. Because in this network

evaluation data are collected on a small array of issues and no predictive process indicators

are used, the nature of the information used in the evaluation process is characterized as

'ignorance'. Because this network has a high level of internal legitimacy and a self-developed

nature, it is suggested that as the network will grow older, information on a wider array of

subjects will be collected (i.e., the subtype detailled narrating will occur). Moreover, currently
the formal monitoring process is characterized by the notion of 'shallow impressions'. That is

to say that only during network meetings information is fed back about the network's

functioning to the network members. For similar reasons as those mentioned above, it is

suggested that as the network will grow older probably own frameworks will be developed to
monitor the network's functioning.
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In summary, it is argued that if a self-developed network is young, only a moderate degree of
reflective evaluation will be used, since reflective evaluation needs time to reach its full
growth. As the network grows older the extent to which reflective evaluation is used is
suggested to grow further. The same line of reasoning holds for young network that have a

high degree of internal legitimacy and a low degree of external legitimacy. Put differently, the
absence of external actors prodding the network or its' participants explains the potential of
self-regulation, whereas the self-developed nature of these networks spurs them to develop
their own evaluation practices. Based on the data, the following propositions can be
formulated:

Proposition SA: If a network is young, has a high degree of internal legitimacy and a
low degree of external legitimacy, then it is highly likely that a moderate degree of both
reflective evaluation and ignorant evaluation occurs.

Proposition 58: If a network is young and self-developed, then it is highly likely that a
moderate degree of both reflective evaluation and ignorant evaluation occurs.

Now I will turn to those instances in which only ignorant evaluation is used to a large extent.
The data show that when the network's internal legitimacy is low, than reflective evaluation
does not occur and only ignorant evaluation is used. Although also in networks that are
internally legitimized to a low degree some actors are dedicated and attempting to improve

the quality of health care by network development, the critical mass of actors needed for a
network to operate successfully is missing. Sometimes, for example, the needed support of
CEO's is lacking (e.g., Gray, 1989; Van Raaij, 2006), which creates "collaborative inertia"

(Huxham and Vangen, 2004; MacDonald and Huxham, 2003). Also, the lack of professionals
acknowledging the importance of the network's topic decreases the internal legitimacy.
Typical of networks that lack internal legitimacy is the absence of feelings of ownership, and
the lack of visions on how and why the network contributes to the increased quality of health
care in general or client services more specifically. Wiener, Alexander and Zuckerman

signalized a similar tendency in partnerships and argue that health care managers frequently
join partnerships "[...] without knowing what they seek to achieve, or why they seek to achieve

it [...]"(2000: 54). Or as one of the informants told us:

«And then I was also asked to be chairman. And what I then... yes, I took some time about it
and then still actually about 'What is the role of the contacts group and the NBI network?' And
I actually find that a tricky one. Because... There is NBI... It's a very large and very broad
concept and I have already been involved personally in CVA care. A type of stroke service
chain. [...] And these are also networks. And I had the feeling that, such a concrete picture, a
concrete diagnosis, setting up such a network, that is easier then the entire NBI" [Roel, Chair
Contact Group, NW 4].

As the goals remained rather ambiguous for these members, only ignorant evaluation can be

expected, because this absence hampers the development of an own framework. The
absence of internal frameworks in such networks could be explained, again, by the low levels
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of internal legitimacy and the unwillingness to put efforts in labor-intensive types of network

control. This became clear by the following excerpt, in which it was expressed that an
informant did not perceive it to be his responsibility to find out why actors quit the network:

"1 certainly see that it runs with a group of people who are extremely enthusiastic. And for me
it's also a major question what the reason is that organizations pull out. [...] The nursing
homes here, for example De Raffie was part of it. Now it's no longer involved. I think that
could easily be checked. Because I think that, following the last two meetings, they can see
ver'y well that 'these organizations are involved and these organizations have actually given
their approval but we don't see them and what would the reasons be for this?' You see? But
I'm thinking: 'Do I really want to know?' But that's not one of my assignments. It's also not one
of my duties. But I'm certainly curious why people make these choices" [Sanne, Participant
Project Group, NW 7].

Moreover, characteristic of ignorant evaluation is a network's sole focus on figures that are

rather easy to collect (i.e., the number of advice queries being posed to the network and the

amount of network members present at meetings). These quantitative data are neither

expected to have a high amount of predictive value as is the case in predictive evaluation, nor

are they completed with qualitative data, as is the case in reflective evaluation. Thus, whereas

'the presence of actors' was used in each network, these kind of quantitative data were not

completed in networks legitimized to a low degree. The problem of identifying network

performance on the basis of this small and rather invalid range of indicators was also

expressed by an informant:

"But okay, that's the way it is. You get figures. But whether a Get-Together Club is also
useful, sure that's of course an extremely difficult question because how can you tell that such
a caf6 is useful. And so when you, that's the same with that brain damage team, so many
notices, so many advisories, but what is actually done with this advice? And has it ultimately
been  useful  for  that  person?  This  latter  point,  that's   never  put  on  the  table.   [...]   So  that  Get-
Together Club, it really has to run or we should stop it. And running, that means so many
people  come   in   per  year.   Whether   it   has  any  further  use   or  whatever..."   [Victor,   Participant
CEO Meeting, NW 4].

This evaluation practice is based on a small range of rather imprecise indicators, which is

referred to by Vancouver (1996) as the 'assumption mode': the network does not receive

enough evaluative information to adequately assess the network's functioning or

performance. Following Uzzi (1997), it could be argued that the lack of fine-grained
information hampers performance feedback. Also, the uncoupled nature by which information

on the network's functioning is provided demonstrates the incomplete nature of ignorant

evaluation, which impedes the possibility to know how a network is doing (Ouchi, 1980; Fulk

and DeSanctis, 1995; Jones, Hesterly, and Borgatti, 1997). This uncoupled nature conflicts

with one of the advantages of networks; viz the need for efficient, reliable and 'thick'

information about 'qualitative matters' that are hard to quantify (Powell, 1990). Moreover, the

nature of ignorant evaluation can hamper the network's ability to increase its internal

legitimacy, because positive feedback is not communicated in a similar detailed way as is

expressed in success stories. Summarizing, the data demonstrate the following proposition:
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Proposition 6: If a network has a low or moderately low degree of internal legitimacy,
then it is highly likely that the degree of ignorant evaluation will be high.

In the subsequent section the third type of network evaluation, i.e., predictive evaluation will
be discussed.

5.4 Predictive evaluation

The third type of network evaluation identified in chapter 4 is predictive evaluation.
Characteristic for predictive evaluation is that by indicators at process level the network's

performance is assessed. These process characteristics have a quantitative nature. The

length a patient stays in an organization is, for example, frequently used as an indicator. Also
the amount of patients that end up in the 'wrong bed'39 is used as a performance indicator at

process level. In this sense, predictive evaluation reflects some of the properties of Ouchi's
and Maguire's behavioral control (1975). However, behavioral control is based  on  the

assumption that due to knowledge about means-ends relations the appropriate appliance of
control mechanisms results in increased organizational performance. Yet, the appliance of
predictive evaluation is no guarantee for network performance. Or as one informant stated:

"We assess. We don't do research here the way you should do research. With a problem
definition and working out all your parameters and then working towards them. No, we do it
the  other  way  around.  We  assess,  and  then  we  take  a   look...   [...]   Because  sometimes  we
analyze first, because of course you don't have a presupposed problem definition, and so you
work the other way around. And then 1 sometimes think, that's not right, and we also know
that it's not right. But then you have to make shift with what you've got. And that's simply how
it works. That's with this type of networks" [Anouk, participant Measurement Group, NW 8].

Yet, although the validity of these performance indicators was discussed, at the same time
they were perceived as very important for measuring network effects. Actually, these process

indicators (e.g., bed duration and the wrong-bed issue) were perceived to be one of the main
aims the network intended to accomplish. Also these process indicators were perceived to be

very important for measuring the network's 'quality'. These perspectives were for example
expressed as follows:

"In the assessment group the throughput is central, also why, really, we simply went to
assess, the primary objective. So that is as you say, evaluating: then I think about throughput
details and then I think about the bed duration and the wrong-bed issue in the hospitals and

39"Wrong bed patients" are patients who finished the treatment for the disorder for which they were
treated in the hospital. As they are waiting to be transferred to a nursing home or a home care
organization, they stay in the hospital. In the hospital they do not get the treatment they need. which
delays recovery. Moreover, it hampers the hospitalization of new patients
(www.scheermessesn.nlicommunicatie,nieuws tracer,index, own translation).
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that type of detail, it has actually become shorter and the wrong-bed issue has also become
much less. So you steer towards that, you simply evaluate things on that" [Anouk, participant
Measurement Group, NW 8].

Or, as was told by another informant:

"Not everyone achieves the patient volume, so then we say, would you like to have 40
patients on an annual basis, supply good quality, that you can apply your NET concept well
and you can achieve your MDO, neuro-rehabilitation. Some don't get there. They
underachieve. But it is certainly a point of attention. We test on it annually. Whether the
quality remains in order" [Jaap, Participant Steering Group, NW 8].

Moreover, inherent to predictive evaluation is the twofold object of control; i.e., next to
network divisions as object of control, the quality of services provided by single organizations
participating in the network is assessed, mostly again by quantitative process indicators.

Predictive evaluation is further characterized by its use of externally developed assessment

forms. Lastly, the process of data analyzing in predictive evaluation is typified by 'processing
raw data', contrary to 'questioning' collected data, which is characteristic of reflective

evaluation. Or as an informant mentioned:

"That we thus specifically look at reports (i.e. quarterly figures), which just came out, and
which we can also interpret well and therefore also have a signal function. Such a patient
goes where? And how many? And where? You now also see how many people die. You also
see your market, how large the target group is. You see, yes, how heavy the patient is"
[Anouk, participant Measurement Group, NW 8].

The nature of data analyzing inherent to predictive evaluation was also explicated in the

following way:

"It was the steering group that wanted a qualitative analysis, [...] of the figures, of the quality
figures, the chain figures. They didn't only want tables, but also a description. How do we
analyze, what do we think is happening? That happened once, we did indeed describe it. But
then we discovered, how on earth can you analyze something if you haven't established a
norm. You only have a quantity of data     " [Kim Coordinator, NW 8].

Now that the practice of predictive evaluation has been described, the conditions under which

predictive evaluation is used are demonstrated40

40 The cross-case display of evidence for the occurrence of Predictive Evaluation is presented in Appendix

6.
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5.4.1 The occurrence of predictive evaluation

It turns out that two conditions relate to the occurrence of predictive evaluation, which could

be an instance of multi-causality. First, the combination of high levels of internal and external

legitimacy and second the simultaneous occurrence of high levels of internal legitimacy and a

network's seduced origin. In what follows possible explanations are provided.

First, I concentrate on the combination of high levels of both internal and external legitimacy

as a condition for predictive evaluation. Similar to reflective evaluation, the need for internal

legitimacy  can be explained  by the efforts predictive evaluation requires  (e.g.,  Dill  and

Rochefort, 1989; Gulati and Singh, 1998). This is for example shown by the requirement that

the participating organizations structurally monitor and deliver process indicators. Moreover,

next to high levels of internal legitimacy simultaneously high levels of external legitimacy are

needed for predictive evaluation to occur. It is suggested that external legitimacy is needed

because only than external evaluation forms will be developed. The usage of externally

developed evaluation forms is an indicator of predictive evaluation. In a similar way, Sydow

and Windeler (1998) suggest that although external stakeholders are likely to determine the

indicators for network effectiveness, they are less likely involved in how to assess and

evaluate the network on these indicators. In a similar vein it is suggested here that predictive

evaluation is applied because external stakeholders prefer easily recognizable and
measurable results (Milchell and Shortell, 2000), such as the process indicators measured

currently (which were also developed by an external stakeholder, i.e., CBO). As demonstrated

earlier, also the presence of quantitative process indicators is an indicator of predictive

evaluation. Likewise, Zeitz argued that: "symbol-creating organizations can have a persuasive

effect on entire communication structures" (1980: 78)

Second, it was found that internal legitimacy combined with the seduced nature of a network

is a condition for predictive evaluation. As was argued earlier, in seduced networks

organizational interest dominates. Earlier, I referred to the prestige of network participation as

one of the reasons for network formation, in addition to issues such as organizational

resource dependencies, efficiency or power arguments (e.g., Oliver, 1990; Alter, 1990). It
could be argued that organizations want to boost the effect of network participation by

enhancing the network's legitimacy. One of the strategies for enhancing network legitimacy

discovered by Human and Provan (2000) is the appliance of an 'outside-in strategy'. When

applying an 'outside-in strategy' a network attempts to maintain or increase legitimacy by
network appreciation of external constituencies. Wiewel and Hunter (1985) found that an

organization's legitimacy increased by establishing linkages with well-known, reputable

organizations. It is proposed here that networks can also apply this strategy, and in a similar

way attempt to increase their external legitimacy by creating relations with well-known
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institutions in the field In the Dutch context networks seem eager to participate, for
41

instance, in CBO Breakthrough projects. CBO is well known by organizations that funds
health care networks such as governmental agencies and insurers. Partnerships are for
example formed with the ministry of health care (VWS), the umbrella organization for care
insurers and so forth. Hence, CBO is a reputable organization, whose name can enhance a
networks' external legitimacy. The positive connotation of a network's participation in a CBO
Breakthrough project was for example demonstrated in the following meeting:

"(Eva) The Y municipality has definitely made 70,000 euros available. And that's meant for
the  cognitive  screening  of  people  with  cognitive  disorders.  [...]  From  the  CVA  Breakthrough
project. Yes, I even helped to fill in the application form for a subsidy, for the CVA
breakthrough. And then they wanted... And the GGD got involved. And then it had to be
something for people who were becoming lonely after a stroke, I think. Something like that.
[...] (lnez) The point is that you obviously offer a chain process, encompassing all of these
people. (Leon and Eva). Yes. (lnez) So in that sense it provides a medium that covers a
whole lot of these people. And that's why I think they said yes to it. [...] Because the chain
exists, the CVA breakthrough. Because that was also extremely attractive for the city. That
existing care providers... so many care providers. (Inez) Yes, that there is already a chain in
City  T with  that  many  care  providers"  [Project  Group,  NW  1 ].

One of the services offered by institutions such as CBO are assessment tools and guidelines
for the formulation of quality indicators for network development. Hence, a network's usage of
such externally developed assessment tools implies an increased usage of predictive
evaluation. Moreover, often, such external assessment tools have a quantitative nature. This
implies the occurrence of predictive evaluation to increase even further because than, two
properties of predictive evaluation  are  met:  1) the usage of 'externally oriented assessment

frameworks', and 2) the usage of 'quantitative performance indicators at process level'. The
nature of these assessment tools was frequently mentioned:

«1 already mentioned it little while ago: I have the feeling that figures are very important here.
And in the beginning they took part in the CBO throughput project, or whatever that's called?
That project, they took part in it right from the start, this stroke. And 1 believe that's where the
performance indicators were developed. And this had a very considerable influence within this
stroke service. That's what I assume; I also understood that a lot of emphasis was put on that.
Yes, by participating in it" [Kim, Coordinator, NW 8]

The emphasis on quantitative performance indicators was also mentioned by the following
informant:

"With CVA we have the SMART objectives and such. But that was a long path to get to that!
To get the participants in the project to come around to that way of thinking. I mean, we have
done   it   for   a    good    two    years.    [...]    And   we    have    participated    at   the    CVA    in    the    CBO
breakthrough   project,   so   we   had   to.   [.]   l   mean,   via   the   Nolan   method.    Short   cyclical
improvements and so on" [Marleen, Chair Professional Meeting, NW 4].

41 For networks that have a low degree of external legitimacy it is much harder and less relevant to
establish a relation with these kinds of organizations, since they do not provide appropriate evaluation
forms for assessing them.
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However, not all externally developed assessment tools were quantitative in nature. The

externally developed guideline for assessing the performance of an information network

included mainly subjective questions and merely intended to provide some direction while

simultaneously preserving a network's 'coleure locale' contrary to quantitative performance
indicators.

In summary, it is proposed that members of seduced networks are more eager to externally
legitimate the network by linking the network to a reputable organization, and that therefore,

predictive evaluation occurs when high levels of legitimacy are complemented with a
network's seduced origin because these reputable organizations provide external assessment

forms with a quantitative nature. Simultaneously, high levels of internal legitimacy are needed,

because data collection requires considerable efforts of the involved organizations. Moreover,

the network's external legitimacy is suggested to spur the usage of externally developed

evaluation forms and the collection of quantitative evaluation data.

Based on the data, the following propositions are proposed:

Proposition 7A: If a network has a high degree of internal legitimacy and a high degree
of external legitimacy, then it is highly likely that predictive evaluation occurs.
Proposition 78: If a network is seduced and has a high degree of internal legitimacy,
then it is highly likely that predictive evaluation occurs.

In the next paragraph the condition under which network members on/y use predictive
evaluation is elaborated on.

The data demonstrate that in case a network is a service implementation network only

predictive evaluation will be used. In line with this result, several scholars make the argument
that different types of networks demand appropriate management strategies (Milward and
Provan, 2006; Osborn and Hagedoorn, 1997, Miles and Snow, 1992; Park, 1996). The
specific purpose of service implementation networks (that is to say to integrate health care

services) is suggested to require appropriate evaluation practices (Milward and Provan,

2006). Based on the work of Anthony on management control and in line with Simon's

suggestions, also Osborn (1998) argues that what he calls 'diagnostic control' fits

implementation-oriented organizations. Diagnostic control resembles predictive evaluation.

Indeed, one of the characteristics of diagnostic control is: "the collection of data using a

predefined view of what is important" (1998:488), e.g., a focus on quantitative process
indicators.

The fact that the par'ticipating organizations are the object of control in implementation
networks can be founded on arguments suggested by Geringer and Hebert (1989) and Gulati
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and Singh (1998). They argue that the exercise of effective control should emphasize
selective control efforts over those dimensions that are perceived as critical, rather than

attempting to control the entire range of network activities. Critical in the endeavour to

integrate services is the transition of a patient from one organization to the other. This

sequential nature of implementation networks fits predictive evaluation, which is in line with

the notion of Owen-Smith who argues similar as March and March and Simon: 'Organizations

are structures of attention that direct the information search" (2001: 432).  Or as stated by Fulk
and DeSanctis: "Communication is integral to organizational form" (1995: 337). In a similar

vein Alter argues that clients are the chief raw material of service delivery systems, and client

pathways are the primary means of locating boundaries and defining organizational systems"

(Alter,   1990: 480). Hence, it could be argued  that the sequential nature of service

implementation networks directs the evaluation practise towards 'organizations' as the object

of control, as organizations are the critical links in this process.

Moreover, also organizational interests that are reflected by task interdependencies can
explain the occurrence of predictive evaluation in implementation networks. The degree of

task interdependency is relatively high in integration networks compared to information

networks. In the literature it is argued that interdependency increases organizational

uncertainty (Dekker, 2003; Park, 1996), increases the need for hierarchical control (Dekker,

2003; Geringer and Hebert, 1989), and consequently, requires a rise in the amounts of

information. Similarly Thompson (1967: 10) notion that closed organizational systems strive to

"avoid uncertainty to achieve the determinateness" is applicable in these kinds of networks.

Networks with more hierarchical controls (as mirrored in predictive evaluation) are capable of

providing greater coordination and information processing capabilities than those with fewer

controls (Geringer and Hebert, 1989). The formal nature of predictive evaluation (e.g., due to
external actors involved in network evaluation, due to external evaluation forms used, or due

to the relative inflexibility of performance indicators) is proposed as an explanation for the
occurrence of predictive evaluation in service implementation networks.

Proposition 8: If a network is a service implementation network, then it is highly likely
that a high degree of predictive evaluation occurs.

Also in some networks a combination of a moderate degree of reflective evaluation, a low
degree of ignorant evaluation and a low degree of predictive evaluation occurred. Ignorant

evaluation is absent in networks that are internally legitimated to a high extent. Again, it is

proposed that the high amount of internal legitimacy implies that actors are willing to put some
efforts in the network. The data show that in this network two properties of reflective

evaluation are prevalent: 1) reflected analyzing  and 2) detailed narrating. However, because

also externally the network is highly legitimized, it is proposed that opportunistic network

actors too are attracted to the network for reasons of organizational prestige or access to
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resources. In this way, actors whose organizational interests prevail join the network, and as
a consequence, the impact of the internal legitimacy is suggested to decrease. The
dominance of organizational interests is frequently discussed in network literature (Jones et
al., 1998; Yip et al,. 2002) although scholars also refer to the possibility that an organization's
interests are exceeded (Alter and Hage, 1993; Astley, 1984; Jones et al,. 1998). Earlier it was
found that networks with a beneficial network climate facilitating its performance,
organizational interests as well as network interests are simultaneously met (Van Raaij,
2006). When actors solely join a network to meet organizational interests, the delicate
balance between organizational and network interests can be disturbed. This disruption in the
network's climate is also reflected by the prevalence of properties of ignorance evaluation.
When this is the case 'organizational actors', contrary to the 'network divisions' become the
object of evaluation. In this way, the extent to which an organization accept the network's
goals and aims become central, instead of the question 'how the network is doing?' A
participant illustrated this:

"Well, when the network organizes activities, for instance. Then you inform as many contacts
as possible and then some organizations immediately react, while others don't react at all.
While you know that the product we are offering is highly attractive, but yet, nobody reacts.
Well, that's a signal something is not going right" [Chantal Coordinator, NW 5].

Moreover, as was argued earlier, the external legitimacy of a network increases the likelihood
that external actors push and pull a network and/or attempt to support a network. This
increases the chance that external evaluation forms are developed by which it is intended to
support the network's development. Additionally, the combination of a network's high degree
of external legitimacy and a seduced origin increases the possibility that a network starts
using externally developed evaluation forms. Also in this network, externally developed
evaluation forms are used, contrary to self-developed evaluation forms. The following
quotations illustrate the use of externally developed instruments:

"[...]   then   we   have   a   quality   framework   we   want   to   work  with.    I   think   this   is   an   important

document for us as far as policy documents go. (from the) INK, yes. And the main thing for
our  quality  criteria  to  which  we   .     subject  ourselves.   That's  our  guideline  [...]  yes,  a  kind  of
checklist  [...]  Yes,   that's  really  our  basis.   Within  which   you   have  some  elbow  room  within
each  rule...to which  extent  you  have  to  fill this  in within  the network and that's the  framework
of the network" [Chantal Coordinator, NW 5].

Also another informant referred to the use of externally developed evaluation forms for
learning how the network was doing:

"[...]Then   there   was   an   offer   here    in    the   district.    From   the    IKC   we   were    included   to   do
research here into how patients were doing. But because of some wrong construction, wrong
phrasing of the questions, this ended up being more of a research into the chain of transfer
situations and "where does it go wrong in transfer situations", irrespective of whether the
patient was not getting enough things" [Martijn, Participant Professional Meeting, NW 5].
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Based on the data, the following proposition could be formulated.

Proposition 9: If an information network has a high degree of internal legitimacy and a
high degree of external legitimacy, then it is highly likely that next to a moderate
degree of reflective evaluation a low degree of ignorant evaluation and a low degree of
predictive evaluation occurs.

5.5 Adjustment through concerted coping

In chapter 3 eight properties of adjustment through concerted coping were identified; i.e.,

'proportion of internal and external governance', 'type of network ownership', 'supported
autonomy'; 'internal funding, 'a voice in wilderness': 'differentiate and integrate'; 'development

by topic specification' and 'network correction' (see Figure 9 in chapter 4). It appears that a

high to moderately, high level of internal legitimacy and the information oriented purpose of a

network is the condition under which concerted coping appears. Below, I will first concentrate

on the nature of concerted coping by elaborating on these eight properties and second it is

argued why it requires high levels of internal legitimacy and why it occurs in information

networks.

5.5.1 The nature of concerted coping
Generally speaking, concerted coping42 can be conceptualized by referring to the proportion

in which a network is internally (i.e., by network actors) and/or externally (i.e., by non network

actors) governed. Characteristic of concerted coping is the network's relative independence of

external actors (i.e., supported autonomy), which is for example demonstrated by the way in
which resources are provided to the network. The network is largely funded by the
participating organizations next to the relatively small subsidies they can receive from regional

public agencies on a yearly basis Moreover, similar as the type of adjustment43

'organizational stimuli', both managerial directors and professionals (or middle managers)

share feelings of ownership towards the network. Managerial directors feel responsible for

boosting the network, which is, again, demonstrated by the way a network is funded.

Organizations themselves warranted the resources needed in terms of giving professionals

permission to participate in the network and providing resources (i.e., internal funding), which

was illustrated by the following quotations:

42 The cross-case display of evidence for the occurrence of Concerted Coping is presented in Appendix 7.
43 Data about the amount of external subsidies each network received were not collected systematically.

However, during one of the network meetings it was for example mentioned that a coordinator of a
network that was legitimized to a low extent received € 16,250. while a network that was externally
legitimized to a high extent received € 70,000 for a single network project.
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"And then you also see most people involved in it saying to each other, okay, then we just
cough up € 8,000 ourselves in order to pay for our own coordinator if necessary" [Harrie,
Chair CEO Meeting, NW].

Or, as another managerial director emphasized:

"So we don't say 'You first get a subsidy from a third party and then get going.' No, it's our
responsibility" [Eric Participant CEO Meeting, NW 1].

Also the actor who coordinated several network's noted this vision regarding the allocation of
resources to the network. Some networks made themselves dependent on external subsidies,
but in cases in which adjustment through concerted coping took place, actors felt responsible
for funding the network themselves:

"While in the NW  1,  people simply took responsibility themselves and,  uh,  didn't  look at it.  Not
that people didn't want to watch the pennies. Naturally, they find that important. But a lot more
say 'this is a responsibility we have to take for ourselves.' And naturally, if we want to do
projects, then we also must have money and we must also try that. But that's not to say that
you then mustn't set the whole process in motion. And that is a completely different approach.
And that is very emphatically so in the Northeast. Their approach is: 'We are all being cut
back and cut back' [...]" [Ellen, Coordinator].

Simultaneously, by using a bottom up approach professionals and middle managers attempt
to adjust the network's performance. As was mentioned earlier, they have for example an
important role in network evaluation and as a consequence they play an important role in
developing a network. Indeed, by executing the tasks for which the network is developed they
are connected to the dynamics and needs they observe in the institutional field. This allows
them to develop the network by refitting and specifying the network's scope. This is illustrated
by the following quotations:

"'Is the bottleneck often that there is no accommodation?' Is the bottleneck often that they do
not have enough information?' To tum items from this into separate little projects that you can
also link back to such a management discussion. Like, in this district this is very important"
[lnez, Chair Professional Meeting, Chair Project Group, NW 1].

"And this is how we later found out - we don't know whether there are many cases of this or
not but we thought it was very annoying - uh, young mothers suffering from NBI have
relatively,  or should  relatively  have  much  more  child  care...  Because  these  children  give  very
many stimuli and small children are of course much of a burden by nature. But if you sufferfrom NBI, it is even harder and there's no compensation for this. That's not a way to get extra
facilities for this in one way or another or make more use of it than normal. Or against a
reduced rate, or, whatever, in a health insurance that pays out something. And this is what we
are monitoring now. To see if there are any more cases.  Because then one could tum it into a
point of attention. And of course An can check it in other districts. That's the nice thing about
the  district  [...].  And  they  are  also  seated  in  a  national  discussion  committee  as  a  provincial
representative"  [Inez,  Chair  Professional  Meeting,  Chair  Project  Group,  NW  1 ].

The close connection of professionals to the field also provides them with the opportunity to
give greater publicity to the network (i.e., framing): why the network exists, why it is important
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and how it contributes to the quality of care. Hence, while with respect to governing and

funding network adjustment through concerted coping is characterized by an internal

orientation, an external orientation is applied with respect to framing. Network adjustment by
making the function of the network externally explicit is illustrated, for instance, by the next
fragment of a network meeting:

"(Monique) That's really stubbornness on the part of my colleagues, but we discussed it a lot
and we attempted to make it clear on the basis of a number of examples, but yes, these
cases are really a disappointment once again, hm. [...] (Mart) I also think that the [unclear
wordl of the working method and the objectives of something like the Brain Damage Team,
you have to respond to it as you see it. The last sentence, he would like to link up to the
normal  ways...  Yes,  I  don't  think  that's the  formulation  of,  well...  (Ellen)  No.  (Mart)  Not  the
formulation of the objective of the Brain Damage Team. This is a question on a far more
general level than on the casuistry level. (Monique) Exactly. (Mart) I think that you must
communicate that we are not actually here for such questions. Also to make it somewhat
clear to the region what the function of the Brain Damage Team is. (Jeanne) Yes, I think this
question actually misses its point a little, because yes, you are talking about people, right. Not
about standards of course. (Mart) But yes, it certainly makes clear that... (Monique) You can
see what they are looking for. (Mart) Clarity in what the function of the brain damage team
can be. So in that sense we have to respond to that. (Ingrid) Well, in any case to those who
pose  the  question...  (Ellen)  I  also very  consciously  did  not  respond...  (Inez)  No.  (Ellen)  Also
because I thought this is not a question for the Brain Damage Team, but also because of
what Monique says, we have just got the meeting  behind us, and then you think well now they
must know what a Brain Damage Team is, but apparently not. (Monique) Now what I also
want, I think, is to know what's on the regional agenda, for example about NBI. The question
is whether they are even aware of the project group. while someone from the mentally
handicapped sector  is actually  part  of it.  But  how...  But such a  question  could well  belong
there. (Ellen), Sure, that's a good question. That should also be posed to them internally, of
how  they  communicate that  internally...  (Inez)  Yes,  that  could  also  play  a  role"  [Professional
meeting  NW  1 ].

Also characteristic for concerted coping is coordination by simultaneously differentiating and
integrating the participants' tasks and organizational processes. Although the 'integrating'
dimension of coordination is central in definitions (see e.g., Thompson, 1967; Van de Ven,
Delbecq and Koenig, 1976: 32244) and in mechanisms to enhance coordination (e.g Gittell

and Weiss, 2004) differentiation is another dimension of coordination. As the work of
Lawrence and Lorsch (1967) implies, both integration and differentiation refer to
'management' and hence to 'coordination'. 'Integration' denotes "the quality of collaboration
between departments of an organization" (Daft, 2006: 513) and is understood as part of
coordination (see e.g., Scott, 1981; Lammers, 1983: 165 from Lawrence and Lorsch, 1967).
On the other hand, differentiation reflects "the cognitive and emotional differences among

managers in various functional departments of an organization and formal structural

differences among these departments" (Daft, 2006: 511), or as formulated by Alter:

"differentiation in inter organizational structures refers to the degree in which a system is
functionally specialized" (1990: 485). The data show that the actors attempted to adjust the
network's functioning by further differentiating who was allowed to provide particular

44 Coordination [.. ] "means integrating or linking together different parts of an organization to
accomplish a collective set of tasks" (Van de Ven. Delbecq and Koenis, 1976· 322).
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interventions and services45. The data demonstrate that when concerted coping is used as an

adjustment mechanism participants' intent to adjust the functioning of their network by a

strategy of differentiation:

"Yes it can be that you say 'Listen here, there is one cake, and we want to share it.' But it
could also be: 'We want the biggest slice of the cake.' Well, you don't see that sort of aspect
there. So that restraint, it's not present.  [...]" [Piet, Participant CEO Meeting, NW 2].

Simultaneously, the intention to integrate processes appeared from within the organizational

boundaries. This was for example illustrated when one of the participating organizations
suggested to collectively training workers:

"(Eva) We have already been training the entire neurology division by ORG X. [...] We think
that's great for cooperation. [...] So lots of knowledge and information, also about brain
damage, and that continues to be the approach, on casuistry and how you actually manage
the transfer to each other, and how you work together. And then it's very pleasant the group
exists, disciplinarily exists, of a variety of participants from the chain. Which is why we thought
of you immediately. [...] (Inez) Yes, great, really. (Eva) So I thought,.. And bit by bit the chain
is   more   important  than   the   internal   training.   So  that's  where  we   are   right  now,   already   [...]"
[Project  Meeting,  NW  1 ].

Another example of integrating organizational processes is seen in the act of fine-tuning a
software acquisition process:

"(Mario) We are deciding whether we would like to link up strategically with Chipsoft. (Truus)
Yes. (Eva) Yes, because we are in fact working on the same things. And so I would say, 1
would really like to see what you are doing. (Truus) Yes, yes. That's very sensible Eva. The
EMC is also in Chipsoft. (Mario) [...] But the decision-making will be concluded this Monday,
whether we like it or not. (Eva) Because for this we are looking at the region and the rest of
Region  R and ideally it should also fit with the rest of the rehabilitation sector.  (Mario)  It would
be very handy if everyone was the same. (Eva) But a choice has to be made. (Inez) Yes, yes.
(Mario) But Chipsoft is expensive. (Eva) That doesn't matter. It's more about whether it fits in
with all these different kinds of groups. (Inez) Yes. (Eva) Because with this, that's the most
complicated. Not the... (lnez) That's right" IProject Group, NW1].

Lastly, characteristic of adjustment through concerted coping is the network division as the

object of adjustment. Inherent in concerted coping is that network divisions are corrected, not
network actors such as participating organizations or individuals. Above it was demonstrated

that concerted coping implies a bottom up and top down approach simultaneously: i.e., both

managerial directors and professionals attempt to maintain and redirect the network's

functioning and performance. The process of correcting network divisions shows this duality
also. Additionally, the nature of correction mirrors the delicate balance between organizational

interests and network interests with which networks can be confronted. In this vein,
professionals endeavour to direct the managerial directors attention to network interests

rather than organizational interests.

45 put differently, since behavioral process of controlling a network was central, I did not intended to
measure the degree in which the networks included are 'differentiated'
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7...] Certainly the managerial meeting, that has to be brought to attention again now and then.
But okay, that's her responsibility. And 1 think the coordinator still plays a major role in it. [...]
There was a period, as I heard it anyway, that they didn't meet all that often. That there was
more    a    case    of    trying    to    work    out    'what's    this    all    about?'    [...]"    [Monique,    Participant
Professional  Meeting  and  Project Group,  NW  1 ].

On the other hand, managerial directors correct the network by approving and facilitating

plans developed by network divisions in which professionals and middle manager participate.

Hence, the network is adjusted by the approval or sanctioning of managerial directors. The

following fragment of a network meeting illustrates this:

"(Ellen) In fact the managers now say, and, uh, that's therefore the continuation of our
working plan, alongside that care program 'youths with NBI in a home situation', we want a
care program which will also, uh, serve for the youth and the elderly.' Uh, in terms of the NBI
care program they have also indicated that it would be good if we as a project group could
also make a plan for introducing the implementation. [...] (lnez) And, uh, on October 1 there is
the next management meeting. And if we then present a plan, with a financial plan naturally,
then  uh,  they  will  be  highly  inclined  to.     (Eva)  Not  till  October.  (Inez)  Yes,  that's  simply  the
first managerial  meeting.  (Ellen)  But  then  a  lot  of  preparatory work  is  needed  still.  [...].  (Inez)
Look, they're not that concerned that they are against the implementation. But they won't just
blindly say 'yes' to financial implications, hm. (Eva) No, I get that. (Inez) Yes okay. (Mario) 1
think that in any case you need to focus on obtaining funding, I think. (Inez and Eva) Yes, yes.
(Ingrid)  1 don't think the plan is a problem and 1 think they will say 'yes' to it. Only when you're
asking for money, they want to have that substantiated. (Ellen) And we simply have to do the
groundwork for that, so that they..  (Inez). Of course. (Ellen) That we, already in advance, in
all sorts..." [Project Group, NW 1].

As pointed out above, adjustment by collective coping requires efforts. Not only does it

require actors to put time and energy in maintaining and redirecting the network. It also
implies the willingness to exceed organizational boundaries and to go beyond organizational

interests in order to meet network interests. This can explain why internal legitimacy is

required for concerted coping to take place. Yet, in addition to high levels of internal

legitimacy, concerted coping only occurs when the network is an information network. Below,

it is elaborated on why the results show that a network's purpose relates to the occurrence of

concerted coping.

For information networks to produce network results (e.g., the production of information,

advice and counseling for professionals in the field of a particular disease or group of
patients) network participants, who are working in different organizations, must work on the
task of providing information to the network's audience simultaneously. For example, in
network meetings, professionals discuss the advice queries being posed to the network and

this discussion results in an advice that is fed back to the professional or patient who has

posed the question. Also, the discovery of topics to be addressed by the network in the future

can be understood as a collective task contrary to a sequential production process that
characterizes implementation networks. Hence, contrary to service implementation networks

that follow the logic of a task differentiation between the participating organizations,

information networks experience higher levels of 'wickedness'; i.e.,they face challenges that
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cannot be handled by dividing them up into simple pieces in near isolation from each other"

(0'Toole, 1997: 46).

Earlier it was argued why the network's purpose relates to the occurrence of particular types
of network evaluation. In a similar vein it can be argued that concerted coping is appropriate
for information networks and therefore is used by network participants. For instance, the

purpose of an information network suggests the need to be an adaptive system. Indeed, as
the purpose of information networks is to diffuse information beyond its own boundaries. they
constantly need to explore (newly emerging) knowledge gaps in the institutional field they

operate in. In general, adaptive systems are confronted with "the problem of maintaining

adequate experimentation" and "the generation of variety" (March, 2006: 205). Osborn argues
that interactive control suits emergent strategy development, as "they become a way to
surface and identify the attributes of key processes that the organization must develop and
maintain" (1998: 488) Osborn emphasizes the importance of a network's maintenance and
maximization of the network's attention on the environment. This suggests that this function

needs to be fulfilled by the network actors themselves, not by external constituencies (see
also Bardach and Lesser, 1997). Hence, it is suggested that externally governing information

networks can easily hamper the generation of variety and impede the discovery potential
these kinds of networks, because it reduces flexibility.

In summary, a high or moderately high degree of internal legitimacy is needed for

organizations to go beyond organizational boundaries. Moreover, particularly the specific
purpose of information networks stimulates them to apply adjustment through concerted

coping to some degree. On the basis of the data the following proposition can be drawn:

Proposition   10:   If  an   information   network   has   a   high   or   moderately   high   degree   of
internal legitimacy, then it is highly likely that there will be some extent of concerted

coping.

Whereas it was suggested above that an information's network moderate or high level of
internal legitimacy is required for concerted coping to occur to some degree, the next lines will

deal with the condition required for high levels of concerted coping, and with the condition
required for moderate levels of concerted coping.

The data demonstrate that high levels of internal legitimacy combined with low levels of
external legitimacy and a network's old age are the condition for a high degree of concerted

coping. Moreover, it turns out that if this condition is met, concerted coping is the only type of
network adjustment used. Similarly as argued earlier, it is suggested that concerted coping
requires great efforts and organizational willingness to go beyond organizational boundaries.

Only when a network is legitimized by professionals as well as by managerial directors the
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levels of internal legitimacy are sufficient for the prevalence of concerted coping. The

willingness to cooperate in a network setting and to strive towards network results by
concerted coping is also illustrated by the self-developed nature of the networks in which a

high degree of this type of network adjustment prevails. The commitment and involvement of

managerial directors is, for instance, shown in their concern in governing the network (see

subtype 'shared ownership'), i.e., not only professionals take their responsibility in organizing

the network, also managerial directors feel committed and consider the network to be to some

extent their responsibility. As a consequence, they are willing to fund the network themselves,

as external funds are relatively absent due to the low levels of external legitimacy. Moreover,

in networks with high levels of internal legitimacy also professionals consider the network to

be their responsibility. They know what they want to achieve with the network, which is

reflected by their ambitions to specialize the network (subtype 'development by topic

specification'). Hence, because most network actors are convinced of the network's

relevance, network members can pay attention to external stakeholders, and 'educate' them

about the network's function (subtype 'a voice in the wilderness'). No energy is lost in

convincing internal stakeholders about the networks added value. That actors are willing to
extent organizational boundaries is also represented in their efforts to integrate organizational

processes, which was illustrated earlier by referring to the intention to synchronize
subordinates training and soft ware packages.

Next to high levels of internal legitimacy, low levels of external legitimacy are part of the
condition that is required for the occurrence of a large degree of concerted coping. As argued

earlier, it is suggested that the relative absence of external legitimacy decreases the chance

that non-network members attempt to influence the network because they are hardly

interested in the network's performance.

Lastly, it turns out that a network's maturity is part of the condition for the only concerted

coping to take place. Particularly the property 'development by topic specification' requires

time to reach its full growth. It can be argued that a network has to engage in evaluation

practices for some time, before it can transform issues signalized during the evaluation

process into concrete actions such as organizing network activities regarding special issues.

In summary, based on the data the following proposition is formulated:

Proposition  11:  If  an  old  information  network  has  a  high  degree  of  internal  legitimacy

and a low degree of external legitimacy, then it is highly likely that only a high degree
of concerted coping occurs.
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5.6 Adjustment through organizational stimuli

The second type of network adjustment distinguished in chapter 4 is adjustment by
organizational stimuli. Network adjustment by organizational stimuli has six properties; i.e.,
'external directed governance', 'the well-lined purse', 'internal orientation', 'marking the
territor·y', 'development by relational intensifying' and an 'orientation towards the quality of
services delivered by the participating organizations' (see Figure 9 in chapter 4). After the
indicators of organizational stimuli are described, I will turn to the relations becoming apparent
in the data.

5.6.1 The nature of adjustment by organizational stimuli
Organizational stimuli46 as a network adjustment mechanism owes its name to its orientation:

it emphasizes the organizational nodes when attempting to maintain or to redirect the
network's functioning. The emphasis on adjusting a network indirectly, via adjusting the
participating organizations is demonstrated in several properties of the concept of adjustment
through organizational stimuli. For instance, the proportion of internal and external actors

governing a network demonstrates this. Typical of this kind of adjustment is that besides

professionals and managerial directors having a stake in governing the network (i.e., shared

ownership), also non-network actors somehow govern the network. The data suggest that
external network governance mainly concentrates on influencing network participants: i.e.,
they have an organizational focus. In the data merely care insurers come forward as external
actors rewarding individual organizations for their network membership. Or, as a managerial
director told:

"They are actually imposing stipulations on the individual organizations. These have been
very carefully worked out, there may or may not be a financial reward involved, there may or
may not be an image element in it, and so on. And then they set a general requirement, at
least a number of groups, not even all groups, that in one way or another you are active in a
network. And how do they measure it? They measure it based on a paper with a large
number of signatures. That's it. The care office gives nursing homes a CBA bonus at the
moment a nursing home operates in a netwoN. But I have never noticed the care office
asking 'How does that network function?' Naturally they will say two things, at the moment
that a signature has been added, we assume, and I really think that more has been arranged
than   if  that  wasn't  the   case.   Logically   you  can  suppose   that.   [...]"   [Robert,   Participant  CEO
Meeting, NW 8].

'Marking   the   territory' \s another proper'ty of organization stimuli in which the orientation
toward organizational nodes as the object of control is reflected. Adjustment by organizational
stimuli implies that the network is coordinated by differentiation. Hence, when coordinating
network activities, the division of tasks between participating organizations is emphasized.
Also other scholars have noted the importance of the division of tasks in implementation
networks (e.g., Hall, 1993: Whetten; 1979). Hall for example refers to domain-consensus,

46 The cross-case display of evidence for the occurrence of Organizational Stimuli is presented in
Appendix 7.
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which concerns: "the field of agreement about role or task differentiation among organizations

involved in inter organizational relationships". (1993: 250). Hence, coordination by
differentiation emphasizes safeguarding organizational interests, which was illustrated by the

next quotes:

"And the various other links, so the rehabilitation centre, the hospital and residential care, can
lay out the aftercare products alongside each other, to see where the overlaps are, and then
we can take out the overlaps. And there I found that there were in fact overlaps. Yes,
outpatients' aftercare of the hospital, these were in the product offering of the residential care:
an overlap. We really must avoid that, obviously" [Jaap, Participant Steering Meeting, NW 8].

The more competitive nature reflected in this coordination mechanism was also expressed in

the following way:

"Yes. the interests underlying this. I can very easily compare it with the CWA chain care
project I am in. That's called stroke service, and there you have hospitals, nursing homes,
rehabilitation centers getting around the table and everyone very clearly attempts to protect
their own little empire" [Vincent, Participant Project Group NW 8].

Furthermore, the orientation towards organizational nodes is reflected by the nature of
network development, i.e., network adjustment through intensifying relations between network

participants. Hence, contrary to concerted coping, by organizational stimuli it is attempted to
maintain and improve the network with an internal strategy, not an external orientation aiming

at extending the network's boundaries (i.e., development by topic specification):

"That's perhaps very individual, but for example we are going to, I have someone now for
example, I have asked in the hospital if they could be an intern there. In this way you also
have knowledge exchange and in this way you also get more improvement" [Anouk,
Participant Measurement Group, NW 8].

The internal orientation that characterizes adjustment by organizational stimuli is also
mirrored by internally framing the network's function. Put differently, participants attempt to
improve the network's functioning by explicating and discussing the tasks of participating

organizations and of network divisions, contrary to explaining the aim of the network to

external stakeholders. The following two excerpts illustrate this:

'We came up with, it seemed to be an idea to me, to provide chain presentations to
participating institutions. So I put together an audiovisual presentation and go to the A.
nursing home, for example. Then I modify it, to give them a feeling of what exactly the chain
is.  So  to  involve  them  more  actively,  than  was  an   idea,   I   still  need  to  work  it  out  further  [...]
[Kim Coordinator, NW 8].

Also when network members are insufficiently aware of the function a specific network

division needs to fulfill internally framing is applied:

"[...]  There the question that is always asked is: 'What is our question?' Apparently it isn't
clear. If 1 ask for example 'Is there data?' Then there also needs to be an analysis. I cannot
produce that. [...] The assessment group wants a clear demarcation. They want to be clear on
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what they must do. We have now also decided to have meeting with a clear theme, which we
have to work out" [Kim Coordinator, NW 8].

Additionally, characteristic for adjustment by organizational stimuli is that the participating
organizations are the object of control when correcting the network; i.e., threaten with
dropping the non-performing partner (Bardach and Lesser, 1996)47. In this way, it turns out

that it is attempted to improve the quality of care delivered by single participating

organizations. One of the strategies used to increase the quality of services is the

requirement to increase the amount of patients served by an organization:

"Not everyone achieves the patient volume. Then we say, would you like to have 40 patients
on an annual basis, supply good quality, that you can apply your NET concept well and you
can achieve your MDO, neuro-rehabilitation. Some don't get there. These are just below. But
it is certainly a  point of attention. We test on  it annually.  Whether the  quality remains  in order.
But they all want to keep participating. We have certainly said to a couple of centers, perhaps
you need to cooperate more. There's a PG clinic, which has lower numbers. Also a nursing
home in City X. Work together with them intensively, that the knowledge is in the general
nursing home, if you then get a question from the PG side, who have a CVA patient with PG
issues, then call the nursing home doctor and the expertise from the other nursing homes. In
this way a couple of connections will be made between nursing homes" [Jaap, Participant
Steering Committee, NW 8].

5.6.2 Conditions for the occurrence of organizational stimuli
In what follows the conditions under which organizational stimuli takes place is addressed.

Here, again, a possible incident of multi-causality was discovered for an average degree of
organizational stimuli next to a moderate to high degree of concerted coping to take place.
The first condition, which results in the moderate use of concerted coping and organizational
stimuli, is the simultaneous occurrence of high levels of internal legitimacy and low levels of

external legitimacy in young (information) networks. The second condition for both moderate

levels of organizational stimuli and concerted coping to occur is the combination of a self-

developed information network with a network's young age.

It is suggested that the network's developmental stage (i.e., the network's maturity) explains
the appearance of a moderate degree of organizational stimuli, next to moderate to high

degree of concerted coping in young networks that are externally legitimized to a low degree
This can be demonstrated by referring to the properties of concerted coping that appeared in

old versus young networks. First, old networks48 have an external orientation when framing

the network (the indicator 'a voice in the wilderness' of concerted coping. See Figure 9 in

chapter 4), while young networks have an internal orientation when framing the network (the
indicator 'internal orientation' of organizational stimuli. (See Figure 9 in chapter 4). This
internal orientation has to do with the network's young age: Le., participants are still

somewhat in the process of collectively deciding on the network's purposes and it's particular

47 In the information networks that were studied this bolder adjustment strategy was not found.
48 I.e., old networks that are internally legitimized to a high degree and externally legitimized to a low
degree.
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tasks, which is also referred to in literature as the stage of negotiation (see e.g., Ring and Van
de Ven, 1994; Huxham and Vangen, 2004). Second, in old networks that are internally

legitimized but lack external legitimacy, actors attempt to develop the network by addressing
new foci (which is an indicator of concerted coping, i.e., 'development by topic specification').

By contrast, in young networks participants endeavour to strengthen internal relationships

(which is a property of organizational stimuli: i.e., 'development by relational intensifying').

Again, it is suggested that in (information) networks which internal legitimacy and a lack of
external legitimacy, such an internal focus is due to its developmental stage. Hence, it is

proposed that due to the developmental stage of these young legitimized networks,

characteristics of organizational stimuli occur. The inference is drawn that as the network

develops further, more characteristics of concerted coping will appear. This suggestion is in
line with the remark made by Ring and Van de Ven (1994), that it takes time for commitments

and rules of action to be carried into effect. This argument is also founded by referring to the

self-developed nature of such networks. Similarly as was argued else were, it is suggested

that the self-developed nature of networks (combined with the absence of external legitimacy)

mirrors the participant's willingness to collectively develop a network. However, there seems

to be a remarkable difference of the impact a network's self-developed nature has on the type
of network adjustment used, and the impact this self-developed nature has on the type of
network evaluation used. While a network's self-developed nature seems to counterbalance

the impact of high levels of external legitimacy on the evaluation practice, it far less

counterbalances the impact on the type of adjustment applied. In other words, if a network

has a moderately high degree of internal legitimacy, a high degree of external legitimacy and
a self-developed nature, than a network is moderately adjusted through organizational stimuli.

Based on the data, the following two propositions can be formulated:

Proposition  12A:  If a  network  is  young and  has a  high  degree  of internal  legitimacy and

a low degree of external legitimacy, then it is highly likely that a moderate high degree
of concerted coping occurs and a moderate degree of organizational stimuli occurs.
Proposition  128:   If  a  network  is  young  and  self-developed,  then  it  is  highly  likely  that  a

moderate high degree of concerted coping occurs and a moderate degree of
organizational stimuli occurs.

The data show that if a network is a service implementation network only network adjustment

through organizational stimuli occurs. Moreover, it turns out that if a network is an

implementation network adjustment through organizational stimuli occurs in a high degree.

The relation that was found between the network's nature and the type of network adjustment

can be explained by the purpose of service integration networks, and consequently by the

high levels of task interdependency that characterize service implementation networks.

Because these kind of networks aim at 'integration', network development is characterized by
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'intensifying and improving relations between the participating organizations'. In a similar vein,
the functioning of this kind of network is indirectly corrected, via adjusting the quality of
services delivered by the participating organizations. Contrary to information networks, in
service implementation networks the production process of networks results has a sequential
nature. Due to the sequential nature of the production process, less emphasis is put on

correcting network divisions. By contrast, in information networks actors simultaneously

produce network results during network meetings (e.g., giving advice by answering queries
and identifying knowledge gaps in the institutional field). That the network is indirectly

adjusted through correcting the quality of services is illustrated by the following quotation:

"Not everyone achieves the patient volume, so then we say, would you like to have 40
patients on an annual basis, supply good quality, that you can apply your NET concept well
and you can achieve your MDO, neuro-rehabilitation. Some don't get there. They
underachieve. But it is certainly a point of attention. We test on it annually. Whether the
quality remains in order" [Jaap, Participant Steering Committee, NW 8].

Moreover, service implementation networks can be characterized by the organization's
dependence on the network because an organization receives resources (e.g., patients and
funds) via network members. As a consequence, in service implementation networks

coordinative adjustment strategies emphasize 'differentiation' (i.e., the indicator 'marking the
territory' of organizational stimuli [see Figure 9 in chapter 4] and finding common grounds on
who is allowed to provide which services when. From the perspective of increasing the quality
of care it is somewhat striking that adjustment through the integration of organizational
processes is absent in the service implementation network studied here. Yet, the emphasis
on differentiation could be explained by the issue of 'increasing efficiency', which is
associated with service integration networks (see also Rosendal et al., 2002), and probably
also is leading. Hence, it could be suggested that the reasons that gave rise to the
development of a service implementation network are more oriented to the access of
resources (i.e., patients and funds) and increased efficiency, and less to increasing the quality
of care as a network collectively. The utterance of the following informant illustrates this:

"Then you say; that's a very limited chain. These are work agreements you have made, and
put a cooperation contract under it. Only that you make sure that you have you link within in
order. That you do not have joint responsibility for the entire chain. So that's what's missing"
[Jaap, Participant Steering Committee, NW 8].

Moreover, the emphasis on task differentiation is shown by the next excerpt, which illustrates

discussions between network participants whether an actor is allowed to deliver particular
services. Hence, the discussion emphasizes who is allowed to do what, contrary to focusing
how to integrate services or organizational processes:

"Home care establishments have AIV products, which means as much as Advice Information
Service or something. And it's free, at least until now. And you can prescribe an X number of
AIVs to a patient. An example would seem that a district nurse visits a patient at home to
analyze bottlenecks. 'How are you doing', 'how are you feeling', 'are you having any
problems'. And the nurse is going to see what problems can be solved and who has to be
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contacted for this. That's free, exclusively for home care, and they would very much like to
implement it into the chain. And I am promoting this on a small scale. And it would be very
good  for aftercare  [...]  Which  has  a  bottleneck for instance  [...]  The  hospital  says:  'You  know
about CVAs. How then can you offer such a patient anything? Don't you have to know about
those cognitive disorders?' And then the home care says: 'We know everything about them,
because we have so much expertise in a wide area. And if we don't know about something,
we know how to find out about it" [Kim Coordinator, NW 8].

Another characteristic of organizational stimuli is that the proportion of external governance is

high. This can only be explained indirectly, by the nature of service implementation networks.

Earlier it was argued that service implementation networks are more externally legitimized
than information networks. One of the reasons for these higher levels of external legitimacy

are the cost reduction benefits associated with service integration networks. Dealing with the

wrong-bed issue and improving access to services is associated with increased efficiency.

Hence, as earlier it was argued that external legitimacy increases the likelihood of externally

developed evaluation forms, particularly if a network has a seduced nature, here it is argued
that due to the network's external legitimacy external stakeholders stimulate individual

organizations to join a network. This is, for instance, illustrated by the following quotation,
which demonstrates that care insurers prod organizations to join service implementation
networks.

"Such  a  care  chain  project,  for  instance  for  our  nursing   home,  [...]  in  other  words,   it  has  a
financial incentive. Perhaps you've have heard this before. But when you look at this area,
you can get a bonus for the nursing cost for CVA chain care or for a nursing home during the
first eight weeks that a person is here. But that means participation in a care chain project.  Or
at  least  in  the  entire  care  chain.  So  that,  that  is  a  reason  for  others...  and  that  may  also  apply
to others in that chain and other target groups. If someone asks 'why would an organization
want to participate in such a care chain project?' Well, then you can simply reply by saying
that you think care should be fine4uned and that is done by having practitioners of our
establishment cooperate with practitioners of other establishments. So that anyone having to
deal with various establishments is not faced with different standpoints all the time. [...] And
another reason could be that there are certain financial incentives" [Roel, Chair Project
Group, NW 4].

This is in line with the notion of Zeitz who suggests: "[...] organizations providing financial

resources dominate whole networks of non-financial organizations" (1980:78). In summary,
the following proposition could be draw from the data:

Proposition  13:   If  a  network  is  an   implementation   network  then   it  is  highly  likely  that

onlv organizational stimuli occurs in a high degree.

5.7     Drift out of Control

The third type of network adjustment that was identified was termed drift out of control. Drift

out of control has eight properties; i.e., 'dependence', 'the absence of ownership', 'ad hoc
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funding', 'unfulfilled vacancies', 'communication fatigue & no reply', 'the absence of

implications', 'network stagnation' and 'network correction that is oriented towards the extent

to which the participating organizations accept the network' (see Figure 9 in chapter 4). In

what follows these properties of drift out of control are described. Subsequently, I will
elaborate on the conditions for drift out of control to take place.

The governance style characterizing adjustment through drift out of control49 is characterized

'dependence'. Put differently, it can be argued that if it were not for the presence and the
persistence of an external coordinator, networks that are chiefly adjusted by drift out of control

would not occur or maintain. Indeed, inherent to drift out of control is that neither sufficient

internal network actors nor sufficient external actors are interested in governing the network.

Consequently, characteristic is the network's dependence on an external actor governing the
network, because the participants' feelings of ownership are to a large extent absent:

"And then, from me, that I was worried about the fact that nothing was really happening. That
the coordination group was like a pigeon coop because then there was this person, then the
next, and then there was the next again. And that the administrators could not really be
enthused.  And then Johan said: 'And what if we simply let it all  be?' Then  I said:  'Johan,  if you
do that, it will take another three years before you've built it up again'. So that's no use. Then
it's better to let it simmer a bit, with some smaller steps" [Ellen, Coordinator].

Furthermore inherent in drift out of control is the ad hoc nature of resource allocation. This is

to say that a network depends on the willingness of a single organization to incidentally fund
projects, which was explicated by the following excerpt.

"[...]  And  what  we  also  did  at  a  certain  time,  that  was  with  the,  uh,  Get-Together  Club,  1  still
think that was a very nice initiative and I hope that it's working, I don't know but I really hope
so,  at  a  certain  point we  even  put  money  into  that  ourselves.  [...]  That's  all  beside  the  point.
We were left with a couple of hundred thousand a year. So for us it wasn't a problem to pay
the 5,000 euros, But sure... we also kept a meeting's options open. But then in any case my
annoyance was so great that I thought, okay, come on now.. " [Johan, Chair CEO Meeting,
25-01-2005].

In a similar way, network development is hampered as organizations are not willing to
participate in the network, and those who do participate easily quit. Such networks face
difficulties in the process of gaining resources. Moreover, network stagnation results from the
fact that professionals are constantly withdrawn. Moreover, this kind of network adjustment is
characterized by what is labeled 'communication fatigue and no reply'. This is to say that a
relative small number of network participants attempts to interest actors by explaining the
network's added value, and by explaining what the network is about. At the same time,
potential participants do not reply these calls, and as a consequence, the network's purpose
and raison d'6tre has to be explained over and over again. The following excerpt of a network

meeting illustrates this process:

49 The cross-case display of evidence for the occurrence of Drift out of Control is presented in Appendix 7
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"(Ellen)  [...]  I  would  have,  uh,  thought  about  it.   I  think  that  at  the  very  least  we  also -  yes,
given the fact that these contact persons, uh, don't really feel that they are involved, that we
one the one hand have to write a newsletter stating our course and the main points that we
are going to be working on. This is actually in the schedule, but then worked out a bit neatly.
And  the  second  thing  is,  yes,  again,  that   ...  that  registration.     (Marleen)  yes.   (Ellen)  to
describe that  ...  that  brain  damage  issue,  isn't  it?  That they  can  go  to the  brain  damage  team.
But also indications they encounter. That they can refer them to the steering group, or to the

coordination group. That's really the main thing" [Meeting Project Group, NW 4].

Another indicator of adjustment through drift out of control is the absence of implications for

the participating organization, because neither organizational tasks are differentiated, nor are

organizational processes integrated. Hence, inter organizational coordination processes are

rather lacking when this type of network adjustment is used. In a similar way, adjustment

through development is characterized by stagnation. This is illustrated by the next quotation:

"But they are not ready to the extent that they are saying 'let's deal with this'. Or, but people
don't know, setting aside that people don't know what palliative care means, people don't
know each other's gaps in knowledge. There are no common gaps yet, or how should I put it?
No blind spots" [Laura, Coordinator, NW 6 en 7].

Lastly, drift out of control is characterized by endeavours to stimulate network members to

accept the network. Recapitulating, it can be argued that adjustment through drift out of

control resonates 'collaborative inertia' (Huxham and Macdonald, 1992) as each of its

properties indicate stagnation in the network's development process.

5.7.2 The occurrence of network adjustment through drift out of control

It turns out that as the total amount of a network's legitimacy decreases the occurrence of

adjustment by drift out of control increases. The data demonstrate that a network's old age, a

high level of external legitimacy and its purpose to provide information to professionals and

clients is the condition for a moderate degree of adjustment through organizational stimuli and

low degrees of adjustment through concerted coping and drift out of control. It is suggested

that because such networks are externally legitimized two properties of adjustment through

organizational stimuli occur. The network's external legitimacy can be an explanation for the

fact that directors are willing to collectively fund the network (the indicator 'well-lined purse'  of

organizational stimuli). As argued before, network participation can enhance organizational

prestige. Moreover, due to the network's external legitimacy external funds and subsidies are

available which innuences the direction in which the network develops.

Yet, what is striking is that the adjustment process applied in such networks can be

characterized by 'absence of implications' for the participating organizations. Hence, the

impact of network participation is relatively small because organizational tasks are not

differentiated and organizational processes are not integrated. It seems that network

participation then merely has organizational advantages (e.g., access to information), and far

less requires organizations to drop autonomy. The following excerpt for example illustrated
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this organizational focus. Put differently, not community level network results are central, as
the network members have a hard time imagining what the network could accomplish at

community level:

"So a couple of times I asked, 'shouldn't we just stop because what exactly is this about?'.
Then emphatically the response was 'No, because it really is important.' But the moment I
then ask: 'What are we going to talk about?', 'What are the points for attention?' then I realize
that people can't easily come up with it. [...].There you have a variety of reports from the
various departments and that fills it up reasonably. And yes, generally that provides material
or changes in regulations or suchlike from the IKC with which you have filled the agenda, that
sounds  very  negative,  the  time  full   of  messing  around.     that  you  have  in  fact  got  sensible
things to discuss" [Tomas,  Chair Working  Group, NW 5].

Yet, simultaneously, it is suggested that the nature of these information networks relate to the
use of adjustment through concerted coping. Put differently, network development through
topic specification and correcting network divisions are in line with the purpose of these
networks. The fact that the network's old age is part of the condition for this combination of
adjustment mechanisms to occur relates to the property 'development through topic
specification. Earlier we argued that it takes time before a network has the possibilities to use
this adjustment mechanism.

Based on the data, the following proposition could be drawn:

Proposition 14: If a network is an information network, has a high degree of external
legitimacy and is old, then it is highly likely that a moderate degree of organizational
stimuli occurs, and a low degree of concerted coping and a low degree of drift out of
control occur.

The data demonstrate that mainly drift out of control is used when a network has a low or
moderately low degree of internal legitimacy. It is suggested that the lack of acknowledging
the network has two implications. The small group of actors that do legitimize the network
attempt to motivate others. Yet, as they do not succeed in this endavour, stagnation and an
internal orientation become characteristic of this adjustment process. Thus, although they
grow older, they are not much wiser. Based on the data, the following proposition could be
formulated:

Proposition  15:  If a  network  has  a  low  or  moderately  low  degree  of  internal  legitimacy,
then it is highly likely that adjustment through drift out of control will be high.

The data demonstrate that a moderate low degree of internal network legitimacy and a high
degree of external network legitimacy is a condition for the occurrence of a moderate degree
of adjustment through organizational stimuli and a high degree of adjustment through drift out
of control. Similarly as argued above, it is proposed that due to the network's external
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legitimacy directors are willing to collectively fund the network. Moreover, due to the network's

external legitimacy the network's governance is externally oriented also. This somewhat

suggests that external stakeholders develop the network's strategy, contrary to network

development by the visions and ideas of participants themselves. This is illustrated by the

following quotation, which explicates that insurers and funds direct the network:

"[...] with  regard to training employees,  huh,  then  there was a  subsidy for that..   that's great,
isn't    it,     then     there    was    money    for    that    again     ha..      and    then     there    was    money    for

communication, then there was money for a member something, a member initiative, then
there was money for employee training... ha ha, and so it was something different each time.
And we also dealt with the Kits, the PZ kits, yes they were paid by OZ health insurances. This
did take some time, but eventually we managed to get it together. And eventually we
managed to get everything organized in every network. And Laura, yes, ha ha ha, she
coordinated that,    so    that   was   actually    great.    [...]     Partly   through    Teun    all    sorts   of   new
initiatives kept coming up. So that at a certain point it was possible to actually achieve
something. But, you know, at a certain point there was money for a network for 'client and
quality'. Well, so we weren't a nuisance about it, saying 'You know what, the network which is
the furthest, that's where we must put the money into.' So that was City Z, so in City Z we
have it that 'Client and Quality' has its work done. Because I told you that either from the
insurer or from the AWBZ or the provinces, money was made available and then the same
applies to the CVTM money. This was naturally used for the networks. And at a certain time
that also regulates the agenda. Partly also through the input of Teun. So Teun says then
'there's this type of intrinsic development, it would be good to take it up.' There is also a
subsidy  for  it.  Let's  apply  for this.'  [...]  And  now  there  was  some  money  available  to  promote
communication. So okay, then we will undertake a communications promotion route. That's
how these things work" [Bob, Chair Steering Committee, NW 7].

The rather absence of internally developing the network's strategy can also be explained by

the moderately low levels of internal legitimacy, which implies that a large part of the network

members do not acknowlegde the network as a form and the topic that is addressed by the

network. Neither professionals nor directors feel sufficiently responsible for the network and

consequently the network stagnates, or as told an informant told us:

"That report also shows that all those organizations have actually backed this. Only to, a
number of years later forget about it apparently. And really, who is going to be the one to say:
'Hey  listen, we  have a  network here,  you  once  said  yes,  and  how  is  it that  ...?'  It certainly  isn't
clear to me who should take responsibility here" [Sanne,  Participant Project Group,  NW 7].

Based on the data, the following proposition can be drawn:

Proposition 16: If a network has a moderately low degree of internal legitimacy and a

high degree of external  legitimacy then it is highly likely that next to a moderate degree
of organizational stimuli a high degree of drift out of control occurs.

It turns out that networks must rely on adjustment by drift out of control if they are confronted

with a low degree of external legitimacy and have a seduced nature. When this condition is

met a high degree of adjustment by drift out of control occurs and adjustment through

organizational stimuli occurs to a low extent. Moreover, the data suggest that another

condition for this combination of adjustment mechanisms, viz a low degree of internal
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legitimacy. The combination of low levels of internal legitimacy and low levels of external

legitimacy is proposed to bring a network in a downward spiral. The small number of actors
who does legitimate the network is on the one hand confronted with a lack of interests from
network members and on the other hand confronted with the absence of external legitimacy.
This was for examples explicated by an informant who told:

"'It's not working', these are exactly the moments when we thought: 'We've now made a good
plan, and there is funding for it, and so now we can get going'. So then nothing happens. And
that specifically frustrates the people who want to do something under their own individual
motivation. And then you have reached an extremely dangerous point. And I think that's
generally one of the largest problems in Dutch care at the moment. But for our network I see
this very clearly. This is a very clear reverse side of the it-mustn't-take-too-long approach
because then the positive attitude of all the individual care providers switches.[...] "But in this
kind   of   project,   the   care   insurers'   cooperation,   especially   the   care   offices',   is   of  vital
importance. Nor can I escape the impression entirely that this is currently occasionally a
paper tiger. In the business of NBI I would like to refer to the fact that the care office here, 1
think on  16  October  last  year,  I  can't  remember exactly,  organized  a  large  conference.  It was
organized  by the care office. And they hired a  nice agency for this too. Well,  I've never seen
the last report.  I don't even know  if we've received it yet.  I  don't think so.  But I might be wrong.
Client organizations were also invited then, and the care office talked about how important
they all thought this was. But not a cent was paid towards it. Nor do I see any movement in
that care office that might indicate that they consider the phenomenon from NBI such an
immensely important part in the care system in the Netherlands" [Cas, Chair Project Group,
NW 31.

Zeitz suggests that: "If organizational actors do not articulate the possibility of manipulating
structured resources, and if they do not conceptualize strategies for doing so, then such
resources will have a determining effect greater than that traceable to their inherent
characteristics alone [...]. Some conceptual similarity to the Mertonian notion of the 'self-
fulfilling prophecies' should be especially important" (1980: 84). Other networks that were
selected in this study could deal with the lack of external legitimacy. However, networks that

were developed by organizational seduction and simultaneously faced low levels of external

legitimacy were not capable of dealing with the lack of external support.

"Well no, yes, what I see in the coordination group - I've never attended the management
discussion - but you really feel a bit of an undercurrent of, well, we feel obligated now to sort
of keep it up, but I never see any real efforts towards this,  I just don't see this. Well, when you
see the coordination group, uh, well and to be honest this also goes for myself, that uh those
in  it are  not  really  in  it with  an  assignment from their uh...,  well,  let's  say  strategic top to  uh
'make something of it'. It's more like 'uh, yes oh, one of us should be in it because otherwise
things may  be  happening  that we  don't  know  about and  it  may  be  good'.  And  uh...  it's  all  fine
from a viewpoint of'networking', isn't it. I mean, you meet people and you can deal with other
business for a bit with them, and you hear about stuff' [Marleen, Chair Professional Meeting,
NW 41.

Based on the data, the following two propositions could be formulated:

Proposition 17A: If a network is seduced and externally legitimized to a low degree,
then a low degree of organizational stimuli and a high degree of drift out of control
occurs.
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Proposition 178: If a network is internally legitimized to a low degree, then a low
degree of organizational stimuli and a high degree of drift out of control occurs.

5.8 Summary

In this fifth chapter the nature of the three types of network evaluation and the three types of
network adjustment that were distinguished in chapter 4 have been described. Moreover, the
conditions under which such different types of network control take place are described. The

conditions refer to different levels of a network's internal legitimacy, its external legitimacy, its

age and the nature of the network's origin (i.e., self-developed versus seduced). Moreover,

the nature of its purpose (i.e., type of network) relates to the appliance of particular types of

network control.
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Chapter 6

DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

6.1 Introduction

Based on the idea that each type of goal-oriented organization needs some type of
organizational control, this research was initially directed at the importance of network control.

The existing literature that addresses the issue of control in network settings has largely

conceptualized control as external control, which implies monitoring and safeguarding the

organization's performance. Moreover, in line with the predominant organizational focus in the

network literature, scholars have largely ignored the issue of whole networks and whole

network results (see for a similar argument Provan, Fish, and Sydow, 2007; Provan and Kenis

forthcoming; Provan and Milward, 2001, 1995). In addition, scholars have concentrated on
answering the question "why networks emerge and what the effects of networks are for its

participating organizations (e.g., organizational learning, knowledge sharing, and
performance)". Due to the organizational focus in the network literature and the relative

absence of studies that concentrate on (describing and conceptualizing) network processes at
the network level, hardly anything is known about the process by which network members

control their network as a separate, distinguishable goal-oriented organizational structure.

Therefore, the following research question lies at the basis of this research:

What is the nature of the processes by which network members intend to control networks as

a whole, and what are the conditions under which particular types of control processes occur
in Dutch health care networks?

The previous chapters describe the nature of network control that was observed and

demonstrate the conditions under which particular types of network control occur to a certain

degree. The subsequent sections of this chapter present conclusions with respect to the
nature and prevalence of network control, and discuss how the results of this study add to the
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network literature. Moreover, the limitations of this research are discussed and directions for
future research are suggested.

6.2 The nature of network control

is it really that strange?" is a question McGuire (2003) posed with respect to the issue of
network management and whether it differs from management in hierarchical organizations.
He states that in a goal-oriented network a manager must also deal with goal disparities,
establish clear purposes and strategies, acquire the right people and resources, and create

operating rules and procedures. Consequently, McGuire argues that the behavior of a
governmental network manager is merely different in 'application', not in 'principle'. McGuire's

idea, that there is no intrinsic difference between the need of a network to be controlled and
the same need of a hierarchy is, to some extent, correct, as elaborated in chapter 1. Yet,  by

focusing on control practices McGuire's position can be dealt with at a more detailed level:

i.e., "Is the practice by which network members attempt to control their network really that
different compared to the practice of control in other governance structures?"  In the following
discussion this question will be answered.

Due to the focus on 'whole networks', rather than on 'exchanges' between network

participants, informants in this study did not explicitly mention mechanisms such as 'price' and
'trust' when answering questions regarding "how they know how the network is doing". In line
with the notion of Hakansson and Lind (2004) and Ezzamel (1992) one can, however, argue
that some of the dimensions of organizational management control occur in network settings
too. For instance, in network meetings the behavior of fellow members is observed, which can
be understood as a dimension of social control (Chenhall, 2003). Moreover, gathering figures
about network processes can be conceived as an instance of behavior control (although not
similarly functioning as suggested by Ouchi and Maguire [1975]). Also, the directors'

approval, needed by professionals when implementing network plans, can be considered as
an instance of hierarchical control.

Typical of network control is how network members deal with the absence of formal authority
relations between the participating organizations. Due to the network's dependency on the
par'ticipating organizations, hardly any coercive control mechanisms were applied for
controlling them, particularly in information networks. Hence, characteristic of network control
is the 'light touch' by which adjustments are made. These softer types of adjustment reveal

how networks deal with the absence of formal authority and the voluntary nature of health
care networks. Instead of 'punishments' which are often mentioned in management control

literature, or 'selection mechanisms' which are referred to in the literature on strategic
alliances, several alternative types of adjustment are discovered which emphasize feed
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forward processes. These are, for example, 'adjustment through framing', 'coordinative

adjustment' and 'adjustment through development'. Moreover, the fact that an organization's

autonomy can remain largely intact is demonstrated, for example, in two subtypes of
coordinative adjustment, i.e., the 'absence of implications' and 'marking the territory'. The
non-coercive nature of network adjustment is also demonstrated by the possibility for
participants to only partly execute an adjustment strategy. Hence, an adjustment strategy can
be more or less intensive. This non-coercive nature of network control is particularly present
in information networks, while in service implementation networks due to the organization's

dependence on the network, more attention is paid to organizational compliance. Although

agreeing with McGuire that more horizontally oriented control mechanisms have also become

more popular in hierarchies (see also Barley and Kunda, 1992), it is suggested that the nature

of network control, at least to some extent, diverges from the nature of softer control

mechanisms as suggested in the management control literature (e.g., participative types of
evaluation or self-managing teams), because these softer or informal types of management
control are embedded in hierarchical authority relations.

Another characteristic of network control refers to the subjects who engage in the control

process. While in a hierarchical setting the principal is authorized to control, the results of this

study indicate that controlling a network as a whole is perceived, at least in some networks,

as a collective responsibility of professionals as well as managerial directors. Both employ

specific roles and tasks in the process of controlling the network as a whole.

Moreover, typical for network control is the way the challenge of evaluating a network's

performance is dealt with by collecting casuistical information. This is particularly prevalent in
information networks. The difficulty of having access to the network's addressees hampers
the assessment of community level effectiveness. Some control practices were termed

'casuistical information'; i.e., presenting stories about the health status of patients, or about

how they and/or their family suffer from not receiving appropriate care. Professionals who

have access to this kind of information tell these stories and use them for communicating
about the network's relevance and meaningfulness. In terms of network evaluation, this kind
of information teaches network members how the network is doing in a rather pragmatic way.

Particularly professionals have access to this kind of data and they consequently have the
chance to assess a network and to transfer that information to other parts of the network.

Hence, casuistical information is used to ensure that the network is visible, for instance, for

directors. In contrast, the results of this study demonstrate that in the implementation network

studied, casuistical information is hardly used. Instead, quantitative process information is

applied. Among others things, figures about the speed by which a patient flows through a
network are to some extent perceived as an indicator for network performance. This result

indicates the importance of differentiating between different types of networks.
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McGuire's question whether network members differ in their managerial action from their
hierarchical counterparts, is thus very difficult to answer; the principle that networks need to
be controlled is not different from hierarchical organizations, but how do we know whether the

practice of network control as highlighted above is unique to networks in general and health

care networks in particular? Perhaps the distinction between 'hierarchies' versus 'networks' is
far too general and the control practices occurring in some networks resemble those
characteristic of a bureaucracy, while the control practices of an organization could resemble
the non-coercive nature of network control. In a similar vein, several results of this study

indicate that information networks differ from service implementation networks in the control
practices they use and with respect to the conditions leading to such practices. Others have

also suggested that different types of networks (e.g., networks with different purposes) need
to be managed differently (e.g., Miles and Snow, 1992; Milward and Provan, 2006). One of
the issues that impede current knowledge about differences between the organizing

processes of hierarchies and networks is the relative absence of empirical research on agent
control in hierarchies (Kenis, 2006).

6.3 Different types of network control

One of the main contributions of this research is that it allows for indicating differences
between networks on the basis of the control processes applied. Not only has it indicated a
broad range of dimensions reflecting network control: but by comparing and contrasting
multiple networks it has been possible to distinguish six types of network control. Particularly
insightful is that these dimensions demonstrate how networks can differ in the control

practices applied; i.e., networks turn out to be a less homogeneous class of governance
structures than commonly suggested in the literature. They differ with respect to the type of
control used. This conclusion resonates to some extent Ouchi's (1980) conclusions that
different types of control (e.g., clan control, process control and outcome control) are
appropriate in different governance structures. Yet, Ouchi's typology largely highlights a
different set of (contingency) dimensions from the dimensions of network evaluation and
network adjustment that were discerned in this research. For instance, goal
congruence/normative consensus and knowledge about means-end relations make some

types of control more appropriate for an organization. As will be discussed in the section in
which future research is reflected upon, both perspectives are valuable and increase our

knowledge about control in organizational structures. Moreover, because these types of
network control can indicate differences between networks, they provide interesting starting

points for learning more about network success and failure, and how network control

facilitates or hampers a network. By starting from a descriptive perspective rather than a

prescriptive perspective, two rather pathological types of network control could be identified,

i.e.,ignorant evaluation and adjustment through drift out of control. It is suggested that these
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types of network control, next to the four types of network control that probably are more
appropriate, can provide a useful starting point for learning more about the developmental

processes of networks, and how and when networks develop from one stage to another.

6.4 The conditions for network control

The results of this study indicate that in each of the networks studied some form of network

control occurred although it is debatable whether each type of network control identified is

equally effective. Consequently, studying the nature of network control has increased our

knowledge about whether networks have the ability to be self-managing organizational
structures or whether they are better externally controlled. The results suggest that a
network's internal and external legitimacy and the nature of the network's inception play an
important role in its ability to be self-managing. It can be concluded, for instance, that
networks deal in different ways with the issue of external legitimacy. In information networks

that are facing high levels of internal legitimacy, the absence of external legitimacy does not

hamper the network in a similar way as it does in information networks that are internally
legitimized to a low extent. This suggests that an information network's internal legitimacy

guarantees the practice of reflective evaluation to some extent. It also suggests that network

behavior is not completely determined by external forces.

When a network faces low levels of internal and external legitimacy, it can be concluded that

a self-regulating structure will be absent and that the types of control occurring in such
situations refiect control pathologies. Consequently, they depend for instance on an NAO as

suggested by Provan and Kenis (forthcoming). However, because these networks seem to
lack the potential to control and at the same time lack an NAO with a mandate to control,
external types of control are probably more appropriate. Yet this raises questions such as
"who is prepared to control networks that face a low degree of external legitimacy?"

Furthermore, one can expect network participants to withdraw if these networks become

externally controlled, because this could lead to a significant reduction in the organization's

autonomy.

Another conclusion with respect to the conditions for network control is that if a network

simultaneously faces high levels of internal and external legitimacy, in addition to reflective

evaluation, other types of network evaluation are introduced. The fact the effects of network

control on network performance have not been included in this research limits the conclusions

that can be drawn here. Nevertheless, it can be concluded that it is worrisome that ignorant

evaluation occurs in information networks under these circumstances. The occurrence of
ignorant evaluation could, to some extent, be an indication that external stakeholders can

hamper networks, even if intentions are good. This is because they can decrease the self-
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regulating capabilities of a network as well as increase the chance that organizations are
attracted that are not willing to surpass organizational interests (Van Raaij, 2006).

What is striking is that the results demonstrate that the nature of a network's inception seems
to counterbalance the impact of a network's external legitimacy on the type of network
evaluation applied. This suggests that the self-regulating capabilities of a network already are
present when a network emerges. This conclusion is in line with the notion of Koza and Lewin

(1999) that a strategic alliance co-evolves with the managers' intentions. It also is in line with
conclusions drawn in health sciences, viz, "that government intervention is not directly
bringing about success or failure" (Mur-Veenman, Raak and Paulus, 1999: 156). Both groups
of scholars seem to suggest that how a network develops, and consequently, which

organizing practices occur in network settings, is inherent in the participating actors. In the
health care networks studied for this research, it was clearly indicated that there is a
difference between networks that emerge primarily in order to contribute to the quality of care
as a network as a who/e (self-developed networks by professionals) versus networks that
emerged due to organizational opportunities (seduced networks). Although the former
networks do not by definition mean that organizational interests are not met, they are capable
of extending these interests, for example reflected in adjustment through concerted coping.

The general discussion in the literature about the differences between self-initiated networks
and mandated networks, and the preference of emerging networks over mandated networks,
is endorsed by the findings from this research. Yet, two different classes of voluntarily
developed networks are added to this discussion; i.e., self developed networks by
professionals versus networks that have arisen due to organizational seduction. That is to say
that who is involved in the process of network inception, and more importantly, why a network
has developed, relates to the control practices which occur. The distinction goes beyond the
notion of "joint appreciation" as an important factor for network performance (see e.g., Gray,
1989). Indeed, actors in a network can also jointly decide to transform an information diffusion
network aiming at advising patients and non-participating professionals (community level
network results), into an information network aiming at increasing the knowledge of its
organizational participants (organizational level results). The distinction points to the
importance of the actor's intentions that develop a network. Currently, however, there is the
tendency in the literature to deliberately exclude (see e.g., Ghoshal, 2005) norms and criteria
used by actors when assessing their own performance. Including norms used by network
members, however, possibly provides insights in what is intended with the network. Especially
in evaluative research this is an important but rather missing perspective. This result
resonates the importance of the normative perspective of the network's participants on the
function of a network: e.g., aiming at organizational and network results simultaneously, or
aiming solely at organizational results. Moreover, emergent networks do not by definition
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focus on the accomplishment of 'whole network results', although perhaps the probability that
emergent networks take such focus is higher than for mandated networks.

These conclusions raise questions about to what extent and under what conditions funding

networks (largely) externally is beneficial, and when side effects occur, such as the rise of
networks that argue to aim at network results, but whose behavior chiefly indicates an

organizational focus (see also Mayntz, 1999). Based on the results of this study it is possible
that external funding is particularly appropriate when a network is legitimized by professionals

and managerial directors, and when it has a self-developed nature. Yet this conclusion has

implications for the extent to which governmental parties can steer such voluntarily emerged
networks.

6.5 Research limitations

Although this research has enhanced our knowledge about the nature of network control and
the conditions under which particular types of network control occur, it also suffers from
several limitations, caused, for instance, by the research design and the perspective on
control taken in this study. Some of these limitations are discussed in the paragraphs below.

This study has been conducted by applying a logic of discovery rather than a logic of
verification. Although this logic contributed to the novel findings of this research, it also
resulted in the fact that several issues are beyond the scope of this research. Since

exploration was the aim, it was not possible to test the typology and the propositions that
were discovered. (Ouchi's distinction of types of control seems, for example, more solid due

to the large N study on which it is based yet, it is less discovery-oriented and less oriented to

the agents' practices). Moreover, due to the limited number of network control processes

studied, it was not possible to develop a typology by using the elaborative technique as

suggested by Glaser (1978). However, types of network control were identified that could be

termed as a 'creative leap' (Mintzberg, 1979). Moreover, although the concepts and relations

emerged from this research can be analytically generalized (Yin, 1984) one needs to be very
cautions when generalizing these results to the population of health care networks. Needless

to say, both the typology as well as the propositions should be tested in future research.

Moreover, the propositions discovered are not parsimonious and due to limitations of the data

conclusions about the relative importance of the concepts explored cannot be formulated.

Ideally, the process of theoretical sampling should have been repeated several more times in

order to identify a 'core theme'; i.e., a variable that causes the most variation in the dependent
variable (Glaser, 1978). Although the focus was narrowed down during the research process,
future research can increase our knowledge about the relative impact of the conditions that
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were discovered. Additionally, a longitudinal research design could enhance our knowledge,

for instance, whether a seduced network's external legitimacy causes internal legitimacy.

Moreover, in line with the aim of increasing variation on network control, a service

implementation network was included. Yet, including more implementation networks could

have led to more solid conclusions about the conditions under which certain control practices

are applied in service implementation networks.

Although several of the characteristics of Grounded Theory facilitate the formulation of

propositions (e.g., 'theoretical sampling', 'making constant comparisons') this process is at the
same time somewhat hampered by its own logic. As has been pointed out at by Dey (1999)
one of the unsolved dilemmas of Glaser's and Strauss' Grounded Theory is that 'variation-

oriented data collection' and 'systematic data collection' is needed simultaneously. While the

discovery of network control benefited from an open perspective on data collection, a more

systematic and controlled data collection process would have facilitated the formulation of

propositions.

Another limitation of this study is the perspective that was taken during the collection of data.

Although the sequential nature of the control process was emphasized, data on the 'process'
of network control itself was not collected; i.e., time aspects or the sequence from one stage
of control to another stage of control. The sequential nature of the control process was only
used in general, in order to give direction to the dimensions along which to look when

collecting data. Also, many more stages could be discerned in the control process (e.g., 'goal

setting').

The last issue to be mentioned here is the use of theory for explaining the relations that

emerged from the data. The reason why certain types of network control occur in networks

has received a great deal of attention in this research. Although the conditions for the

occurrence for different types of network control are grounded in the data themselves, the
'causal story' was yet to be formulated. This endeavor was somewhat hampered due to the
lack of theory on (policy) networks (Salancik, 1995; Sydow and Windeler, 1998, Kenis and

Raab, 2003), and the absence of a theory on network governance (Provan and Kenis,

forthcoming) Moreover, networks are often approached from a prescriptive perspective,
which is of course very fruitful if one wants to learn how to improve network performance. By

contrast, this study started from a descriptive perspective. The former perspective

concentrates on the conditions resulting in network performance, while in this study the issue

"why certain types of network control occurred" was central
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6.6 Future research

Although more insight has been acquired in the nature of network control and in the
conditions under which certain types of network control take place, many more questions
have arisen. The subsequent paragraphs discuss some questions for future research.

Chapter 1 argued that control can be understood as an organizational process and that the

process-like nature of network control has been one of the reasons why Ouchi's definition of

network control has been used to derive a sensitizing concept of network control. The results

of this study also suggest that control is process-like in nature (e.g., the stage of data
collection and the stage of analyzing the data). This result could, however, be biased due to

the perspective on control taken. Yet, although the process-like nature of control is several

times referred to, this notion was mainly restricted to the process of conceptualizing network

control in terms of data-collection, data-analyzing and adjustment practices. It was necessary

to emphasize the conceptualization of network control, given the state of the art on network

control in the literature, though a pitfall of this scope might be that the actual process-like

nature of control is understudied. That is to say that this study does not enhance our

knowledge about the progression of the sequence of control events over time. Following Van
de Ven and Poole (2005), it would be fruitful to extend the study of network control to the

realm of process theories as well as variance theories. This research can be characterized by
its variance-theoretical perspective on a concept with a process-like nature (i.e., network

control), since it was not studied how control processes in the networks unfold over time.

Van de Ven and Poole (2005) illustrate that from a process-theoretical perspective

organizations are 'processes' (verbs), rather than 'things' (nouns). Process theories

concentrate on the sequence of events over time and on how a process -hence several

stages- unfolds over time. Process explanations may include "an account of how one event

leads to and influences subsequent events (e.g., events of type A have a .7 probability of

being succeeded by events of type B, and a .3 probability of being succeeded by events of

type  C); an explanation  of the overall pattern that generates the series  (e.g., the process

develops in three stages or recurrent cycles of A, B, and C); or both (in which case the micro

level explanation and overall pattern should be linked)" (2005:1384). Studying network control

from a process-theoretical perspective can be particularly instructive for increasing our

knowledge about how several stages of network control unfold over time. The wide array of

properties of network control that could be discerned in this study (e.g., the 3 types of network

evaluation and the 3 types of network adjustment at a more abstract level, and the 14

subtypes of network evaluation and the 22 subtypes of network adjustment at a lower level of

abstraction) seem to provide particularly useful starting points for building a process theory on
network control. Currently it is not known how these types of network control follow up on
each other. For example, what is the probability that 'ad hoc funding' is followed by
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'communication fatigue' and 'stagnation'? And how long does this take? Or what is the
probability that an alternative process occurs in a network: e.g., from 'ad hoc funding' to 'an

internal network orientation' to the emphasis on 'marking the territory' by the participating

organizations?' Concentrating on what Van de Ven and Poole call the 'temporal rhythm'
would also contribute to our knowledge about network control.

Because a process-theoretical perspective starts from the ontological point of view that
'reality' is a process by definition, networks are embedded in "a field of other processes that
are continuously breaking down the organization [or network] and its boundaries" (Van de
Ven and Poole, 2005: 1380 italics added). The idea of Van de Ven and Poole that the

processes constituting a network are broken down or maintained by processes surrounding a
network, such as the process of externally legitimizing a network, provokes, for example, the

interesting question: "how much time does it takes before the side effects of externally

legitimizing a network increase the probability that the network control process transforms

from 'detailed narrating' to 'predicting' or from 'prediction' to 'ignorance'?" Such a perspective
would increase our knowledge about how internal and external legitimacy relate to the nature

of a network's inception. The time aspect that is addressed by such a perspective could also
be particularly insightful for policy makers and can have important consequences in

considering to provide funds to networks. For example, such research could increase our

knowledge about which resource-granting practices make organizations behave less

opportunistically. Finally, it could add to our knowledge about how to maintain the self-

regulating capacity of networks.

In line with the argument of Van de Ven and Poole that process and variance theories are
complementary, taking a variance-theoretical perspective can also increase our knowledge of

network control. As argued above, the type of propositions drawn from the data reflects the
variance-theoretical perspective that was taken on network control. As such, these results

provide initial insights in the conditions that lead to network control, while concentrating on the
behavior of network participants in their attempt to control their network. 'Structure', as an
alternative control mechanism could also add to the issue of network control from a variance-
theoretical perspective. Weller and Quarantelli (1973) argue that social organizations (e.g.,

networks) are characterized by their (relational) structure and by their normative system. Both
the incorporation of network structures and the inclusion of the normative structure

(consensus) can contribute to our understanding of network control, because both point at

alternative control network mechanisms. In a similar way, Flamholtz, Das and Tsui (1985)
argue that an organization's control system is composed of several control mechanisms. As

pointed out in studying norms used in network settings, the extent of normative consensus
and the relation between the content of the norms used and the control processes could

complement research on network control. Based on the results of this study the nature of the
norms used could influence the type of control as specified here. By concentrating on the
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issue of norms and normative consensus as types of social control more emphasis is placed

on the issue of power. In other words, on questions such as "whose are the dominant

norms?". and, "does the extent of normative consensus have an impact on the type of
network control used?".

The network's structural characteristics can also be argued to be one of the control

mechanisms of a network's control system. Studying the practices of network control in

different structural settings can produce knowledge about network control. As pointed out in

Chapter 1, characteristic of the networks studied is the relative absence of formal hierarchical

relations within the boundaries of these health care networks, as well as the relative absence

of hierarchical relations between the network and external actors/stakeholders (in this case:

governmental agencies). Based on Sanchez and Mahoney (1996:64), Sinha and Van de Ven

(2005:392) use 'hierarchy' to denote "subordination to an authority relationship", which they
consider to be a particularly relevant issue in the currently newly emerging horizontally

oriented organization structures such as networks. Following scholars such as Scott (1981)

and Rousseau (1996) this study has a similar perspective. Therefore, it would be appropriate

to (theoretical) sample cases that vary on 'hierarchy'. Because the results of this study

suggest that the nature of a network's inception has an impact on the nature of network

control it is suggested to extend the scope of the dimension 'hierarchy' as coined by Sinha

and Van de Ven in two ways. First, by also taking into account the authority relations following

from the role network members have within the boundaries of the participating organizations.

The results of this study have indicated that these authority relations from within the

boundaries of an organization are used in building a network organization that consists of

several network divisions such as CEO meetings and meetings in which professionals

participate. The nature of network control as identified in this study suggests that networks

differ also in this respect and that the extent to which these new hierarchies emerge in
network settings have an influence on the nature of network control. Secondly, it is proposed

to extend Sinha and Van de Ven's suggestion by selecting new cases in which the degree of

hierarchy between external stakeholders and the network is taken into account. Policy

networks, for instance, could be a fruitful case of 'testing' whether the presence of

governmental agencies in a network changes the nature of the types of network control, or

whether it changes the conditions under which types of network control occur or are more or

less appropriate. Policy networks could also be a relevant setting for studying whether the

hierarchical nature of a network's context influences the nature of network control or the

conditions under which types of network control are applied.

The distinction between the three types of network evaluation and the three types of network

adjustment is one of the main contributions of this research. The lines of research suggested

above provide various strategies to sophisticate the typology presented towards a typological
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theory in which the cells refer to relations between concepts or to sequence of events by

which processes are composed.
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SUMMARY (IN DUTCH)

•         Introductie

Patienten met een complexe hulpvraag zijn vaak afhankelijk van organisationele netwerken,

omdat de zorg en de voorzieningen die zij nodig hebben dermate complex en specialistisch

zijn dat ze niet door 66n instelling geboden kunnen worden. Om aan de hulpvraag van deze

patianten tegemoet te komen, participeren zorg- en welzijnsorganisaties in zorgnetwerken.

Typerend voor deze netwerken is dat gestreefd wordt naar resultaten die een individuele

instelling alleen niet kan behalen. In deze studie worden dit 'netwerkresultaten op het niveau

van de samenleving'50 genoemd. Een netwerkresultaat kan op een directe en een indirecte

wijze bijdragen aan de gezondheidstoestand van een patient Een voorbeeld van een

netwerkresultaat dat op een directe wijze hieraan bijdraagt is 'geintegreerde zorg'. Denk
bijvoorbeeld aan de geYntegreerde zorg die Stroke Services nastreven door het afstemmen

en het integreren van de zorg geboden door de huisarts, het ziekenhuis, het verzorgingshuis

of de thuiszorginstelling. Ook op een indirecte wijze kunnen netwerkresultaten de

gezondheidstoestand van een patient ten goede komen. Een voorbeeld hiervan zijn
informatienetwerken. Een informatienetwerk    kan er bijvoorbeeld naar streven    het

kennisniveau van professionals en/of patienten en hun relaties te verhogen over het scala

aan diensten, behandelingen en voorzieningen die landelijk of regionaal geboden worden.

Zodoende wordt via informatienetwerken geprobeerd te voorkomen dat patianten op de
verkeerde plek terechtkomen.

Er zijn verschillende redenen te noemen waarom het van belang is dat deze zorgnetwerken

goed functioneren. Een van deze redenen is dat ze op een unieke wijze kunnen bijdragen

50 Om de leesbaarheid van de samenvatting te vergroten wordt hier verwezen naar 'netwerkresultaten'.
Onderkend wordt dat netwerkresultaten ook kunnen verwijzen naar bijdragen aan organisationele
resultaten. Dergelijke organisationele resultaten worden in deze samenvatting expliciet niet bedoeld als

de term 'netwerkresultaten' gebruikt wordt.
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aan de gezondheidstoestand van patianten. Echter, het oprichten van een netwerk alleen is
onvoldoende orndat netwerken niet per definitie succesvol zijn (bv., Milward en Provan, 1995;
2001, Podolny en Page, 1998; Smith-Doerr en Powell, 2005; Kenis, 2002). Zo wordt in het
eerste hoofdstuk bijvoorbeeld aangegeven dat ze vaak geconfronteerd worden met
coordinatieproblemen (bv., Baker en O'Brien, 1971, Aiken e.a., 1975; Dill en Rochefort, 1989;
Alter, 1990: Glisson en James, 1992;), en dat de aansturing van een netwerk bemoeilijkt
wordt door het ontbreken van formele autoriteitsrelaties (0'Toole, 1997). Alhoewel
verschillende auteurs zich bezig houden met de vraag hoe netwerken idealiter aangestuurd
en gemanaged moeten worden,  is het onderwerp 'controle'  in deze discussie opvallend
afwezig, 'Controle' lijkt binnen de literatuur opgevat te worden als een mechanisme dat haaks

staat op de specifieke eigenschappen die aan netwerken worden toegedicht, zoals de
afwezigheid van formele autoriteitsrelaties (Powell, 1990), de aanwezigheid van vertrouwen

(McEvily, Perrone en Zaheer, 2003; Bradach en Eccles, 1998, Ring en Van de Ven, 1994;
Mandell en Steelman, 2003), de aanwezigheid van gedeelde normen en waarden (Ouchi,
1980; Bradach en Eccles, 1989) en vriendschap en altruisme (Macneil, 1985). Deze studie is

daarentegen gebaseerd op de aanname dat om netwerkresultaten te kunnen realiseren een
of andere vorm van controle noodzakelijk is. Gesteld wordt dat als het functioneren van een
netwerk onbekend is, het nauwelijks mogelijk is om een netwerk op een gerichte wijze te
managen, om functionele karakteristieken van een netwerk te bevorderen of om mogelijke
productieproblemen op te lossen, en dus om netwerkresultaten te optimaliseren.

In hoofdstuk 1 wordt dieper ingegaan op de vraag op welke wijze het onderwerp controle
binnen de inter-organisationele en netwerk literatuur dan wei geadresseerd wordt. Getoond
wordt dat er noch binnen de conceptuele noch binnen de empirische literatuur veel aandacht
is besteed aan netwerkcontrole ten behoeve van de realisatie van netwerkresultaten.

Daarentegen worden netwerken vaak bestudeerd vanuit het perspectief dat het sociale
structuren zijn, waarbinnen transacties zijn ingebed. Netwerken worden dan opgevat als een
governance structuur; d.w.z., een beheersingsstructuur die volgens sommige an sich al een
controlerende functie vervult. De beheersingsstructuur 'netwerk' wordt naast de
beheersingsstructuren 'markt' en 'hierarchie' onderscheiden. Auteurs die geTnteresseerd zijn
in de wijze waarop controle zich binnen de beheersingsstructuur 'netwerk' manifesteert en
hoe controle ingezet zou moeten worden, beschouwen netwerkcontrole als een mechanisme
dat individueel, deelnemende organisaties gebruiken om ruilrelaties, en daarmee de
ruilpartner die deel uit maakt van hel netwerk, te controleren. Met de focus op ruilrelaties, en
daarmee de ruilpartner, krijgt het concept 'vertrouwen' aandacht als controlevorm of als
alternatief voor controle. De aandacht voor het oontroleren van ruilrelaties en partners gaat
tevens samen met het beklemtonen van de belangen en de risico's van een individuele
organisatie.
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Dat de belangen en de gelopen risico's van een individuele organisatie centraal staan
wanneer aandacht besteed wordt aan het begrip netwerkcontrole komt bijvoorbeeld naar
voren in de literatuur die zich richt op strategische allianties en joint ventures en in de
literatuur die zich richt op het ontstaan, groeien en bloeien van organisationele partnerships
en netwerken. Zo wordt binnen de strategische alliantie literatuur o.a. ingezoomd op de
controlemechanismen die gehanteerd worden. Soortgelijke controle-instrumenten worden
bestudeerd als de controle-instrumenten die binnen een hierarchische organisatie worden

ingezet zoals bureaucratische controle, hierarchische controle, output controle,

gedragscontrole, formele controle, sociale controle en informele controle. Auteurs die zich

gericht hebben op de vraag: "Waarom relaties tussen netwerken van organisaties ontstaan,
waarom ze blijven voortbestaan en eventueel succesvol zijn?" (bv., Powell, 1990; Bradach

and Eccles, 1989; Larson, 1992, Jones, Hesterly and Borgatti, 1997) vatten netwerkcontrole

eveneens op als een mechanisme om een organisatie te beschermen. Echter, deze auteurs

benadrukken de mogelijkheden van de sociale structuur van een netwerk om organisaties te
controleren. Gedacht kan bijvoorbeeld worden aan het reputatierisico dat een in een netwerk
ingebedde organisatie loopt indien een partner door hem geschaad wordt, of aan het
ontzeggen van netwerktoegang zodat minder relaties in de gaten gehouden hoeven worden.
Samenvattend wordt in het eerste hoofdstuk geconcludeerd dat netwerkcontrole voornamelijk

opgevat wordt als de externe strategie van een individuele organisatie gericht op het
controleren van ruilrelaties en ruilpartners en zo het verminderen van transactierisico's.
Netwerkcontrole wordt niet opgevat als een mechanisme ten gunste van het functioneren van

het netwerk als een apart organisationeel systeem dat streeft naar netwerkresultaten.

Binnen deze studie is getracht een bijdrage te leveren aan de kennis over het controleren van

netwerken als een apart organisationeel systeem. Daarbij is een intern perspectief

gehanteerd (d.w.z. aandacht is besteed aan de processen die door netwerkactoren zelf
worden georganiseerd om het functioneren van een netwerk te monitoren en bij te sturen), in
plaats van een extern perspectief (d.w.z. de pogingen van niet-netwerkleden om een netwerk

te controleren). Dit vertrekpunt sluit enerzijds goed aan bij de zelfregulerende eigenschappen
die aan horizontale organisatievormen zoals 'netwerken' worden toegedicht (zie bv., Gray,
2006), en sluit anderzijds goed aan bij het vrijwillige karakter van het type zorgnetwerken
waarop deze studie zich richt. Het veronderstelde belang van het controleren van het
functioneren van een netwerk als een apart te onderscheiden organisatievorm aan de ene
kant, en het hiaat in de netwerkliteratuur met betrekking tot dit onder'werp aan de andere kant
heeft geresulteerd in de volgende onderzoeksvraag:

Wat is de aard van de processen waarlangs netwerkactoren trachten een netwerk te
controleren en wat zijn de condities waaronder controleprocessen voorkomen binnen
Nederlandse zorgnetwerken?
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Het doel van de studie is om te komen tot een set, uit data voortvloeiende, proposities over
de condities waaronder controleprocessen voorkomen binnen netwerken.

Na de inleiding op de vraag- en doelstelling van het onderzoek, wordt in hoofdstuk 1

gekomen tot een sensitief concept voor het verkennen van de aard van de controleprocessen

in zorgnetwerken. Na het beschouwen van de organisationele, management

wetenschappelijke literatuur blijkt de definitie van Ouchi het meest geschikt omdat deze aan

de ene kant voldoende richting geeft voor het in de empirische fase verkennen van het begrip

'netwerkcontrole' en het aan de andere kant voldoende 'open' is. Zo wordt controle

bijvoorbeeld niet beschouwd als een taak die louter aan een 'principaal' toebehoort. Ouchi

beschrijft het proces controle als volgt: "het proces  van  controle  [...]   is  in  wezen  een   proces

van het monitoren van iets, van het vergelijken met een bepaalde standaard en het
vervolgens toekennen van selectieve beloningen of aanpassingen" (1977: 97). De
specifiekere term 'beloningen' is in het onderzoek vervangen door 'aanpassingen' om

zodoende te voorkomen dat netwerkcontrole te vooringenomen wordt benaderd in het

empirische deel van het onderzoek.

• Onderzoeksontwerp

In hoofdstuk 2 wordt de onderzoeksstrategie gepresenteerd. In lijn met het exploratieve
karakter van de vraagstelling, is het onderzoeksontwerp gebaseerd op de 'Grounded Theory'

methodologie (oftewel 'de gefundeerde theorie benadering') zoals die door Glaser en Strauss

(1967) is ontwikkeld. Daarnaast wordt beargumenteerd dat Grounded Theory passend is bij
het beschrijvende karakter van deze studie waarbinnen de interesse uitgaat naar 'wat
mensen doen en denken' (Dougherty, 2002), in plaats van 'hoe mensen zich idealiter zouden

moeten gedragen' (Czarniawska, 2003). Binnen het hoofdstuk worden de verschillende

strategieen beschreven die gebruikt zijn om de zorgnetwerken, de netwerkleden en de

netwerkvergaderingen te selecteren in twee ronden van dataverzameling. De eerste vier

netwerken zijn geselecteerd op basis van minimalisatie van verschillen. De initiale resultaten

(d.w.z. de initiale proposities op basis van de eerste ronde van dataverzameling) maakte het

mogelijk om de uitgangspunten van 'theoretische selectie' toe te passen, en dus vier
aanvullende netwerken te selecteren in de tweede ronde van datacollectie. In de eerste ronde

van   dataverzameling   werd   met 23 informanten gesproken. Daarnaast werden   19

netwerkvergaderingen bijgewoond. In de tweede ronde van dataverzameling werd met 22
informanten gesproken en werden 5 netwerkvergaderingen bijgewoond.

Ook wordt binnen het tweede hoofdstuk beschreven op welke wijze de data geanalyseerd

zijn: bijvoorbeeld hoe gekomen is tot concepten en tot typen van netwerkcontrole.
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•        De aard van netwerkcontrole

In de hoofdstukken 3,4 en 5 staan de resultaten van het onderzoek centraal. In hoofdstuk 3

worden de algemene kenmerken van netwerkcontrole beschreven. Apart wordt stilgestaan bij
de dimensies en indicatoren van netwerkevaluatie en bij de dimensies en de indicatoren van

de aanpassingsstijlen die door netwerkleden gebruikt worden om de koers van hun netwerk

bij te sturen of te continueren. De resultaten van het onderzoek laten zien dat de volgende

dimensies onderscheiden kunnen worden  voor het concept netwerkevaluatie:   1)  type  data

analyse, 2) type informatie dat gebruikt wordt om het netwerk te beoordelen, 3) type linking

pin dat gebruikt wordt om informatie te verspreiden binnen het netwerk, 4) type formele

monitoring en 5) het type object dat geavalueerd wordt. De resultaten van het onderzoek

laten daarnaast zien dat op de volgende dimensies verschillen worden gevonden tussen de

aanpassingsstijlen die gehanteerd worden binnen de onderzochte zorgnetwerken: 1) de
verhouding tussen interne en externe aansturing van een netwerk, 2) het type eigenaarschap,

3) netwerkaanpassing door het toekennen van bronnen, 4) netwerkaanpassing door
coordinatie, 5) netwerkaanpassing door netwerkontwikkeling, 6) netwerkaanpassing door
correctie.

Om het mogelijk te maken uitspraken te doen over de condities waaronder netwerkcontrole

voorkomt binnen zorgnetwerken wordt in het vierde hoofdstuk gekomen tot een typologie van
netwerkcontrole. De resultaten van het onderzoek laten zien dat er drie evaluatietypen te
onderscheiden zijn namelijk 1) reflectieve evaluatie, 2) voorspellende evaluatie   en   3)

onwetende evaluatie. Daarnaast kunnen er drie typen van aanpassingsstijlen onderscheiden

worden, namelijk 1) gezamenlijk sturing geven aan het netwerk, 2) organisationele stimulatie

en 3) verlies van controle. Naast de omschrijving van de aard van controleprocessen
waarmee netwerkleden proberen een netwerk te controleren, zoals gegeven in het derde

hoofdstuk, laten deze typen zien dat zorgnetwerken kunnen verschillen in het type
netwerkcontrole dat gebruikt wordt.

•        Condities voor het voorkomen van typen netwerkcontrole

De vraag "Onder welke condities bepaalde typen van netwerkcontrole voorkomen?" staat

centraal in hoofdstuk  5. De resultaten  van het onderzoek laten  zien  dat  er 17 proposities

(waaronder enkele tweeledige proposities) geformuleerd kunnen worden over de condities

waaronder bepaalde typen van netwerkcontrole voorkomen. De resultaten van het onderzoek

laten zien dat de concepten interne legitimiteit van het netwerk, externe legitimiteit van een

netwerk, de ontstaanswijze van een netwerk, de aard van een netwerk en de leeftijd van een
netwerk in verschillende constellaties samenhangen met het voorkomen van bepaalde typen
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van netwerkcontrole. De proposities vormen het antwoord op het tweede deel van de centrale

onderzoeksvraag van deze studie en zijn onderstaand weergegeven.

Condities waaronder bepaalde typen netwerkcontrole voorkomen

P 1                 Als  in een (informatie) netwerk sprake  is  van  een  hoge of middelmatig  hoge  mate van interne legitimiteit.
dan Is het waarschijnlijk dat reflectieve evaluatie in een bepaaide mate voorkomt.

P2     Als In een netwerk sprake is van een hoge mate van interne legitimiteit, een lage mate van externe

legitimiteit en een hoge leeftijd dan is het waarschijnlijk dat alleen reflectieve evatuatie voorkomt.

P3     Als er sprake is van een oud netwerk met een zelfontstane aard heeft dan is het waarschijnlijk dat
reflectieve evaluatie in een hoge mate voorkomt

P4 Als er sprake   is   van een (zelf-ontstaan  en oud) netwerk  met een middelmatig   hoge   mate van interne

legitimiteit dan is het waarschijnlijk dat reflectieve evaluatie in een hoge mate voorkomt en dat onwetende

evaluatie in een lage mate voorkomt.

P5A Als er sprake is van een jong netwerk, met een hoge mate van interne legitimitelt en een lage mate van

externe legitimiteit dan is het waarschijniijk dat zowel reflectieve als onwetende evaluatie in een

middelmatige mate voorkomt.

P58 Als er sprake is van een jong netwerk met een zelfontstane aard, dan is het waarschijnlijk dat zowel

reflectieve als onwetende evaluatie in een middelmatige mate voorkomt.

P6 Als er sprake is van een netwerk met een lage of een middelmatig lage mate van interne legitimiteit dan is

het waarschijnlijk dat de onwetende evaluatie in een hoge mate voorkomt.

P7A Als er sprake is van een netwerk met een hoge mate van interne legitimiteit en een hoge mate van exteme

legitimiteit dan is het waarschijnlijk dat voorspellende evatuatie voorkomt.

P78 Als er sprake is van een verleid netwerk met een hoge mate van interne legitimiteit dan is hel waarschijnlijk

dat voorspellende evaluatie voorkomt.

P8       Als er sprake is van een service implementatie netwerk dan is het waarschijnlijk dan is het waarschijnlijk
dat voorspellende evaluatie in een hoge mate voorkomt

P9        Als er sprake is van een informatienetwerk met een hoge mate van inteme legitimiteit en een hoge mate
van externe legitimiteit dan is het waarschijnlijk dat naast een middelmatige mate van reflectieve evaluatie

een lage mate van onwetende evaluatie en een lage mate van voorspellende evaluatie voorkomt.

P 10 Als er sprake is van een informatienetwerk met een hoge of middelmatig hoge mate van interne legitimiteit,

dan is het waarschijnlijk dat gezamenlijke sturing als aanpassingsstijl voorkomt.

Pll Als er sprake is van een oud informatienetwerk met een hoge mate van intern legitimiteit en een lage mate

van externe legitimiteit. dan is het waarschijnlijk dat alleen gezamenlijke sturing voorkomt als
aanpassingsstijl.

P12A Als er sprake is van een jong netwerk met een hoge mate van inteme legitimiteit en lage mate van exteme

legitimiteit dan is het waarschijnlijk dat een middelmatige mate van gezamenlijke sturing als
aanpassingsstijl voorkomt en een middelmatige mate organisationele stimulatie als aansturingsstill
voorkomt.

P128 Als er sprake is van een jong en zelf-ontstaan netwerk dan is het waarschijnlijk dat een middelmatige mate

van gezamenlijke sturing als aanpassingsstijl voorkomt en een middelmatige mate organisationele
stimulatie als aansturingsstijl voorkomt.

P 13 Als er sprake is van een implementatienetwerk. dan is het waarschijnlijk dat alleen organisationele

stimulatie als aansturingsstijl voorkomt
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P14 Als er sprake is van een informatienetwerk mel een hoge mate van exteme legitimiteit en dat tevens oud is.

dan is het waarschijnlijk dat een middelmatige mate van organisationele stimulatie voorkomt en een lage
mate van gezamentljke sturing en een lage mate van verlies van controle als aansturingsstijlen

P 15 Als er sprake is van een lage of middelmatig lage mate van interne legitimiteit dan is het waarschijnlijk dat

een hoge mate van verties van controle als aansturingsstijl voorkomt.

P 16 Als er sprake Is van een middelmatig lage mate van interne legitimiteit en een hoge mate van externe

legitimiteit dan is het waarschijnlijk dat naast een middelmatige mate van organisationele stimulatie als

aansturingsstijl een hoge mate van verlies van controle als aansturingsstijl voorkomt.

P17A Als sprake is van een verleid netwerk met een lage mate van externe legitimitelt dan is het waarschijnlijk

dat naast een lage mate van organisationele stimulatie als aansturingsstijl sprake is van een hoge mate
van verlies van controle als aansturingsstijl

P 178 Als sprake is van een netwerk met een lage mate van interne legrtimiteit dan is het waarschijnlijk dat naast

een lage mate van organisationele stimulatie als aansturingsstijl sprake is van een hoge mate van verlies

van controle als aansturingsstijl

• Algemene conclusies

In hoofdstuk 6 wordt geconcludeerd dat netwerkcontrole tot op zekere hoogte
overeenkomsten vertoont met de dimensies die onderscheiden worden voor management
controle. Het in de gaten houden van elkaars' gedrag tijdens netwerkvergaderingen vertoont

bijvoorbeeld overeenkomsten met de wijze waarop het concept 'sociale controle' is gebruikt
binnen de organisatiewetenschappelijke literatuur (zie bv., Chenhal, 2003). Het verzamelen

van kwantitatieve gegevens vertoont deels overeenkomsten met wat Ouchi en Macguire

(1975) 'gedragscontrole' noemen. Aan de andere kant laten de resultaten van het onderzoek

de specifieke eigenschappen van netwerkcontrole zien. Een van die specifieke

eigenschappen is bijvoorbeeld de relatieve afwezigheid van dwingende vormen van controle,

met name in informatienetwerken. In tegenstelling tot de literatuur waarbinnen

netwerkcontrole wordt bestudeerd vanuit een individueel, organisationeel perspectief, wordt

binnen informatienetwerken amper teruggegrepen naar vormen van negatieve feedback zoals

bijvoorbeeld 'uitsluiting'. Kenmerkend zijn de op vooruitgang georienteerde aansturingsstijlen
zoals het bijsturen van de koers van het netwerk door te komen tot verdere coardinatie,

verdere netwerkontwikkeling en een meer extern gerichte orientatie van het netwerk. Ook

kenmerkend voor netwerkcontrole is dat professionals en bestuurders elk een specifieke rol
vervullen in het proces van netwerkcontrole en dat beiden nodig lijken te zijn om invulling te

geven aan het controleproces. Het controleren van een netwerk als organisatievorm wordt in

de praktijk dus niet opgevat als een taak die alleen is toebedeeld aan managers of
bestuurders.

De varieteit aan controletypen die via het onderzoek aan de dag gelegd zijn, wekt de
suggestie dat netwerken een minder homogene klasse van een beheersingsstructuur zijn dan
over het algemeen in de literatuur wordt aangenomen. De resultaten van het onderzoek laten
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zien dat verschillende typen controle gehanteerd worden. Daarbij blijken onder bepaalde
omstandigheden controletypen gebruikt te worden die duiden op een pathologie; namelijk
onwetende evaluatie en verlies van controle. Verder kan uit de resultaten van het onderzoek

afgeleid worden, dat de interne en de externe legitimiteit van een netwerk, en de
ontstaanswijze van een netwerk een belangrijke rol spelen bij de mate waarin netwerken in

staat zijn om zelfsturend te zijn (en te komen tot de realisatie van netwerkresultaten). Het
blijkt dat een lage mate van externe legitimiteit niet zo'n negatieve wissel trekt op de
controlevorm die binnen een hoog intern gelegitimeerd netwerk gehanteerd wordt. Als een

informatienetwerk in een hoge mate door professionals en bestuurders gelegitimeerd wordt,
dat wordt bijvoorbeeld reflectieve evaluatie gehanteerd. Is tegelijkertijd sprake van een lage
mate van interne en externe legitimering dan is, gezien het voorkomen van controle
pathologiean onder deze conditie, de kans op adequate zelfregulering klein. Als deze
netwerken inderdaad onmisbaar zijn voor een bepaalde groep patianten, dan is dit
problematisch. Zijn zowel de interne als de externe legitimiteit van een netwerk hoog, dan
komen in informatienetwerken naast reflectieve evaluatie andere evaluatievormen voor, zoals
onwetende evaluatie. Dit zou erop kunnen duiden dat deze stakeholders een netwerk kunnen
schaden ook al zijn bedoelingen goed: het zelfregulerend vermogen van een netwerk kan
dalen en organisaties die niet de intentie hebben bij te dragen aan de realisatie van
netwerkresultaten kunnen worden aangetrokken tot het netwerk. Opvallend is verder dat de
zelfontstane aard van een netwerk de invloed van de externe legitimiteit van een netwerk lijkt
te remmen, hetgeen de suggestie wekt dat de zelfregulerende eigenschappen in het
genetisch materiaal van een netwerk vastliggen, al vanaf haar ontstaan.
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Appendix 1 : Overview of Data Collection

Table 13: Overview of the informants in the first round of data collection

Network Function in network Function in general

NWl Chair CEO Meeting Managerial director

NWl Chair Professional Meeting Managerial director

Chair PG

Participant CEO Meeting

NWl Participant Professional Meeting / Professional

participant PG

NWl Participant Professional Meeting Professional

NWl Participant CEO Meeting Managerial director

NW 2 Chair CEO Meeting Managerial director

NW 2 Participant CEO Meeting Managenal director

NW 2 Chair PG Manager

NW 2 Participant Professional Meeting Professional

NW 3 Chair PG Managerial director

NW 3 Participant PG Manager

NW 3 Chair Professional Meeting Professional

NW 3 Participant Professional Meeting Professional

NW 3 Former Chair CEO Meeting Managerial director

NW 3 Participant PG

NW 4 Chair CEO Meeting Managerial director

NW 4 Participant CEO Meeting Manager health insurer

NW 4 Chair Contact group Manager

NW 4 Participant Contact group Manager
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NW 4 Chair Professional Meeting Manager

NW 4 Participant Contact group Manager

NW 1,2,3,4 District level Chair Regional Focus group Professional
Former Chair Regional Professional
meeting
Participant Regional Contact Group

NW 1,2.3,4 District level Participant all meetings Coordinator / Professional

Total amount of interviewees first 23 persons
round of data collection

Table 14: Overview of the meetings in the first round of data collection

Type of Meeting Network Observations

Professional Meeting NWl                 2
Project group NWl                 2
CEO Meeting NWl                 1

Professional Meeting NW 2                 0
Project Group NW 2                 1
CEO Meeting NW 2                 0

Professional Meeting NW 3                 1
Project Group NW 3 3 (2 verbatim transcripts)

Contact Group NW 3                 1

Professional Meeting NW 4 2  (no tape recordings)

Contact Group NW 4 2 (1 without tape recorder" )

CEO Meeting NW 4                                               1

Steering Committee NW district level 2 (1 without tape recorder)
Focus Group NW district level                                     1

Total amount of observation first 19 observations / 14 verbatim
round of data collection transcripts

H The meetings of the SG are regularly visited in order to inform the NBI networks on the research
progress.
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Table 15: Overview of the informants in the second round of data
collection

Networks Palliative Care Function in NW Palliative Care Function in general

NWS Chair Project group Managerial director

NWS Participant Project group Manager

NW 5 Chair Working group Manager

NW 5 Chair Professional meeting Professional

NW 5 Participant Project group Coordinator

Participant Professional Meeting
Participant Working group

NW 6 Chair Project group / Professional

Member Working group

NW 6 Participant Project group Professional

Member Working group
Participant Professional Meeting
Participant CEO Meeting

NW 6 Participant Project group Managerial director

NW 6 Participant Project group Professional

NW 6 Participant Project group Voluntary worker

NW 7 Participant Project group / Manager

Participant CEO Meeting

NW 7 Participant Project group Subordinate

NW 7 Former chair Project group Professional

Participant Professional meeting
Participant CEO Meeting

NW 7 Participant CEO Meeting Managerial director

NW 7 Participant Project group Coordinator

NW 7 & NW 6 Participant Project group Professional

NW 8 Chair Steering Committee Manager

NW 8 Chair Measurement Group Coordinator

NW 8 Participant Steering Committee Professional

NW 8 Participant Steering Committee Professional

NW 8 Participant Measurement Committee

NW 8 Participant CEO Meeting Managerial director

Total amount of interviewees second 22 persons
round of data collection
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Table 16: Overview  of the meetings  in the second round  of data
collection

Type of Meeting Network Observations

Project group NW 5 2 (used as back ground information)

Professional Meeting NW 5 1 (used as back ground information)

Project group NW 6 1 (without tape recorder)

Project group NW 7 1 (used as back ground information)

NW 8

Total amount of observation first 5 observations
round of data collection
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Appendix 2: Topic List (in Dutch)

Introductie vraag 1  en vraag 2
Het eerste gedeelte van dit interview heeft als doel inzicht te verkrijgen in de normen of te wei

criteria die gehanteerd worden binnen het network om het network op te beoordelen. Dus, op
basis van welke criteria wordt nu door u of door de leden het network de conclusie getrokken

dat het goed of slecht gaat met het network of een networkonderdeel. Eerst wil ik achterhalen

wat volgens u persoonlijk hierbij belangrijk is. Nadat we alle normen hebben opgetekend die

volgens u persoonlijk belangrijk zijn, wil ik achterhalen waarom die normen door u belangrijk

gevonden worden. Vervolgens wil ik achterhalen of binnen de networkonderdelen

gezamenlijk gesproken wordt over het belang van bepaalde normen? En zo ja welke waarom

en zo nee waarom niet? De eerste vraag van het interview is dan ook:

1.     Kunt  u  zich een moment herinneren waarop u dacht:  "het gaat goed/niet  goed  met  het
network?" En waarom vond u dat het toen goed/slecht ging met het network?

[Doorvragen: complementeren van zowel de positieve als de negatieve herinneringen]

2. Kunt u zich een moment herinneren waarop binnen het networkonderdeel waarin u

participeert geconcludeerd werd: "het gaat goed/niet goed met het network?" En waarom

vonden de leden van het networkonderdeel dat het toen goed/slecht ging met het
network?

[Doorvragen: complementeren van zowel de positieve als de negatieve herinneringen]

Introductie vraag 3,4,5 en 6
In het tweede deel van dit interview wil ik achterhalen op welke wijze u en de leden van het

network achterhalen hoe het network functioneert. Dus, op welke manieren verkrijgen de
leden van het network informatie over het functioneren van het network? Allereerst wil ik

graag inventariseren op welke manier u zich informeert over dat functioneren van het network

of specifieke onderdelen daarvan. Daama wil ik graag achterhalen of en op welke wijze het
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network gezamenlijk inzicht verkrijgt in het functioneren van het network.

3.   Wordt door u getracht inzicht te verkrijgen in het functioneren van het network en zo ja op
welke manier informeert u zich? En zo nee, waarom niet? [Doorvragen]

4.   Indien u het functioneren van het network beschouwt, welke aspecten van het networken

worden dan geevalueerd? [Doorvragen]

5.   Wordt door de networkleden gezamenlijk getracht inzicht te verkrijgen in het functioneren

van het network en zo ja op welke manier informeren de leden van het network zich

gezamenlijk over het functioneren van het network? En zo nee, waarom niet?

[Doorvragen]
6. Indien de networkleden gezamenlijk het functioneren van het network beschouwen,

welke aspecten van het networken worden dan geevalueerd? [Doorvragen]

Introductie vraag 7, 8, 9, 10,11 en 12
Via het derde deel van het wil ik achterhalen op welke manier door de leden van het network

geprobeerd wordt de koers van het network bij te sturen. En op welke manieren wordt door
de leden van het network wordt geprobeerd de koers van het network te handhaven? En op
welke manieren wordt door de leden van het network geprobeerd de koers van het network te

veranderen? Als eerste wil ik allereerst achterhalen of u probeert het functioneren van het
network of onderdelen daarvan te beinvloeden. Nadat we in kaart hebben gebracht of en hoe
u tracht het network te bernvloeden zou ik graag willen achterhalen of en hoe de leden van
het network gezamenlijk trachten de koers van het network of specifieke onderdelen daarvan

te bei'nvloeden. Als laatste wil ik ingaan op de vraag of leden van het network afkomstig uit de
andere onderdelen van het network, proberen het onderdeel waarin u participeert te
beTnvloeden?

7.   Probeert u zelf bewust de koers van het network aan te passen of te handhaven zo ja op
welke wijze gebeurt dit? En zo nee, waarom niet? [Doorvragen]

8.    Kunt u aangeven waarop deze acties gericht zijn? [Doorvragen]

9.  Proberen de leden van het network gezamenlijk, of het onderdeel waarin u participeert
bewust de koers van het network aan te passen of te handhaven zo ja op welke wijze

gebeurt dit? En zo nee, waarom niet? [Doorvragen]
10. Kunt u waarop deze acties gericht zijn? [Doorvragen]

11.  Wordt   door de leden    van het network die participeren binnen een ander

networkonderdeel geprobeerd de koers van het network aan te passen of te handhaven,

en zo ja op welke wijze gebeurt dit? [Doorvragen]
12. Kunt u aangeven waarop deze acties gericht zijn? [Doorvragen]
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Appendix 3: Conditions for Types of Network Control

Table 17: Conditions for types of network control

Reflective Evaluation Ignorant Evaluation Predictive Evaluation

Under which condition does Under which condition does Under which condition does
reflective evaluation occur? ignorant evaluation occur? predictive evaluation occur?

High to moderate high degree of No relation between conditions and High degree of internal legitimacy
internal legitimacy of a network the occurrence of ignorant evaluation and high degree of external
(proposition 1) in general legitimacy of a network (proposition

6a).

Or

Seduced network and high degree of
internal legitimacy (proposition 6b).

Under which condition does only Under which condition does only Under which condition  does only
reflective evaluation occur? ignorant evaluation occur? predictive evaluation occur?

High degree of internal legitimacy Low to moderate low degree of Service implementation network
network, and, low degree of external internal legitimacy of network (proposition 7)
legitimacy of network and old network (proposition 3)
(proposition 2)

Under which condition does a high Under which condition does a high Underwhich condition does a high
degree of reflective evaluation degree of ignorant evaluation degree of predictive evaluation
occur? occur? occur?

self-developed network and old Low to moderate low degree of Service implementation network
internal legitimacy of network (proposition 7)
(proposition 3)

Under which condition does a high Under which condition does a high
degree of reflective evaluation degree of reflective evaluation
occur and a low degree of ignorant occur and a low degree of ignorant
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evaluation? evaluation?

Moderate high degree of internal Moderate high degree of internal
legitimacy (self-developed network legitimacy (se/f-developed network
and old network are needed for and old network are needed for
explanation) explanation)

Underwhich condition does a Under which condition does a Under which condition does a
moderate degree of reflective moderate degree of reflective moderate degree of reflective
evaluation occur and a low degree evaluation occur and a low degree evaluation occur and a low degree
of ignorant evaluation occur and a of ignorant evaluation occur and a of ignorant evaluation occur and a
low degree of predictive low degree of predictive low degree of predictive
evaluation? evaluation? evaluation?

High degree of internal legitimacy of High degree of internal legitimacy of High degree of internal legitimacy of
network and high degree of external network and high degree of external network and high degree of external
legitimacy and information network legitimacy and information network legitimacy and information network
(proposition 4). (proposition 4). (proposition 4).

Under which condition does a Under which condition does a
moderate degree of reflective moderate degree of reflective
evaluation and a moderate degree evaluation and moderate degree of
Ignorant evaluation occur? ignorant evaluation occur?

High degree of internal legitimacy High degree of internal legitimacy
and low degree of external legitimacy     and low degree of external legitimacy
and young network (proposition 58). and young network (proposition 5a).

Or                           Or

Self developed network and young Self developed network and young
network (proposition 5b). network (proposition 5b).

Adjustment through Adjustment through Drift Adjustment through
Concerted Coping out of Control Organizational Stimuli

Underwhich conditions does Under which conditions does drift Under which conditions does

concerted coping occur? out of control occur? organizational stimuli occur?

High to moderate high degree of No relation between conditions and No relation between conditions and
internal legitimacy the occurrence of ignorant evaluation   the occurrence of ignorant evaluation
And in general in general

information network (proposition 8).

Under which conditions does only Under which conditions does only Under which conditions does only
concerted coping occur7 drift out of control occur? organizational stimull occur?

High degree of internal legitimacy Never occurs as on/y type of network Implementation network (proposition
and low degree of external legitimacy aoyustment.                                                                   1 1)
of a network and old network
(proposition 9)

Under which conditions does a Under which conditions does a Under which conditions does a
high degree of concerted coping high degree of drift out of control high degree of organizational
occur? occur? stimuli occur
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High degree of internal legitimacy Low or moderate low degree of Implementation network (proposition
and low degree of external legitimacy internal legitimacy                                                   1 1)
of a network and old network
(proposition 9).

Under which conditions does a Under which conditions does a
moderate degree of concerted moderate degree of concerted
coping and a moderate degree or coping and a moderate degree or
organizational stimuli occurs? organizational stimuti occurs?

High degree of internal legitimacy High degree of internal legitimacy
and low degree of external legitimacy and low degree of external legitimacy
and young network (proposition  l OA). and young network(proposition l OA).

Or                                                        Or

Self-developed network and young Self-developed network and young
network(proposition  1 OB). network (proposition 1 OB).

Under which condition does a low Under which condition does a low
degree of concerted coping occur, degree of concerted coping occur,
a low degree of drift out of control a low degree of drift out of control
occur, and a moderate degree of occur and a moderate degree of
organizational stimuli occurs? organizational stimuli occurs?

High degree of external legitimacy High degree of external legitimacy
and and

Information network and old Information network and old
(proposition 12) (proposition  12)

Under which condition does a Under which condition does a
moderate degree of organizational moderate degree of organizational
stimuli occurs and a high degree stimuli occurs and a high degree
of drift out of control? of drift out of control?

Moderate low intern and high extern Moderate low intern and high extem
legitimacy legitimacy

Under which condition does a low Under which condition does a low
degree of organizational stimuli degree of organizational stimuli
and a high degree of drift out of and a high degree of drift out of
control occurs? control occurs?

Low degree of external legitimacy Low degree of external legitimacy
and seduced network (proposition and seduced network (proposition
14A) 14A)

Or                         Or

Low degree of internal legitimacy Low degree of internal legitimacy
(proposition 148) (proposition 148)

Notes:
The colors indicate the mixed use of

types of network control
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Appendix 4 Cross Case Evidence for Internal and

External Network Legitimacy

Table 18: Cross-case display of evidence for internal network legitimacy

Network legitimacy by professionals Network legitimacy by managers and Level          of
managerial directors internal

legitimacy

Professionals acknowledge the network as Managerial directors acknowledge the
a form and/or the issue the network is network as a form and/or the issue the

addressing network is addressing

Network 1 Professionals legitimize network to a Managers and managerial directors High
high extent legitimize network to a high extent
"So at a certain moment we presented
ourselves. And then 1 though: 'yes we're "But the managerial directors were so
on the right tack. because the people enthusiastic. They didn't felt back. They
involved were all very enthusiastic weren't passive by only watching how

things were going. They actually gave the

"But particularly, it is the vitality of those impression that they intended to put some

people [Project Group members] that give energy in it to make it happen. And to
me the feeling: 'we'll work it out and we activate the network by asking: 'how are

feel responsible [for the network]'. And things going?"'. And by considering what
than again I think, or I hear, or I notice: It's was needed to make it happen And time
network 1 that is starting an has demonstrated that they've put energy

implementation process. They're not easily in the network".

satisfied. Like uh...:'well, now we have
written a nice memorandum and now we
can fall back'"

Network 2 Professionals legitimize network to a Managers and managerial directors High

high extent legitimize network to a high extent
"Of course, because managers were often    "When we had a very high attendance,
approached by professionals who said. when they pushed away each other to join,
'People. do something'. Because this then I thought: 'Yes, it's the right moment
group of patients fall between two stools. and in the right style'"
They don't belong in the psychiatric care,
they don't belong in an organization for
mentally disabled, they don't belong in an "It is very good that a great deal of

organization for physically disabled. Not organizations committed themselves to

for this, not for that. Consequently, what this process. Because we invested a great

we need to do is, yes, we have to try to deal in it lately and we have one's work cut
create inter sectonal services together out for one  So the parts can starl

Because. you can not put a label on it operations. And that's [committed
And it is not relevant to put a label on it  It organizations] what I understand as a very

only has to be answer to a patient's quer·y big advantage
And by which sector it is arranged doesn't
matter. It has to be appropriate for the
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patient. And I believe that understanding
was already present when we were getting
started"

Network 3 Professionals legitimize network to a Managers and managerial directors Low
low extent legitimize network to a low extent
-1 think in network 3 there hasn't been a 'Actually, since February 2004, it is
good recognition of NBI related problems remained behind because the manager
and NBI problems are not experienced" directors meeting felt apart  [...].  And then

we said· 'Well manager directors, actually
you are frustrating each kind of
cooperation and each type of practical
implementation [...]. And that's really
frustrating people who want to do
something because they are intrinsically
motivated And then you reach a
dangerous point".

Network 4 Professionals legitimize network to a Managers and managerial directors Low
low extent legitimize network to a low extent
-Even if there wasn't any money. then "There are several projects [i.e, networks]
professionals would have contacted each in this region and the Stroke Service
other. And that's what is missing in Network is one of them. Several times it is
network 4" suggested to link network 4 with the

Stroke Service From a policy perspective
many opportunities are offered to do so. It-For CVA it is completely different. I mean, has been discussed at various strategicthere at a certain point in time a levels and it just didn't happen. And thatneurologist asks; 'How about the wrong illustrates how CEO's perceive NBI. Toobed Issue? Has it been improved?'. Or little concrete, tangible, eh. .. keep it off.'What's still lacking?' And so forth and so

on. And, well, it isn't that concrete over
here. I mean, the fact that I'm organizing "You cannot reach them. We believe that
case events to prod professionals    Well, I   letters with organization's X logo are
really don't have to fed that back to them". thrown in the garbage can right away: '[...]

Oh, not interesting'. [...].  Last week we've
this issue was discussed. Ellen had put it
on the agenda and said: "I know that at
managerial directors' offices it is send to
the garbage can right away". she actually
saw that"

Network 5 Professionals, managers and managerial directors legitimize network to a low High
extent
"And from the start of the project you saw parties [i.e., professionals and managers
because both participated in this network's Project Group] who had a shared concern.
And also were willing to put efforts in it. And that gives a feeling of solidarity between
participants. And it's nice to notice that you're doing something which is useful for
people. What's needed. That immediately gives a network intrinsic value".

Netwodc 6 Professionals legitimize network to a Managers and managerial directors Moderate
high extent legitimize network to a moderate extent   high
"There are one or two persons who do the    What I noticed myself. in the steering
dirty work. And how much energy they put group,  is that the role of the chairman is a
in the project to mobilize others. And then. very significant one. That Bob. project
the other fifty percent participates because manager, he is chairman. And he also
they're socially involved by the issue of hasn't been here a great number of times.
palliative care" I think that if you have a really powerful

chairman, he can also provide more
leadership in the sense of· '1 want to hear
from you what's happening in your
network.'  And then determine what the
topics are that you have to communicate
back to your network, because next time
I'd like feedback on them.', that also steers
the steering group members. I sometimes
also have the feeling that a lot of warning
goes on in the steering group-

'I would really appreciate more people to
actively support the network. That it was
supported more. also within other
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organizations"
Network 7 Professionals legitimize network to a Managers and managerial directors Moderate

moderate extent legitimize network to a low extent low
"1 thought the whole issue was enough. 'Jac has left, Tilly has left, Elisabeth's
You know? But of course, that's absolutely participation, that's still a question mark.
not the case. That developed since I was So than a rather small group remains.
so much inspired myself. So you ... While we were putting efforts in the
understand? SO that implies that a network and were considerable happy with
chairman needs to talk to people between each other. . However, apparently those
network meetings Because if you only organizations don't see it like the added
discuss this issue during network value. At least, they say: "it was not
meetings, you'll lose people because they intended that this person remains
aren't enough involved". participating [in the network]".

Network 8 Professionals legitimize network to a Managers and managerial directors High
high extent. legitimize network to a high extent
Professionals actually want to do more in Mt that time the CWA measures were
the network and asked to be more released  So we draw an memorandum
involved and we called a group of people to talk

things over... Do we want to go this
direction? And everybody was positive"People feel the need to be involved in the about it. It was important for the nursingworking groups.  That has been homes to receive CWA money, so theydemonstrated [by the assessment].  So though the idea was interesting. The hometherefore, we will set up new working

groups I...]"- care organizations had already be
interested in the formation of a chain. And
they had a lot of funds to invest. That were
to richer years. So eventually, people
signed"

Table 19: Cross-case display of evidence for external network legitimacy

Legitimacy by Legitimacy by insurers Legitimacy by quality Level of
governmental agencies and care offices institutions external

legitimacy
Network Low Low Low Low
1,2,3 and 4 "1've put a lot of efforts in it, There are no specific

"And lama little bit pissed here in this organization, so quality programs or
off about the € 70,000,. they would become a little indicators developed in
That's the same amount of bit more [acknowledge which these networks can
funds that we receive to NBI]...But the issue is of no   join.
address the issue of NBI in interest to the doctors. Too
the whole Province. Even abstract, I guess.
less, I believe. And then I [...]Even if my colleague
think, well...!". would put lots of effort in it,

than still it wouldn't impress
them, I believe. Even if he

"(Mario) I believe the was a neurologist. 'It hascurrent political interest, been taken care of,from a content-like 'Organizations for disabled
perspective is minimal.

deal with it, don't they?',
[endorsing remarks are And hospitals can examinemade in the background] people. And eventually
(Truus) And they won't get perform surgery ortheir fingers burned either" prescribe medication'.

That's how insurers think
And if you say: 'Yes, but
those people that fall
between two  stools?..."
Than they say: 'Well..?'"

Network High High High High
5.6 and 7 National (Ministry of Health "Well. insures are also Supportive organization

Care supports network willing to put lots of funds in    (i.e., IKC's [Integrated
development) and regional it.  [...]. Well, in many ways Cancer Centers]) financed
governments supports and by Ministry of Health care
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grants subsidies for funds can be obtained" have the task to stimulate
network development (e g, the creation of networks
CVTM measure). and are funded by the

national government to do
SO.

"[..  ] with regard to training employees, huh. then there was a subsidy for that... that's
great, isn't it, then there was money for that again ha ha. . and then there was money
for communication, then there was money for a member something, a member initiative,
then there was money for employee training..  ha ha ha, and so it was something
different each time. And we also dealt with the Kits, the PZ kits. yes they were paid by a
health insurances. This did take some time, but eventually we managed to get it
together And eventually we managed to get everything organized in every network.
And  Laura,  yes,  ha  ha  ha, she coordinated that,  so that was actually great.  [.. ] Partly
through Teun all sorts of new initiatives kept coming up So that at a certain point it was
possible to actually achieve something. But, you know, at a certain point there was
money for a network for 'client and quality'. Well, so we weren't a nuisance about it,
saying 'You know what, the network which is the furthest, that's where we must put the
money into.' So that was City X. so in City X we have it that 'Client and Quality' has its
work done Because I told you that either from the insurer or from the AWBZ or the
provinces, money was made available and then the same applies to the CVTM money
This was naturally used for the networks"

Network 8 High High High High

National (Ministry of Health     'They are actually imposing    E.g., The Dutch Hearth
Care supports network stipulations on the Foundation supports the
development) supports individual organizations development of Stroke
network development (e g, These have been very Services (in: Stroke
Getting Well Quicker carefully worked out, there Services anno 2003)
trajectory) may or may not be a

financial reward involved. CBO supports thethere may or may not be an
"Look, at that time we development of Stroke

image element in it. and so
linked up with a Sneller- Serviceson. And then they set aBeter Trajact [in Dutch, or general requirement, at
in English Getting well least a number of groups,
quicker"].. not even all groups, that in

one way or another you are
active in a network. And
how do they measure it?
They measure it based on a
paper with a large number
of signatures. That's it.
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Appendix 5 Cross Case Evidence for Network Origin

Table 20: Cross-case display of evidence for network origin

Self initiated network development Seduced network development

Network is initiated by professionals who Network is initiated by managers to
urge the need for a network to improve the     improve organizational performance
patient's well-being

Network 1 "I think it was in  1981  that I received a
message from Miss X in which she noticed:
'1'm in such an isolated position that I'm
calling in my national colleagues so we can
start an expert group. And we met each
other four, five times a year with
approximately eight or nine college's' [...]
We [the organization] were often
confronted with CVA patients, because
they always had physical problems. And
we thought, something more is wrong with
those patients"

Network 2 "Often, managers were approached by
professionals who said: 'Do something!
This group of patients is threatened by a
lack of recognition. We must try to create
coherence in service delivery between
organizations".

'So, eh, cooperation was only natural. And
I think it's a different story when somebody
on the basis of a theoretical point of
departure argues: 'You should cooperate'
[ 1.

'You noticed that people were itching to
create coherence'

"Well, suddenly the network was there"
Network 3

"What is important, is eh... actually, we are
put together rather spontaneously'

"And the process of brainstorming, which
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you need to come to a Professional
Meeting... That preliminary stage. I think
that was skipped'.

"And now you see people joining. '1 have to
go there, because maybe there is
something to get there, or something new
can be discovered, or it is a nice way of
meeting people [...]".

"Because many organizations feel, eh
Network 4 morally obligated to join somewhere in the

network: 'you never know what it leads to".

"And that characterized politically oriented
networks, or networks governed by political
considerations. Concerning network X [...]
that would not happen since that is our
network".

Network 5 "The network started hesitatingly. At the
beginning...Uh, for a longer period of time
already, the opinion of the former
'Collaboration Group X' [i.e.,  what  now is
the Euphoria Group] was: 'wouldn't it be
good if we organized something extra for
palliative patients?'. And I've to honest...
than the nursing homes argued: 'No, we
can take care of that ourselves'. Actually. at
the beginning it was unclear what a
network could mean for palliative patients.
And at the beginning I was also wondering:
'What am I doing here? What is the added
value for my organization?

Network 6 "1 think when you historically compare the
origin of network 7...  That was a group of
people, they were really ahead of their
time. I didn't participate in the network at
that time, but I've heard a lot. Those were
the fanatics, those health care
organizations. They put their heads
together: 'we should do much more in the
area of palliative care They already got
started before the IKC was involved".

'The network was initiated out of passion
and enthusiasm of the individual
caregivers. The core group. I believe they
played an important role".

Network 7 "Because do you know what the root is? A
Hospital. Yes. because in the care chain
they really want to play first violin in a
number of themes in the area. Okay, well at
last that's how I see it. This is somewhat in
line with they way they speak. In a number
of items in the first instance, yes directors
who are next door, they are also in the
palliative coordination group. Yes these are
all directors of organizations. So okay, at a
certain time the palliative networks were on
their way. And suddenly everything was
mutually linked. And then there had to be a
steering group, and then suddenly there
was money and then a project coordinator
had to be appointed So everything really
happened in a different sequence than in
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the other networks. [..  ]. That was more
linked to each other by professionals
themselves "

"Look, the finest and the best would be if
you focus on the patient And we always
say that, too But this doesn't always find
expression in the work order or in the
working method Because of course you
also have an institutional interest. And of
course you also have to ensure that your
beds are occupied or that your staff, or your
nurses. can get to work, or that they can
provide care Yes sure, that   You don't
always hear that, that the patient, uh, is the
focus of attention. So it's also still, more
because it hasn't existed all that long yet. in
the exploratory, investigating phase. let's
say Than that you really, let's say perhaps
in another network NW 6, perhaps that I
should quickly cite that. It has existed for a
very long time. And it really came together
on the basis of ideal intentions. And there
you see that the focus is on the patient far
more" [Laura Coordinator, NW 6 en 7].

Organizations seduced by hospital

Network 8
"If you don't pay up, you won't get any
more patients from us. We linked that up
straight away. We are going to set up the
stroke service, you have to contribute in
building it. Then you will also get patients. If
you don't take part, then we won't sign any
more contracts. So then they had no
choice" [...].
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Appendix 6: Cross-Case Evidence for the Three Types of Network Evaluation: Reflective

Evaluation, Predictive Evaluation and Ignorant Evaluation

Table 21: Cross-case display of evidence for the four indicators of reflective evaluation

Reflective analyzing Detailed narrating Own framework Network orientation
Four Conclusions are drawn after Use of a wide array of types of Use of formal evaluation form(s) The 'network' is the object of control

indicators of questioning collected evaluative data information when monitoring the developed by network members when evaluating the network's
reflective network's functioning themselves functioning
evaluation

The networks

Network 1 "And what we noted in the past. Vanous types of information are used "Ellen and I drew up an evaluation form They inform about casuistic consults
certainly if it happened so close by (is), by network members to assess the at a particular time. We had been more  To make it rather concrete. [ ..]
that you can very easily end up network's functioning, namely: working about a year. And then you They want to know what we are doing
assuming the professional position. And have to think about issues like 'the role and whether we accomplish our goal.- Input information (kind of
so actually you are considering it with of the chairman'. 'the role of the And yet, our goal concerns 'referring'.questions and number of questions)the wrong hat on. And certainly when it individual members', 'what are we still So, when we get too little consults and
involved clients with whom you were lacking". Because we also need to have references, they perhaps start- Process information (number
personally involved. [...] To start insight into ..." wondering: "What do our professionalsof members present, members
thinking from a treatment aspect. While still do there?" Because it does costbehavior, network development and
that wasn't your duty at that moment information about patients' treatment money"
[...]. Because certainly at the start, and the primary process in general)
when we had just begun, sure we - Output information
certainly had quite a lot of feedback (qualitative output information) "That's an enormous pitfall, which was

also found by our evaluation. And whichfrom our psychiatrist. And, uh, that got
us all thinking. [...] 'Take a look right we have dealt with. We have agreed on

For instance, the network's functioning a method that makes at! of usnow at what you are doing! Are you
here as a practitioner or are you here as is evaluated by information about the responsible. So not only the chair. but

a member of the Brain Damage patient's treatment: also participants should say at a certain

Team?'. And yes, that was really good". trap"
point: -Stop, we are falling into our own

"Of course, we all know the notorious

"1...la regional investigation from the people that start laying into the system,
Project Group here into a number of with NBI but also with other syndromes.
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Reflective analyzing Detailed narrating Own framework Network orientation
Four Conclusions are drawn after Use of a wide array of types of Use of formal evaluation form(s) The 'network' is the object of control
indicators of questioning collected evaluative data information when monitoring the developed by network members when evaluating the network'sreflective network's functioning themselves functioning
evaluation

The networks

case histories, from the Provincial Brain    You don't give them what they need
Network 1 Damage Team? Can you see any and then they go to the next person,

consistently recurring issues in this, and to the next and t o. . . And this is
(Continued) hm? It was always about this, or this, or    what the Brain Damage Team is also

that was always missing? So we began    good at, because you catch them.
full screening of the social workers who Because at a certain moment, you
were present there, what the social come across the name of a Mr
workers there did with each other? And Pietersen. And 'hen six relief workers
then specifically the phases in the start saying that they already know him.
casuistry to the other phase. [...]". Well. that's alarm bell, isn't it; and then I

think that Mr Pietersen may not feel
helped much at that time. But at the end
of the day, we're helping him right
enough, because all that shopping
around will not help him much. So, in
that sense, you are a kind of safety net
and that is an extra which we had not
expected In advance"

Network 2 "But what we are currently doing by Indicator not present in network. Indicator not present in network. "Last time we discussed that. When we
having conversations in the Project saw a bit of a tendency of decreasing
Group. for instance...  We saw that consults. What causes such a
currently the Social's Cart's accessibility decrease? And in itself nobody has
and reliability on NBI is a very important difficulty with the redundancy of the
missing link [...]". network at a certain moment".

Network 3 Indicator not present in network. Indicator not present in network. Indicator not present in network. Indicator not present in network.

Network 4 Indicator not present in network. Indicator not present in network. Indicator not present in network. Indicator not present in network.

Network 5 "From the, the feedback from the advice Various types of information are used Indicator not present in network. Indicator not present in network.
given with the advice queries. So a by network members to assess the
couple of days later asking for network's functioning; i.e.,
feedback, 'How did it go?'. And - Input information (kind of
generally, it was appreciated  Sure that questions and number of questions)
obviously doesn't mean by definition
that that would have been the only good - Process information (number
solution, but the consulting questioner of members present, members
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Reflective analyzing Detailed narrating Own framework Network orientation
Four Conclusions are drawn after Use of a wide array of types of Use of formal evaluation form(s) The 'network' is the object of control

indicators of questioning collected evaluative data information when monitoring the developed by network members when evaluating the network's
reflective network's functioning themselves functioning
evaluation

The networks
was satisfied and could continue. But behavior, network development and

Network 5 that is again obviously a subjective information about patients' treatment
element. Did he really ask the right and the primary process in general)

(Continued) question? Did we give the right answer - Output information
to his question? And then we took a (qualitative output information)
look ahead. So in this way, we
attempted to get clarity on the stand-
alone. Were are we? What do we For example information on network
want? Are we occupied well? Does development:
everyone want to change?"

"[...1 During the meetings it is a
permanent agenda item that a report is
done on all developments. The agenda
contains mental care and something
must be said by the representative of ..
who is on the board and who is busy
with this"

Network 6 "But we also asked ourselves in the Various types of information are used 7..1 About the palliative pump. That is 'But l think we should be a little more
core group...  We had a small by network members to assess the u h. . .  We put everything together now active to nourish the core group or
assessment, a moment of reflection: network's functioning; i.e., because we have used it so often now. support it at least. And not rely that
'What did we accomplish?' But also, We evaluated it, too. So that basically, heavily on them. I...]. That behavior

Input information (kind of
'What are we going to do in the future?' questions and number of questions) the district nurse involved was called by arose at a certain point and it continued
And next December we will discuss a nurse with a number of evaluation a bit, because they (the panicipants of
these findings with all participants'. - Process information (number questions. And a doctor would be called    the core group) organized the first

of members present, members by me or Miss X to answer a few evenings on a theme. And not only
behavior, network development and evaluative questions. For instance, because they [the core group] wanted it
information about patients' treatment 'How did you like using the pump?',           this way, but the rest of the group also
and the pnmary process in general) Was it easy to work?'. That is how we went along with that. That's one of the

- Output information really evaluated them, to see if the strong points of this core group: they
(qualitative output information) pump meets our targets  [... ]. And then addressed it Ithe self-evaluation]

you really find stupid things. For themselves. Well, in fact, it is their
instance, that there was the wrong tube responsibility to monitor, but of course.

For example: 1...1 and that the tube was too long. that's also the responsibility of the rest
Causing too much of the liquid and of the group-

7..1 It's similar like the assessments of medication to end up in the tube and
the case meetings and evenings around too little of it in the patient. Stupid, but
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Reflective analyzing Detailed narrating Own framework Network orientation
Four Conclusions are drawn after Use of a wide array of types of Use of formal evaluation form(s) The 'network' is the object of control
indicators of questioning collected evaluative data information when monitoring the developed by network members when evaluating the network's
reflective network's functioning themselves functioning
evaluation

The networks

a theme. And a small group of people it's really unthinkable the number of
Network 6 prepares such an assessment. Mostly, things that can go wrong".

participants of the core group join them.
(Continued) Hence in these groups the issue of

assessment is addressed. And then it is
reduced, so the members of the project
group can handle it..."

"Case meetings are always assessed
by an evaluation form. 'What visitors
though about the meeting and whether
they have requested for the next
meeting'..."

Network 7 Indicator not present in network Indicator not present in network. Indicator not present in network. Indicator not present in network.

Network 8 Indicator not present in network Indicator not present in network. Indicator not present in network Indicator not present in network.
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Table 22: Cross-case display of evidence for the four indicators of predictive evaluation

Collection based analyzing Predicting Externally oriented framework Combined network and actor quality
Four Conclusions are drawn from raw Use of a small array of types of Use of manifest, that is explicit types of

orientation
indicators of evaluative data information (i.e., predictors) when data collection about the network's Next to the 'network', the service quality
reflective monitoring the network's functioning functioning, developed by non-network of participating organizations is the
evaluation members (e.g., quality institutions) object of control when evaluating the

network's functioning

The networks

Network 1 Indicator not present in network. Indicator not present in network Indicator not present in network. Indicator not present in network

Network 2 Indicator not present in network Indicator not present in network. Indicator not present in network. Indicator not present in network.

Network 3 Indicator not present in network. Indicator not present in network. Indicator not present in network Indicator not present in network.

Network 4 Indicator not present in network Indicator not present in network. Indicator not present in network Indicator not present in network.

Network 5 Indicator not present in network. Indicator not present in network. "[...] Then we have a quality framework Indicator not present in nework.
we want to work with. I think this is an
important document for us as far as
policy documents go (from the) INK (in
Dutch), yes.  And the main thing for our
quality criteria to which w e. . . subject
ourselves. That's our guideline [.  .] yes,
a kind of checklist [...]. Yes that's really
our basis. Within which you have some
elbow room within each rule   .. to which
extent you have to fill this in within the
network and that's the framework of the
network".

"[...] Then there was an offer here in  the
district. From the IKC. We were
included to do research here into how
patients were doing I...r

Network 6 Indicator not present in network. Indicator not present in network. Indicator not present in network. Indicator not present in network.

Network 7 Indicator not present in network. Indicator not present in network. Indicator not present in network. Indicator not present in network.

Network 8 "It was the steering group that wanted a    Yn the assessment group throughput is    "1 already mentioned it a little while ago:  Not everyone achieves the patient
qualitative analysis, I...lof the figures, central. That's also why, really, we I have the feeling that figures are very volume, so then we say: 'Would you like
of the quality figures. the chain figures. simply went to assess, the primary important here. And in the beginning to have 40 patients on an annual basis,
They didn't want tables. but also a objective. So that is as you say, they took part in the CBO throughput supply good quality, that you can apply
description  How do we analyze, what "Evaluating': then l think about project (in Dutch), or whatever that's the NET-concept well and you can
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Collection based analyzing Predicting Externally oriented framework Combined network and actor quality
Four Conclusions are drawn from raw Use of a small array of types of Use of manifest, that is explicit types of

orientation
indicators of evaluative data information (i.e., predictors) when data collection about the network's Next to the 'network', the service quality
reflective monitoring the network's functioning functioning, developed by non-network of participating organizations is the
evaluation members (e.g., quality institutions) object of control when evaluating the

network's functioning
The networks

do we think is happening? That throughput details. It has actually called? That project, they took part in it receive your MDO, neuron-
Network 8 happened once, we did indeed describe become shorter and the wrong-bed right from the start, this stroke. And I rehabilitation'. Some don't get there.

it. But then we discovered, how on earth issue has also become much less. So believe that's where the performance They underachieve. But it is certainly a(Continued) can you analyze something if you you steer towards that, you simply indicators were developed. And this had point of attention. We test on it annually.
haven't established a norm. You only evaluate things on that". a very considerable influence within this Whether the quality remains in order.
have a quantity of data. [...]". stroke service. That's what I assume. 1

also understood that a lot of emphasis
was put on that. Yes, by participating in
it".

"And then they invited someone from
the INK institute, to talk about chain
orientation. [...]. Then the management
of the VICTOR group said: 'It would be
nice if we simply measured objectively".
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Table 23: Cross-case display of evidence for the five indicators of ignorant evaluation

Quick and dirty analyzing Ignorance Shallow impressions Actor acceptance orientation Nearly uncoupled
Five Superficially analyzing Use of a too small (and/or The absence of explicit types of   Next to the  'network', the Deficiencies with respect to
indicatorsof deficient 2 evaluative data deficient) array of types of data collection about the extent in which participating persons who transfer

ignorant information when monitoring networks functioning organizations accept the information from one part of the
evaluation the network's functioning network is the object of control      network to the other.

when evaluating the network's
functioning

The networks

Network 1 Indicator not present in Indicator not present in Indicator not present in Indicator not present in Indicator not present in
network. network. network. network. network.

Network 2 Indicator not present in A few types of information are The network's has not yet been Indicator not present in Indicator not present in
network. used by network members to formally assessed. Only during network. network.

assess the network's network meetings information is
functioning: i.e. fed back about the network's
- Input information functioning to the network

(only the number of members

questions, not the nature of
the questions)

Process information
(only information available
on the number of members
present, members behavior
and network development.
No information available
about patients' treatment
and the primary process in
general)

-            No output information
available.

For example:

-Well, we are not ready for a
first evaluation as a Project
Group. Because until recently,

52 The normative qualifications in the descriptions of the indicators of Ignorant Evaluation are based on the informants' pronouncements.
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Quick and dirty analyzing Ignorance Shallow impressions Actor acceptance orientation Nearly uncoupled
Five Superficiely analyzing Use of a too small (and/or The absence of explicit types of   Next to the  'network', the Deficiencies with respect toindicators of deficient   evaluative data deficient) array of types of data collection about the extent in which participating persons who transfer
ignorant information when monitoring netwoms functioning organizations accept the information from one part of the
evaluation the network's functioning network is the object of control      network to the other.

when evaluating the network's
functioningThe networks

we didn't have a network".
Network 2

(Continued)

Network 3 There is hardly any data A few types of information are The network's has not been "And Gerald can be getting on Hardly any information
available that can be analyzed.    used by network members to formally assessed yet, although   one's side. But he of course between the various network
For instance, hardly any data is assess the network's wanted. also has a rank and file of divisions. The Professional
provided by the professionals functioning: i.e., doctors. Some of who perceive Meeting provides hardly any
who joining the Professional NBI as  .. 'Uh, never heard of. information to the Project- Input infonliation Presently, we do it like thatMeeting. (only the number of Has not been defined in the Group. Moreover, the chair of

[informal]. But for me it is clear
questions, not the nature of literature'...  To put it strongly. the Project Group has sentthat it should be a formal So Gerald, he'll do. But if Ellen several letters to thethe questions)"Well, that's an point of moment. And we will certainly call's him too often telling what managerial directors. Theseparticular interest on our - Process information do that". he should and shouldn't do.. were left unansweredagenda". The issue of'seen (only information available

Well you just have to put itthat number of patients'..." on the number of members' subtly"present, members' behavior 'l [participant Professional
and network development. Meeting] experience it [Project
No information available -You could say that you only group] as quite disjointed. We
about patients' treatment receive a bit of indirect don't hear much of them
and the primary process in information from the [Project groupl'.
general) perspective or your own

No output information organization. Actually, you [a
managerial director] neveravailable. focus on the project Inetworkl,

For example: let alone the complete
network".

Fhat's also an issue. Do we
have an idea about the
patients? About their
questions? And how we went
on to respond? Because that
could be of great use for the
Project Group. Ellen
(coordinator) is entrusted with
that, but I don't hear much
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Quick and dirty analyzing Ignorance Shallow impressions Actor acceptance orientation Nearly uncoupled

Five Superficially analyzing Use of a too small (and/or The absence of explicit types of   Next to the  'network', the Deficiencies with respect to

indicators of deficient" evaluative data deficient) array of types of data collection about the extent in which participating persons who transfer
ignorant information when monitoring networks functioning organizations accept the information from one part of the
evaluation the network's functioning network is the object of control network to the other.

when evaluating the network's
functioning

The networks
about that...".

Network 3

(Continued)

Network 4 "And what is lacking in general     A few types of information are The network's has not been "I...1. Because, for example, Mainly the coordinator informs
1 .,] is the courage to ask used by network members to formally assessed yet, although even within the coordination network groups about the
critical questions. A sort of assess the network's wanted. group, there is a participant network as a whole and other
considering the network's functioning; i.e., '1'm also concerned about the who has developed products network divisions more

functioning· 'Are we still doing on his own Where we would specifically- Input information quantity. 'The number of
ok?-, -Are we still on the right (only the number of visitors', 'How do they score?', actually have preferred that he
track? The atmosphere in this questions, not the nature of And what's the quality?' What's "Well the CEO Meeting is ahad cast the net wider Across
network is such that we must the questions) the value added by the Get- the whole region. So not only

rather unknown phenomenoncherish the willingness of Together-Club. Of course, that that on its own, and we did
participants to join the network discuss that within the lastProcess information for me, to be quit honest. Ellen

has to be demonstrated".
atall I  .r (only information available meeting, that whatever was is much more involved in it. As

on the number of members being a supporter of ourdeveloped there would also be
present, and the extent in used for the rest of the region"       network. I've been there once"
which the network is
accepted. Also the "Some kind of coordination
stagnating networks
development is discussed. group has developed over
No information available here. Well actually, I do not
about patients' treatment know much about it. I'm not

and the primary process in
involved in it neither I do

general)
receive some paperwork"

- No output information
available.

"But okay, that's the way it is.
You get figures. But whether
The-Get-Together-Club is also
useful, sure that's of course an
extremely difficult question
because how can you tell that
such a club is useful? And so
when you, that's the same with
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Quick and dirty analyzing Ignorance Shallow impressions Actor acceptance orientation Nearly uncoupled
Five Superficially analyzing Use of a too small (and/or The absence of explicit types of   Next to the  'network', the Deficiencies with respect toindicators of deficient52 evaluative data deficient) array of types of data collection about the extent in which participating persons who transfer
ignorant information when monitoring networks functioning organizations accept the information from one part of the
evaluation the network's functioning network is the object of control      network to the other.

when evaluating the network's
functioningThe networks

the brain damage team  'so
Network 4 many notices', 'So many

advisories'. But what is actually(Continued) done with this advice? And has
it ultimately been useful for that
person? This latter point, that's
never put on the table. [.]So
that Get-Together-Club. it really
has to run or we should stop it.
And running, that means so
many people come in per year.
Whether it has any further use
or whatever I..  1

Network 5 Indicator not present in Indicator not present in Indicator not present in "Well, when the network Indicator not present in
network. network. network. organizes activities, for network.

instance. Then you inform as
many contacts as possible and
then some organizations
immediately react, while others
don't react at all. While you
know that the product we are
offering is highly attractive, but
yet, nobody reacts. Well, that's
a signal something is not going
right".

Network 6 Indicator not present in Indicator not present in Indicator not present in Indicator not present in 'What I noticed myself, in thenetwork. network. network. network. steering group, is that the role
of the chairman is a very
significant one. That Bob.
project manager, he is
chairman. And he also hasn't
been here a great number of
times. I think that if you have a
really powerful chainnan, he
can also provide more
leadership in the sense of: '1
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Quick and dirty analyzing Ignorance Shallow impressions Actor acceptance orientation Nearly uncoupled
Five Superficially analyzing Use of a too small (and/or The absence of explicit types of   Next to the  'network', the Deficiencies with respect to

indicators of deficient52 evaluative data deficient) array of types of data collection about the extent in which participating persons who transfer
ignorant information when monitoring networks functioning organizations accept the information from one part of the
evaluation the network's functioning network is the object of control network to the other.

when evaluating the network's
functioning

The networks
want to hear from you what is

Network 6 happening in your network.
And then determine what the

(Continued) topics are that you have to
communicate back to your
network, because next time I'd
like feedback on them'. That
also steers the steering group
members. I sometimes also
have the feeling that a lot of
warning goes on in the steering
group.

"What's sometimes a problem
is communication to the
network's coordinator.
Sometimes it's a bit difficult to
stay informed'

Network 7 "Aside from not knowing what A few types of information are  They don't ask that question to   "1 think we get stuck in What I'm missing is a feeling
everybody is doing in the field used by network members to themselves yet. It's still too questions about what causes of 'cohesion' and 'solidarity in
of palliative care, they are assess the network's much in the stage of getting organizations to drop oP". accomplishing a goal together'.
neither aware of gaps functioning; i.e., started, in building up [a To hear from other colleges
[knowledge of services].There network]". that are participating in theProcess information
aren't any shared lacunas, or (only information available network: 'How is it going',
how should I put it: no blind 'What are you working on?'on the number of members
spots are identified". present, and the extent at [..1. I'm not in close touch with

the network I have also lost thewhich that accept the
network. No information idea who is participating in the

available about patients'
other [working] groups".

treatment and the primary
process in general) 7 also have been in touch with

No output information the home care's employees,
available. and they sought information

while I knew a delegate of the
home care participated in the
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Quick and dirty analyzing Ignorance Shallow Impressions Actor acceptance orientation Nearly uncoupled
Five Superficially analyzing Use of a too small (and/or The absence of explicit types of    Next to the  'network', the Deficiencies with respect toindicators of deficient 2 evaluative data deficient) array of types of data collection about the extent in which participating persons who transfer
ignorant information when monitoring networks functioning organizations accept the infonnation from one part of the
evaluation the network's functioning network is the object of control      network to the other.

when evaluating the network's
functioningThe networks

network. And I said: "Why
Network 7 haven't you talked to him?'.

Well, that wasn't known" [that(Continued)
he participated].

'At managerial level they knew
it Inetwork]. But professionals
never heard from it"

Network 8 Indicator not present in Indicator not present in Indicator not present in Indicator not present in Indicator not present innetwork. network. network network. network.
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Appendix 7: Cross Case Evidence for the Three Types of Network Adjustment: Concerted

Coping, Organizational Stimuli and Drift out of Contro 53

Table 24: Cross-case display of evidence for the six indicators of concerted coping

Supported autonomy Internal funding Voice in wilderness Integrate & differentiate Development by topic Network correction

Six indicators    Network is adjusted by Network is adjusted by Network is adjusted by Network is adjusted by Network is adjusted byspecification
of concerted managers and funding network initiatives   explicating the network's integrating services Network is adjusted by correcting network
coping professionals who are and plans by the aim and function to and/or organizational and     specifying the topics divisions  (e  g.,  project

facilitated by coordinator participants external actors primairy processes, and addressed by the network   group, professional
differentiating task and meeting)
services provided by
participants

The networks

Network  1               "And you  see... they 7And then you also see "(Mart) I think you have to    "(Eva) We have already "So that's how we "But particularly the
[professionals] star·t to do most people involved in it communicate back that been training the entire discovered it later, well members of the CEO
their own things. Thus, saying to each other, this is not what we're neurology division by whether it occurs a great meeting, you have to
they have started to 'okay. then we just cough actually here for. Also to ORG X. [...] We think deal we don't know but keep them on [the
submit ideas on paper. up 8,000 euros ourselves     make it a little bit clear to that's great for we found it very network's] track now and
So, bringing in plans in order to pay for our the region what the cooperation.  I...1  So lots disturbing, uh, young then".

beforehand". own coordinator if function of the brain of knowledge and mothers with NBI who
necessary" damage team actually is. information. also about have relatively, or who

[···1 (Jos) I don't really brain damage, and that should have relatively We always review that
"He [a new manager critically. And severalknow how I could react to continues to be the more child  care...
director] didn't know this times we have rejectedthat. But that it really is approach, on casuistry Because the children
NBI trajectory. And than, our role now the way it and how you actually provide a great deal of proposals and said: 'You
Ellen [coordinator] pushes shouldn't do that 'You're

actually should be, manage the transfer to incentive and little
and pulls a bit here and too ambitious', or 'That's

namely that someone each other, and how you children are of course
there. Thus I think Ellen is not relevant', or 'Its toowith brain damage work together. And then extremely active. But if
a fairly binding force". belongs where they get it's very pleasant the you have NBI it's even early"

the best care. (Inez) Can group exists, disciplinanly more difficult, and there's
be treated the best... exists, of a variety of no compensation for this.

53 These tables are based on matrices in which the eight networks were compared on incidents that had been given the same code. For each dimension of the general concept of
network evaluation and the general concept of network adjustment separate matrices were made. Likewise, matrices were made for the emerged concepts such as network legitimacy
and the network's origin. This resulted in an analysis document of more than 400 pages.
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Supported autonomy Internal funding Voice in wilderness Integrate & differentiate Development by topic Network correction
Six indicators    Network is adjusted by Network is adjusted by Network is adjusted by Network is adjusted by Network is adjusted byspecification
of conce4ed managers and funding network initiatives   explicating the network's integrating services Network is adjusted by correcting network
coping professionals who are and plans by the aim and function to and/or organizational and    specifying the topics divisions (e.g., project

facilitated by coordinator participants external actors primairy processes, and addressed by the network   group, professional
differentiating task and meeting)
services provided by
participants

The networks

(Jos) Yes, and it could be participants from the That's not a way of
Network 1 in the VG or it could be in chain. Which is why we getting extra provisions

psychiatry and it could be thought of you there or in another way,
(Continued) in any sector. immediately. [...] (Inez) or to be able to make

I...1(Monique) That's Yes, great, really. (Eva) more use of it than usual.
perhaps stubbomness on     So I thought. And bit-by-     Or at a reduced tariff or, it
the part of my colleagues,    bit the chain is more doesn't matter, in a health
we have told them about important than the expenses insurance
it extensively and we internal training. So that's which pays something
have also attempted to where we are right now, towards it. And so we
clarify in detail using a already. 1...1" also kept an eye on this.
number of examples, but Whether it occurs more
yes, these cases are often. Because you could
again a disappointment, make an action item out
aren't they. (Inez). But of ir
okay, if we provide the
first answer, then it's up
to them to make use of it.
(X). Exactly , yes. (Inez)
Then they know what
they can indeed approach
us for. IProfessional
Meeting. NW 1]".

Network 2  In the beginning the CEO  "And don't interfere [as a Indicator not present in "We talked about the Indicator not present in 'And managers then tend
meeting tried to stimulate CEO meetingl. At most network. aspect of housing people network. to tell their directors 'well,
an active attitude ...That pay the 5,000 euros they with NBI, and what you may want all this, but
was needed because ask. Quickly cough up happened then is, when .' I...1 Well, in that
things had to be put in those 5,000 euros. But we were talking about the sense I also view the
motion. A memo was know your proper place". subject with a number of discussion between those
needed and had to be actors, is that uh, directors and me and the
sent. We all ring round everyone agreed that project group as 'let-s
our own networks for that: there was a necessity to hold each other by the
'Uh, what do you feel develop adequate hand by all means'. Let's
about it...?'." housing initiatives with not give each the space
"There is a small CEO supplemental specialist to escape into arguments
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Supported autonomy Internal funding Voice in wilderness Integrate & differentiate Development by topic Network correction

Six indicators    Network is adjusted by Network is adjusted by Network is adjusted by Network is adjusted by specification Network is adjusted by
of conceded managers and funding network initiatives  explicating the network's integrating services Network is adjusted by correcting network

coping professionals who are and plans by the aim and function to and/or organizational and     specifying the topics divisions  (e.g..  prgect
facilitated by coordinator participants external actors primairy processes, and addressed by the network   group. professional

differentiating task and meeting)
services provided by
participants

The networks

steering group Well. we supervision. Because why it is not possible By

Network 2 like very much to keep creating housing all means, let's look for
ourselves explicitly small. arrangements is one arguments why it is

(Continued) thing, but the content of possible."Lets put it that way. We
would very much like to the care product.  [... j And
support and facilitate. at that time the next step
uh .  you in your work" was taken of 'but guys.

isn't this the time to join
forces and to start

"But it will be most likely, arranging things in the
eh yes,   .. The Project district'"
Group, with X as
chairman, who will give
aims and legs. We are
available on call If there
are any obstructions or
interferences, we'd like to
hear about it".

Network 3 Indicator not present in Indicator not present in Indicator not present in Indicator not present in Indicator not present in Indicator not present in
network. network. network. network. network. network

Network 4 Indicator not present in Indicator not present in Indicator not present in Indicator not present In Indicator not present in Indicator not present in
network. network. network. network. network. network.

Network 5 indicator not present in Indicator not present in Indicator not present in Indicator not present in "That's very clear for "Such a formal steering Is
network network. network network. spiritual care. They in place. For Instance, the

picked that up They Euphoria Group's
clearly experienced. 'Yes, financial responsibility. It
we really should do is a fact that there is
something with that'" accountability to the care

network. From content
and systems... formal

"The PAT developed a issues"
palliative kit. That's a
suitcase that contains
tools [ ..] such as a
morphia pump and stuff
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Supported autonomy Internal funding Voice in wilderness Integrate & differentiate Development by topic Network correction
Six indicators    Network is adjusted by Network is adjusted by Network is adjusted by Network is adjusted by Network is adjusted byspecification
of conceded managers and funding network initiatives   explicating the network's integrating services Network is adjusted by correcting network
coping professionals who are and plans by the aim and function to and/or organizational and    specifying the topics divisions (e.g., project

facilitated by coordinator participants external actors primairy processes, and addressed by the network   group, professional
differentiating task and meeting)
services provided by
participants

The networks
like that They developed

Network 5 it themselves. That hasn't

(continued)
been one of our
questions They noticed it
themselves that there
was a need. And later on
they showed the kit"

Network 6 Indicator not present in Indicator not present in Indicator not present in Indicator not present in "[...] The outcome is that "'How do you have to
network. network. network. network. we have set up and organize that?', "How do

organized case meetings. we manage that?" I...1
And we have made an And then we made very
important contribution to concrete agreements,
the development of those     such as: 'This Is what we
palliative kits". are going to do and this

feedback will be given to
the one who has asked
that question. So then we
formulated a concrete
blueprint: 'This is how we
will deal with these kind of
questions'"

'And from that moment
we started each meeting
by addressing an item
concerning content. And
we have been working as
such for a year now. and
that's functioning well".

Network 7 Indicator not present in Indicator not present in Indicator not present in Indicator not present in Indicator not present in Indicator not present In
network. netvvork. network. network. network. network.

Network 8 Indicator not present in Indicator not present in Indicator not present in Indicator not present in Indicator not present in Indicator not present in
network. network. network. network. network network.
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Table 25: Cross-case display of evidence for the six indicators of organizational stimuli

External dependent Well-lined purse Internal orientation Marking the territory Development by Quality of services
governance relational intensifying Network is adjusted byNetwork is adjusted by Network is adjusted by Network is adjusted by

Six indicators Network is adjusted by funding network by explicating the network's differentiating task and Network is adjusted by correcting the quality of
of externally developed putting money in a pot aim and function to services between intensifying the services provided by
organizational ideas and is facilitated by participants patticipants participants' relations participants

coordinator
stimuti

The networks

Network 1 Indicator not present in Indicator not present in Indicator not present in Indicator not present in Indicator not present in Indicator not present in
network. network. network. network. network. network

Network 2 Indicator not present in Indicator not present in 'It wasn't clear to Indicator not present in "But this is not seen as Indicator not present in
network. network. everyone why, uh, yes: network. 'how nice that we are network.

'What is expected of us?', working together like this'.
'What is that NBI issue But more like, well, like
about?', 'Uh, what appeal you are networking within
is made on us here?' the network. really, by
Uh... 'What is it staying behind after the
specifically you are meeting to talk to the
asking of us?'. This really rehab specialist and stuff.
had to do with having And to ask:  How is our
taken it seriously. The work linked to yours and
NBI network that we had when does it
propagated insufficiently interconnect?'.  'And what
until then, what we agreements can we make
thought important, what about it?' [   ] When you
the questions were and stay behind to talk for a
which problems had to be while and are discussing
solved. Well, we tried to common grounds, well,
make it all more clear in than really you are doing
bilateral meetings and the same thing, without
additional research." being explicit about it."

Network 3 Indicator not present in Indicator not present in Indicator not present in '[...1 (Hans) I don't Indicator not present in Indicator not present in
network. network. network. exclude that, but to network. network.

immediately start
discussing all these
products and to adapt
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External dependent Well-lined purse Internal orientation Marking the territory Development by Quality of services
governance relational intensifying Network is adjusted byNetwork is adjusted by Network is adjusted by Network is adjusted by

Six indicators Network is adjusted by funding network by explicating the network's differentiating task and Network is adjusted by correcting the quality of
of                  externally developed putting money in a pot aim and function to services between intensifying the services provided by
organizational   ideas and is facilitated by participants participants participants' relations participants

coordinator
stimuli

The networks

and... (Peter) I think that
Network 3 before we start settling on

things together. it's good
(Continued) to know what you are

talking about  I think that
a fairly comprehensive
investigation is a
necessity to be able to do
it. (Hans) Oh no, but I'm
not speaking against that
I only mean, to therefore
immediately want to do
everything together, that,
that [.. J"

Network 4 Indicator not present in Indicator not present In Indicator not present in          "[...] And the discussion Indicator not present in Indicator not present in
network. network. network. in the coordination group network. network.

has naturally covered this
a number of times. About:
'What is there actually in
this project for ORG X,
which has taken the
initiative and has got
really excellent things on
the rails, but there has
been only a limited
involvement from the
partners who anticipate.'
And that is, I think, also
the search for how do you
do that because everyone
is doing several things
their own way, how do
you bring them all
together so that it
becomes a chain for the

...„



External dependent Well-lined purse Internal orientation Marking the territory Development by Quality of services
governance Network is adjusted by Network is adjusted by Network is adjusted by

relational intensifying Network is adjusted by
Six indicators Network is adjusted by funding network by explicating the network's differentiating task and Network is adjusted by correcting the quality of

of                  externally developed putting money in a pot aim and function to seivices between intensifying the services provided by

organizational ideas and is facilitated by participants participants participants' relations participants
coordinator

stimuli

The networks
client, which will
eventually be better off as
a result"

Network 5 "And the IKC also has the "The Euphoria Group "Then they realize what Indicator not present in Indicator not present in Indicator not present in
consultation skills' funds most part they are letting network. network. network.

training, which they have Participants yearly themselves in for. That
done with everyone. We transfer a substantial they won't be dealing with
all participated again, amount of money that is patients but with
including the used to keep the office professionals"
management. And new and to fund projects"
nurses, who also receive
this training separately,
which means the IKC also
ensures professionalism
in that sense"

"But the moment I then
ask· 'what are we going to
talk about?', 'what are the
points for attention?'. then
I realize that people can't
easily come up with it.
1..1. You have a variety of
reports from the various
departments and that fills
it up reasonably. And yes,
that provides material or
changes in regulations or
suchlike from the IKC (in
Dutch) with which you
have filled the agenda
1 1.

-And then I have to think
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External dependent Well-lined purse Internal orientation Marking the territory Development by Quality of services
governance Network is adjusted by Network is adjusted by Network is adjusted by relational intensifying Network is adjusted by

Six indicators Network is adjusted by funding network by explicating the network's differentiating task and Network is adjusted by correcting the quality of
of                     externally developed putting money in a pot aim and function to services between intensifying the semices provided by
organizational ideas and is facilitated by participants participants participants' relations participantscoordinator
stimuli

The networks
about possible items on

Network 5 the agenda. That sounds
very ad hoc, but

(Continued) eh...such a driving force
[coordinator]is
necessary. It won'I work
otherwise"

Network 6 "Well, this helped us in a 'The VICTOR group "But it is also tricky to Indicator not present in Indicator not present in Indicator not present in
big way in the beginning, funded the event the last know the extent to which network. network. network
by asking us questions time  So we could host you can expand to
And by throwing us back visitors with coffee or a outside the direct
upon our own resources. soft drink. And cost for participants of the
Because when we were copying could be network. And I have the
just starting out. we had charged. And conveners feeling that it is easier for
person X   (IKC) I...1 of the workshops could the group of informal
There was no sub memo be given something carers than for a group of
then. was there, and. Traveling expenses . GPs, for instance. or even
'What are we going to do Regular things, but that for nursing home doctors,
exactly?' 'No, person X some money could be I think. These are groups
said: 'Go figure that out spend". that are just more difficult

for yourselves What do to expand  I mean, these
you want, exactly?' And groups won't take much
this is how he helped us notice of central
[...r. agreements, now, will

they?"

"And I have also noticed
that the coordinator and "Initially, it (a report) was
person X introduce things designed for network
there from their part of the participants themselves.
court. You can apply for Like. 'Hello, can we talk
subsidies for that, I hear about something else?' It
Then there is the had to be an eye opener.
opportunity to do a quality And I think we
improvement procedure". accomplished that".
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External dependent Well-lined purse Internal orientation Marking the territory Development by Quality of services
governance relational intensifying Network is adjusted byNetwork is adjusted by Network is adjusted by Network is adjusted by

Six indicators Network is adjusted by funding network by explicating the network's differentiating task and Network is adjusted by correcting the quality of

of externally developed putting money in a pot aim and function to seivices between intensifying the services provided by
organizationaj   ideas and is facilitated by participants participants participants' relations participants

coordinator
stimuli

The networks

Network 7              "[...] with regard to "[...] But that implies that Indicator not present in Indicator not present in Indicator not present in Indicator not present in
training employees, huh, now the formal course of network. network. network. network.
then there was a subsidy uh...'directing' and
for that... that's great, 'financing', that's now at
isn't it. then there was the Victor Group. [...].
money for that again And that means that other
haha .. and then there project's estimates
was money for converge on the Victor
communication, then Group [...]. And also
there was money for a when the subsidy for the
member something, a coordinator disappears.
member initiative, then then we have to go back
there was money for to the Victor group and
employee training . see how we have to deal
hahaha, and so it was with it".
something different each
time I.. 1"

Network 8 "The Breakthrough "[...] So, the entire project      "[...] that audit, that audit     "1 can very easily "That's perhaps very Increasing the quality of
projects aimed at organization is paid with is also [...] a very compare it with the CVA individual, but for service delivery by
continuous improvements project money. The kitty powerful awareness- chain care project I am in. example we are going maintaining certain

for patients that had faced   is full. A project manager raising instrument. [...] [...]. And there you have to...  I have someone now amount of patients:

a stroke by short cyclical has been appointed for a That audit was one and hospitals, nursing homes, for example I have asked

improvements actions. period of two years. And the same thing, only rehabilitation centers the hospital if they could

Therefore, it served as a then we started everyone draws a getting around the table be an intern there.  In this      "1· · ·]We have certainly

perfect handle to deal organizing the Stroke different conclusion. But and everyone very clearly   way you also have
said to a couple of

with this project Service." that doesn't matter, attempts to protect their knowledge exchange and centers, perhaps you

Inetwork]". because it is all a stretch. own little empire". in this way you also got need to cooperate more

Everyone draws a more improvement". There's a PG clinic who

conclusion of 'We have has lower numbers. Also
And there I also found a nursing home in city X.to build on something'.

Only one person says· that there were overlaps. Work together with them

'We have to continue The hospital's outpatients' intensively [...r.

describing the process'. clinic for aftercare was in

and another says: 'We the product supply of the

have to draw up more home care [...]. That's
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External dependent Well-lined purse Internal orientation Marking the territory Development by Quality of services
governance

Network is adjusted by Network is adjusted by Network is adjusted by
relational intensifying

Network is adjusted by
Six indicators Network is adjusted by funding network by explicating the network's differentiating task and Network is adjusted by correcting the quality of
of                   externally developed putting money in a pot aim and function to services between intensifying the semices provided by
organizational ideas and is facilitated by participants participants participants' relations participants

coordinator
stimuli

The networks
resultative criteria', and something we don't want,

Network 8 the next person says: 'We of course."
have to improve the(Continued) patient files'. And all of
this is good."
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Table 26: Cross-case display of evidence for the indicators 1 through 4 of drift out of control

Dependence Ad hoc funding Communication fatigue and no reply Absence of implications

Indicators 1 Network is adjusted by coordinator Network is adjusted by sporadically The coordinator who explicates the Network is adjusted by nor integrating

through 4 of funding network initiatives and plans by    network's aim and function internally. services nor differentiating tasks or
drift out of single participating organization Committed participants have lost the services provided by participants
control motivation to explicate the network's

function due to no reply.

The networks
Network 1 Indicator not present in network. Indicator not present in network. Indicator not present in network. Indicator not present in network.

Network 2 Indicator not present in network Indicator not present in network. Indicator not present in network Indicator not present in network

Network 3 "Well, the administrative platform is on "While in network 1 people simply took Network members hardly participate in Indicator not present in network
its last legs. And besides, Group Z, the responsibility themselves and, uh, didn't the process of framing the network and
only cooperative body that was look at it. Not that people didn't want to the function of the network is not clear
functioning at the administrative level in watch the pennies. Naturally, they find for managerial directors and part of the
this district, was discontinued around that important. But a lot more say 'This professionals:
the Christmas period. Uh... which is a responsibility we have to take
means that effectively from 1 January ourselves'. And naturally, if we want to
there has no longer been an do projects, then we must also have "I...1 Ellen's (coordinator) remark who
administrative platform for those money and we must also try that. But said: "Well, then it is us who have to put
working groups or project groups can that's not to say that you then mustn't NBI on the agenda again"
go with their decision-making. Well, set the whole process in motion. And
that's very inconvenient". that's a completely different approach.

And that is very emphatically so in the
network 3. Their approach is: We are

"It was quiet around that subject for a all being cut back and cut back'"while and then it was picked up by the
province. Then Ellen [coordinator] took
it up Then a brain damage team was
also created"

Network 4 'But uh, well. what 1 see is a very "And what we also did at a certain time,      "Well, I notice a stale attitude here, [...], Indicator not present In network.
relative [low] legitimization and that was with the, uh Get Together some tiredness. After ten years, also in
exemption from these organizations. 1 Club[...1 at a certain point we even put our organization, one says· "l'm working
mean, if Ellen (coordinator) wasn't money into that ourselves [... 1 That's all    on this issue for ten years now. and still
doing several tasks for us... we simply behind the point. We were left with a they do not understand what i'm talking
don' t have the time." couple of hundred thousand a year. So abour

for us it wasn't a problem to pay the
5,000 euros I ..1. But then in any case
my annoyance was so great that I "(Ellen) (coordinator) [...1  l would have,
thought. okay, come on now" uh, thought about it. I think that at the

very least we also - yes, given the fact
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Dependence Ad hoc funding Communication fatigue and no reply Absence of implications

Indicators 1 Network is adjusted by coordinator Netwofk is adjusted by sporadically The coordinator who explicates the Network is adjusted by nor integrating
through 4 of funding network initiatives and plans by    network's aim and function internally. services nor differentiating tasks or
drift out of single participating organization Committed participants have lost the services provided by participants
control motivation to explicate the network's

function due to no reply.
The networks

that these contact persons, uh, don't
Network 4 really feel that they are involved, that
(Continued) we one the one hand have to write a

newsletter stating our course and the
main points that we are going to be
working on. This is actually in the
schedule, but then worked out a bit
neatly. And the second thing is, yes,
again. that ... that registration.
(Marleen) yes. (Ellen) to describe that

that brain damage issue, isn't it?
That they can go to the brain damage
team. But also indications they
encounter. That they can refer them to
the steering group, or to the
coordination group. That's really the
main thing".

Network 5 Indicator not present in network Indicator not present in network. Indicator not present in network. Network tends to operate as an
knowledge network contrary to an
information network:

"You can tell that during the first
meeting it was mainly a case of drawing
up an inventory from the various
hospices to come to know what they
were doing and what was going on.
This costs a lot of time, it is just
'exchanging experiences', asking each
other questions like: How do you do
this?' and 'Oh. is that it?' 'Do you have
the same?' That was an important item.
Slowly, this shifted a little bit towards
more specific questions like: 'What are
we going to sort out exactly now?'
Because the hospices are all up and
running by now. They all have the full
team. the patient flow is In order of
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Dependence Ad hoc funding Communication fatigue and no reply Absence of implications

Indicators 1 Network is adjusted by coordinator Network is adjusted by sporadically The coordinator who explicates the Network is adjusted by nor integrating
through 4 of funding network initiatives and plans by    network's aim and function internally. services nor differentiating tasks or
drift out of single participating organization Committed participants have lost the services provided by participants
control motivation to explicate the network's

function due to no reply.

The networks
sorts. And that's a bit thanks to my
steering, to call It that, like: 'Well, will

Network 5 we exchange operational details?',
(Continued) 'How many patients do you see?'. 'How

many team members do you  have?',
'How many people are there?'. 'How
about your funding?'. That land of
background data. [...] Especially that
management information, 1 think that is
the main focus. That seems important
to me to share with each other"

Network 6 Indicator not present in network. Indicator not present in network. Indicator not present in network. Neither the interviews nor the
observations of the network meetings
indicated any changes in organizational
processes or serviced in order to
accomplish network results.

Network 7 Indicator not present in network. Indicator not present in network. "[...] and then more at the management Neither the interviews nor the
level. Because the network members do observations of the network meetings
it on the shop floor. But it somehow indicated any changes in organizational
does not reach the management  [.. ] processes or serviced in order to
Because then, I think, the pieces will accomplish network results
also fall into place. When organizations
are making choices, l think: 'Apparently.

But they are not ready to the extentthey have not been sufficiently informed
of the added value'". that they are saying: 'let's deal with this

f
"

Network 8 Indicator not present in network. Indicator not present in network. Indicator not present in network. Indicator not present in network.
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Table 27: Cross-case display of evidence for the indicators 4 through 8 of drift out of control

Stagnation Organization's network acceptance Absence of ownership Unfulfilled vacancy
Indicators 4 Network development stagnates and Network is adjusted by attempts to Neither professionals nor managerial Network is adjusted by attempts to
through 8 of has to be restarted over and over again.   increase the participant's acceptance of   directors feel responsible for adjusting recruit needed organizations
drift out of the network the netwofk
control

The networks

Network 1 Indicator not present in network Indicator not present in network. Indicator not present in network. Indicator not present in network.

Network 2 Indicator not present in network Indicator not present in network. Indicator not present in network Indicator not present in network

Network 3 "If it is very hectic because people "1 (coordinator) have had a meeting to         "[...] 'We have made a good plan, and "The reason why the NBI network in
experience many problems with NBI get two people of organization X in the there is funding for it, and so now we network 3 doesn't have the scope it
then it is full [...]. But then everyone Brain Damage Team, and these people   can get going'. So then, noting should have, has everything to do with
knows what can be got in the district all start by saying: 'Yes, but what use is happens" the position of the rehabilitation centre.
and then you see it subside again". that to us?'. 'What customers will it get The rehabilitation centre plays a crucial

us?' et cetera. So, that route will take a fairly role  in the network. However, in
bit longer than I originally thought. its old style it didn't have any interest in
That's how come you are sitting around 'brain injuries"
waiting like: 'When is it ready?"'

"What I have noticed my self...  The
rehabilitation center had changed it
delegator four times already  And the
first three..  I noticed they are in, but in
fact they aren't"

Network 4 "Uh... Well, and then you run into the "By confronting them with it. It makes no "The manager directors didn't meet for 'But the professionals, that's really a
people, resources and manpower you difference to the client whether quite a while. I wasn't called by anyone blind spot in this project. At least, the
need to implement certain activities [ . . . ] organization  X  says that it will withdraw       with the question  when we would meet medical professionals. That's what I'm
I can't say that there is no progress. the Social Card from the family doctor, again. I didn't call the external talking about. Uh, we think we cannot
There really are a number of matters or that they have now produced a coordinator either [...]. That's a bad sign really function without them".
that wit! happen anyway. But it is all bookled for social workers [... ]. As [...]   If you compare that to network X,
happening very very slowly". though organization X is the only one that wouldn't happen since that is ours.

which deals with brain damage". And if we don't do anything, nothing will
happen"

"I...]And then Johan said:  'what if we
simply let it all be?' Then I (coordinator)
said: 'Johan, if you do that, it will taken
another three years before you have
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Stagnation Organization's network acceptance Absence of ownership Unfulfilled vacancy
Indicators 4 Network development stagnates and Network is adjusted by attempts to Neither professionals nor managerial Network is adjusted by attempts to

through 8 of has  to  be  restarted over and over again.     increase  the  participant's  acceptance  of      directors  feel  responsible  for adjusting recruit needed organizations
dnft out of the network the network
control

The networks
built it up again"

Network 5 Indicator not present in network. Indicator not present in network. Indicator not present in network Indicator not present in network.

Network 6 Indicator not present in network. Indicator not present in network. Indicator not present in network. Indicator not present in network.

Network 7 "But in Network 7 nothing happens"           '[...].she said: 'yes I delegated "[...] the nursing homes here. for "You can keep on repeating in each
someone from my organization in that example Organization X was part of it time because there is never a meeting
network, and they had the assignment Now it's no longer involved. I think that attended by everyone who was also

-And 'Means&Measures' is a group that to get more acquisition, more orders'. could easily be checked. [..  ]  But I'm there the last time. So you constantly
did not know very well how they had to And then I said: 'Okay, but that's not thinking: 'Do I really want to know?'. But   have to keep nominating. And then you
be steered. And that has had it a bit really the idea at all'.1...1" that's not one of my assignments. It's can't say 'You weren't here last the last
now. [ . . .1 And you can really tell if also not one of my duties. But I'm time but if you  had been...'[...] because
people who really want to go for it fall certainly curious why people make you are just happy enough than an
away from such a working group, then these choices." organization sends people"
the group will disintegrate."

"[   ] Because at first organization X was
also represented in it. I haven't seen
them for a long time now. [..  ] Bart often
asked these people "why don'l you
come?'"

Network 8 Indicator not present in network. Indicator not present in network. Indicator not present in network. Indicator not present in network.
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